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Corsets

$ 1.00

We are now selling' an extra good $1.00
Corset in light bine, cream, pink, old
gold and cardinal, at the very low price
Those who have
of 60 cents per pair.
paid $1 for same colors will do well to
examine this lot. Our sales in this department hare increased so rapidly that
we feel warranted in saying that we
have the best corsets for the price to be
found in Portland.

RIM BROTHERS.
3t_

aprlg

tion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite,
all indications of Liver

are

Complaint.
"I had

habitual constipation ; my appetite would be good
one

day and poor the next, my eyes showed evi-

aplOsiltf

î». «ai.

». αι. to

is

I

good.

now

CO.,

EXCHANGE STREET,

Hon. Β. B. Thomas,
enobscot Co.,

Treas.

Bangor, Me.
Μκ.

E. Cobb, one of the most prominent mer-

chants of Bangor, lias suffered from liver trouble
for two years.

Mr. Cobb lias consulted good phy-

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little
assistance until he began the

ie!7snly

SPECIAL NOTICE.

was

Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me. "1 read
the testimonials, bought

arilla, took
I

B. A. Atkinson

bottle, and

one

have been for years.

some

of

of Brown's Sarsap-

some

to-day better than

aiu

recommend Brown's

I

have

I

as

I

know

it to be good."
KEADKR!—If you have any trouble with your

kidneys you

can find

certain relief for it by us-

a

BROWN'S

SARASPÂRILLA
By'Your money refunded if it does not do al
claimed.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all Druggists|for
ΛΙΙΛ WARBEN,

$1.00; 6 bottles for §3.00.

Proprietor, Bangor,
, my27

PORTLAND,

Me.

'IPosilively Cured

Little Pill·!.

tiiese

every-

They also relievo 13:
.trcse from Dvepepei
i u digestion and Too|
[Hearty Eating. A. iku

to visit our

remedy ïor D!zsv.

feci

Nanpc-fi.

liess,

ï>kr»v&i«|

Bad Taste m thMonth, Coated Tongue.
Fain Id tiie Sid<> &c
(They regulate tlie Bow
.;-ls and prevent Constieasiest to take,
pation and Piles." The sxnailestanri
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vi«U. î*iirelyVer
if.
v«i
J1 for?l.P
6
etable. Piice 25 cents.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., ί τορ'ιν, Sew York.
η ess,

FURNITURE,
CARPET STORE

WEATHER.

THE

—AND—

RANGESTORE
m EVEMG I\ THE WEEK.
We are desirous of showing
you our stock and building;
under the electric light.
A visit will repay you.
ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

Washington, April 12.
Indications for Portland and vicinitywarmer
weather.
Fair,
Indications for New England to-day are
fair warmer weather, followed in the southern portion by local rains, winds generally
southern.
WEATHER BEPOBT.
Foktlaku. Me., April 11.V1H8C..

LOCAL

ι 7 A M |11 AMI 3 Ρ Μ ι 7 Ρ Μ 111 Ρ M
Barometer 80.538 30.6"8 30.577 30.606 30.605
33.1
30.1
30.1
Tliermo'r. 32.2
;35.7
14.8
25.1
20.0
;25.0
Dew Point, 16.2

Humidity.

51. G

50.υ

Wind

35.5
Ε

Ε

INK

Velocity... 19

177.8

10

12
Clear

10

daily bar...30.573 Maximum ther
Minimum ther
daily tlier.. 34.1
Max.vel.wind
Total precip

.41.0
3 .2
12 NE
00

(April 11, 188C, 10.00 P. M.)

ISAACG. ATKINSON
MAMOER.

Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Thenno'ter I Wind

Place of
Observation.

Mtftrat
PAINTS.

These are in every respect strictly flrstrclass
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the highest grade of pigments ; combined by processes
Ί hey are

unequalled by

any

in richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever produced for general structural purposes. Sample,
wheetnand pamphlet "STFCI I'I KAL DEC.
Ο RATION" free, by mail.
Nlriclly l*ii re Color· in Oile, Vnrniaheii,etc
ROOF, CAR nul BRIDIÎK PAINTM,
in various colors. Are especially adapted for outbuildings. barns, fences, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

ASBESTOS ROOFING.

—

3

New London|30.62
Boston, Mass 30.60
Eastport, Mel30.Gl
Mt. Wash't'n 30.46
Portland. Me 30.60
Albany, Ν. Y 30.52

New York... 30.55
Norfolk, Va. 30.36
30.51
Washington.. 30.43
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.16
30.26

Philadelphia.

Charleston...; 30.16

Jacksonville.
Savannah,Ga 3 .23
New Orleans 30.01
Cincinnati, O! 30.' '8

-12
—7
—5
x3

68
55!

x2
—7
x3
—1
xll
xl5
x5

30.01;

62
56

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.261
Cleveland...., 30.13!
3 .14!
Detroit
i 30.55
Oswego

51
56

Memphis
Pittsburg

30.24!

Alpena,Mich 30.22]
Chicago, Ills. 29.99

29.07

Cheyenne....! 29.70

54

29.68,

65

i2!).!)li;
Lteadwood... Î29.78I

50j

CO.,

Denver
El Paso
Yankton

I

it

MUSI

Billions!

MILLETT & LITTLE.
We offer in

our

Button Department

extraordinary bargains.

Having

a sur-

of many Kinds of buttons. >ve have
marked tlieni down and shall sell all at
less than half price. The lot comprises:
25 gross Ivory Buttons, all colors, at
5 cents per dozen.
25 gross Wash Ivory Buttons, all colors, at 10 cents per dozen.
25 gross Cut Ivory Buttons, all colors,
jit 15 cents per dozen.
25 gross Cut .Steel Metal Buttons, all
color#, at 1» cents; marked from 50 cts.
25 grjuss Open Work Cut Steel Buttons,
all colors, ûl 25 cents per dozen; been
sold at 50 ceuis.
25 gross Metal Buttons, all colors, at
10 cents; been sold at 87 1-2 cents.
A full line of large Trimming Buttons
from 50 cents per dozen to #1.25.

fin*

MILLETT & LITTLE.
ap9

THE BEST

SPRING

MEDICINE.
Never foils to relieve Languor and Want of Vitality, which few escape at this êeasçA·
impoverished condition of the blood is the prime causg of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early ia
Spring should not be omitted. Take Vegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system.
Humors of α Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
po other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
âlMUld the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
.the ttkin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
-yegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescente,
ladies in delicate health and old people it is

linsurpasned-

mi,

-OIVERANQ

IjljlSnULES PILLSJbiLIOUS
PILL8

Coated Tongruo,
•<^re fjoadache, Sideache,
Bitter Taste in the mouth.
JLoneM^atloii.and
known. 2D cts, ; δ boxes,
best I4ver
Regulator
Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston,
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Milliken has presented petitions of masters
and mates of sailing vessels of Brooksville, Jonesport, Castine, Isles'boro, Sullivan and Machiasport, to be licensed as pilots ; also of citizens of
a

scientific temperance bill.

all

KMW&wlylstoMtlipnrm

W. II. MUllken and wife of Portland, E. D.
of Gardiner, T. Scaminon and Miss Ε. I!
Scammon of Sao ο and Mrs. A. Williams of Bid
deford are here.

Haley

Miller

Arrives

Cloudy
Fair

i Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
A.

in

the

Rothman Fail to Appear
and Answer to Charges.

DeLacyand

New York, April 10.—Ex-Aldert»au William
A. Miller, who was arrested in Florida on Thursday, arrived at police headquarters at 6 o'clock
this evening, in charge of Detective Cosgrove and
Officer Brown. The prisoner was taken to a private room, and it is expected that lie will be adliumitted to bail, which, ft is stated is re;idy.
the afternoon that
mors were circulating all
another one of the aldermen of 1884 had offered
to tell all he knew, lt was learned that it is the
intention of the district attorney to accept Ex-Aldennan Miller as State's evidence if hi will consent to testify. If Miller refuses to turn State's
evidence, it is believed that the district attorney
will accept the offer rumored to have been made
by another alderman.
Alderman DeLacy. who was reported to be in
orwl rnnrfv

tn

MAINE.

annfiftl'

to
in

any cfiarge οί bribery, hail not arrived
this city up to 2 p. ui. today.
At the Senate committee investigation ex-Alderman ltothman and Alderman lie Lacy were
Excalled to the stand hut neither responded.
Alderman Louis Wendel then took the stand. He
could not tell within «50,000 or 8100,000 how
much money he had deposited in the bank in
1884 or 1885.
Ex_4.Ulermau Arthur T. McQuade declined to
answer a
question put to him by Senator Conkling
as to whether lie won 811,000 at one sitting at
cards, because lie believed playing cards for monïhe committee adey was a misdemeanor.
journed, to meet in the Senate chamber at Albany
on Tuesday next.
answer

[Special to the Tress.]
Rochester, April 10,—Police Officer Josselyn
captured seven runaway French children from
Saccarappa here this afternoon, on the arrival of
the 3 o'clock train from Portland.
Tliey were
three boys and four girls, the oldest only 15 years.
The officer returned them to their homes in Saccarappa last night.

City.

PltiloHnlnHio roottuvlov

Lewistoît, April 10.—A shrewd Maine detective has succeeded in tracing the course of Walter
VV. Wanzer, the Famiingtou bank swindler, who
harnessed the lightning and made it his accomplice. After he left Maine, Wanzer went to Joliet, 111., which city he made his headquarters for
several months. He practiced his trade as a bank
robber and confidence man until the police were
hot on liis scent, when he took wing for Manitoba, where he remained in concealment doing
nothing until last winter. From Manitoba he
wentto Buenos Ayres, South America, where he
now lives uuder the name of
Freeman. He is
said to have bled the South Americans freely and
to have a lot of money.
Freeman, or Wanzer,
was born in New York and practiced the trade of
an electrician before he became a professional
He has a mistress in Massachusetts,
rogue.
whose attachment to him, and whose assistance
to liiiu in planning and escaping from his scrapes,
would make an ample basis for a romance.

Runaway Children Captured,

NEW YORK BRIBETAKERS.
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Pe-
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39
36
31
12
31
43
40
56
43
46
62
61
63
62

Dulutli. Minn 30.121
Marquette... '30,16
Milwaukee. !30.O6;
St. Louis, Mo '80.001
St. Paul,Minn 30.04
Omaha, Neb. 30.00
Bismarck, Da 29.76
St. Vincent.. 29.92
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Mr. Milliken Presents
titions.

03 Λ
til

The standard and reliable Portable Roofing, for
steep or flat roots In any climate. Skilled labor
not required in its application.
STEAM-PIPE and
GENU INK ASBESTOS
BOILER COVERINGS. PISTON and WICK
FIRE-PROOF
PACKING. MILL-BOARD,
CESTOVE-LINING,
PLASTIC
PAINTS,
MENTS, COATINGS, ETC.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

bacco, 20 quarts of sorghum, 20 of corn, 50 of
grass, 28 of sugar beet, and 32 of cotton seed. It
is not, as has been falsely stated, unlimited. Although this seems to be an immense amount of
seed, yet when it is considered that each one's
allowance must be distributed among several
thousand constituents, it will be seen that it is
hardly enough to go around. Probably there
are very few of the Congressmen who at this time
have any of their allowance remaining. It has
been frequently the case in the past that the
quality of the seed furnished by the government
has been rather the reverse of first class. Indeed
Agricultural Department seeds have been rather
a byword among^okera.
But this eau no longer
be done. All seeds now sent out by the Agricultural Department are tested before they are accepted by the government, and when sent out are
warranted to germinate, if properly plauted and
tended.
A Parade of Veterans.
Today is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
organization of the District of Columbia Volunteers of 18G1.
They were organized in that
year for the defense of the capital, before the
call of President Lincoln for 75,000 men. They
celebrated the event today by a grand parade of the veterans, together with the Grand
Army and all the local military organizations of
the District, with the Marine Band.

Now

5s
c
Ν
§"«

own.

tributed.
allowance of seed of each Senator and
Representative consists of 6,000 paper packages
of vegetable seed, 500 of flower seed, 300 of to-

SWINDLER WANZER TRACED.
ο ν

exclusively our

Seeds Are Dis-

Congressional

Personal.
METEOROLOGICAL ΒΕΓΟΒΤ.

LIQUID

Tlie recent

elections in the West which have shown decided
gains for the Republicans, in one county in Indiof 1,500 being
ana
a Democratic majority
changed to a Republican majority of 3.000, are
considered as straws which indicate quite
strongly which way the wind is blowing. Although the Democrats all attempt to explain away
these losses of theirs in Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois as due simply to .local causes and'local
apathy among their followers, it is nevertheless
manifest that they are uneasy over the prospect.
Those who prophesied a little over a year ago
that the Republican party had received its death
blow, and would never again be a potent factor In
the politics of the country, are beginning to find
out that a party which ruled this great country so
wisely and well for twenty-five years, is not cast
down by a single defeat.
The statement is made that the silver men in
Congress, who have Just been sat down upon with
such positiveuess in the House, are preparing a
document to be used in influencing the coming
Congressional campaigns, and which has been endorsed by a large number of Democrats, which
reiterates their position In favor of a free coinage
and denounces the action of the administration as'
being in collusion with the interests of capitalists

Mr.

ISW

Clear

WAitthar

Mean
Meau
Mean

70.5
S

daily d'w pt. 18.7
Mean daily hum..54.4

OPEN UNTIL 9 EVERY NIGHT.

[Special to the Press.]
Waîhjnqton,April 10.—The political character
of the next House of Representatives is a matter
which is causing considerable comment among
members of both political parties here.
The comparatively small majority now held by the Democrats in that body, requiring a change of only
twenty-one votes to make it Republican, and the
still nairower margin by which several of those
now holding seats on that side, in several cases
less than 1 DO out of a total of several thousand,
is sufficient to give rise to considerable apprehension on the part of the Democrats, and considéra"
ble hope and confidence on the part of the Republicans that the next Congress will see a House
and Senate in the control of the same political

How

XLIXtli CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, April 10.
in the Senate, at 1.30 p. m. today, the bill to
admit Washington Territory as a State was
passed without substantial amendment by
1 a vote

Last Sad Rites.
Fabminuton, April 10.—The funeral of Miss
Sallucia Abbott occurred last evening. There
were present Rev. Edward Abbott of Cambridge,
Mass., Lucy, daughter of Hon. Austin Abbott,
and Mrs. ltev. G. I). Abbott of New York. The
remains were buried in the family lot in Bruns\rick today.
A Bath Editor

Roughly

Handled.
Bath, April lO.^-Cliarles D. Clark, editor of the
Bath Independent, while on the way from his
house to his office, this evening, was assaulted by
11. A. Iluse, a prominent citizen, choked and his
face slapped several times.
Shortly after, Clark
was again attacked by E. P. Donnell, a member
of the city council, and (julte severely beaten
about the face. The assaults grew out of an article published in today's issue of the Independent.
Λ
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From a Train.

Utica, Ν. Y., April 10.—A passenger of train
No. 8, on the New York Central & Hudson River
railroad, was found lying beside the track at
Frankfort, Ν. Y., at about 12 o'clock last night.
From papers found on his person, his name is
supposed to be J. E. Hodgkins, of Wilton, Me.
He had tickets from Jjouisville, Ky., to Boston,
Mass. He is about GO years of age, well dressed
It is thought
and had about $40 in his pockets.
He was unconscious
that lie fell from the train.
this morning. He is badly injured about the head
and liis recovery is doubtful.

Body Recovered.
Bang OB, April 11.—The body of George Homer
of Boston, drowned in the Penobscot river, at Oldtown, on the night of Dec. 15th, 1385, was recovered at Veazie today.

T

30 to 13.
Among the petitions presented was one by Mr.
Harrison from three assemblies of Knights of
Labor at Fort Wayne, Indiana, praying for the
sp&nJ^· passage by the Senate of the 'labor arbitration bill aifeany passed by the House of Kepreof

sentatives.

The Senate then adjourned u,ntil Monday.

HOUSE.
Under a special order the House proceeded to
the consideration of bill* reported from the committee on commerce.
Bills were passed for the establishment of lightbouses at Gull Rock», Newport harbor, It. 1. ;
New Bedford, Mass ; Castle Hill, Newport harbor, It. 1. ; Crab Tree Ledge, Frenchman's Bay,
Me.; Deer Island, Boston harbor; and Lubcc
of a
Narrows, Me. Also for the construction
steam lighthouse tender for the fourth lighthouse
Atlantic
district, and as a supply steamer for the

andtiulf coasts.
The bill to establish 10 additional life-saving
stations gave rise to some discussion, but it was
finally passed.
A bill was passed relating to the licensing of
vessels engkgert in tdwjng to carry persons Jn
addition to their ere*

Large Amount of Rolling Stock
Other Property Burnt.
Firemen

Intimidated

Sckanton, Pa.. April 10.—General Masterworkman Powderly received a dispatch from Mr.
Hayes at St. Louis, saying the Knights were
quiet and not responsible for yesterday's trouble.
Mr. Powderly stated the rumor that lie was preparing a statement to the public or Knights was
"The general exabsolutely without foundation.
ecutive board," said he, "lias done everything
possible for the (settlement of the difficulty, aud
the responsibility fer what follows rests entirely
upon others, ana mutters will have to take their
own course unless arbitration Is consented to.
If this is done there will be no difficulty in bringing this strlketo a speedy «lose. This Is the only
I believe that the
point where trouble exists, and
country will never again see so formidable a
strike, as employers aud employes have learned
that the easist way of settling disputes between
labor and capital is by arbitration—the corner
stone of the Knights of Labor organization."
While Mr. Powderly has improved in health, he is
by no means a well man.
St. Louis, April 11.—The inquest on the bodies
of the people killed Friday afternoon by deputy
sheriffs in the yards of the Louisville & Nashville
railroad In East St. Louis began at 2.30 p. m. yeswitnesses were examined,
terday. Four or five was
of the same general
but their testimony
tenor. All agreed that Hewlett fired the first shot

and

Driven

and

Knights Declare Jay Could Responsible for Friday's Shooting.

The

Mr. Could

Denies

Another Massachusetts Mystery.
Boston, April 11.-Saturday morning, Mr. J.
Miller, who lives in Oakdale, in the southeasterly
portion of Dedliam, discovered a bundle of clotli
ing in a pine grove, off Dartmouth street. The
clothing proved to be portions of a woman's apof which were covered with blood.
parel, parts
Chief of Police Drugan was notified and took posThe clothing was of good
session of the bundle.
It is thought
material and fashionably made.
that the wearer of th« clothing was murdered,her
the
wearing apparel taken off, and
body concealed elsewhere. The clothing had evidently laid
where found about four months. Careful inquiry
lias been made to asfcertain whether any female
has beci) or is missing froni town, Blit without
success.

Cough Memorial Services.
Boston, April 11.—Memorial services in honor
of the late John B. Gougli were held in Music
Hall this afternoon with a large atiendance.
Miss Frances E. Wlllard. president of the National Woman'» Chustain Temperance Union made
an address, and addresses were also made by
Gen. John L. Swift and Sirs. Mary A. Livermore·
Besolutlon? eulogistic of the deceased were adopted-

Three of

the

Any Responsibility

Tragedy

Victims of

Friday's

Buried Yesterday.

Passes

Sunday

Quietly

in

the

and most

•City.

An

St. Louis, April 10.—Thursday the strikers
captured one of our deputies and held him an
hour and a half. They theu let him go and told
him they iutended to visit us again and do us up.
About 10 o'clock a man who recognized me as an

Odd Fellow came and told me to look out for
serious trouble, when 1 immediately told J. 'Γ.
Ilanahan, general manager of this division, and
he said he had also been notified to look out for
trouble.
I then wrote two letter to Adjutant
General Vance explaining the situation to him
aud sent them to him. A little before 12 o'clock
while writing the letters, I was summoned to keep
the strikers from coming into the yards at the
east end, aud I went up there with Manager Han
ahan. There were about three hundred men collected around when we got there.
Sheriff Ropiequett was present and tried to dispersa the crowd,
but they would not listen to him. They Jeered at
him, calling hint all sorts of names. Seeing he
could not disperse the crowd,the sheriff went away.
Then 1 commenced talking to the crowd. I said,
"For God's sake men get away and save trouble.
Look at this thing rationally. You heard the sheriff
read the law to you and you would not leave."
I then read the law to some 20 or 30 men who

the eaetjside of the track, from a little house, or
from coal cars on the Indianapolis and St. Louis
track. The crowd then started west along the

dyke

te cut us off by a cross street from our depot. 1 saw this movement and started with my
deputies across our trestle on a run for the depot
and cot there in advance of the crowd.
We halteu at the depot and the freight men came and

begged for protection saying that strikers would

Çartment

murder every one of tliem.
tbe scene on the bridge and

this city

Showliegan :

firemen to Avtinmiish the flames

Richmond
and

Kid button,
Kid polish

Gardiner.
r.

and 1

2.10
1.90
1.00
1.00
2.10

or grain button
Kidlpolisli
Calf, split or bluff

Goat

Skowhegan.

1.60
1.35
1.20
1.40
1.20

Box toes
% cts per pair. Vbc
Chairman John H. Wall of the executive board,
district assembly 77, K. of L., today said that the
trouble with Keene Bros, was settled so far as the
Knights were concerned, although he had not
bean officially notified to that effect by the
Kniglits of Labor of Maine.
Healso stated that
all the trouble now existing hinges on the lasters,
and neighcr the Lynn nor Skownegan factory of
Keene Bros, would be started-up until a settlement with the Lasters' Union was effected.
A BLAZINC

The

FACTORY.

Mill
in Lawrence,
Mass., Damaged.

Pemberton

Narrow Escape of

Ten

Men

From

Death.

Loss

About

$100,000—Two

Men

Killed.

Lawrence, Mass., April 10.—Fire broke out
the picker room of the I'emberton Mill
about 10 o'clock this morning, and gained
great headway before the firemen could get to
work on it. At 10.40 a general alarm was rung
in, summoning the whole department.
All the operatives were sent out.
Eight men
in

in the room when the fire started, and a
large quantity of material was in the building.
At 12.30 p. in., the roof of tbe rear building fel 1
in, burying 10 persons, including four firemen.
Engine» from «North Andover, Andover and
Metliuen arrived at 1 o'clock, and joined the
Lawrence department in fighting the flames.
At
2.30 o'clock the fire was under control. Most of
those buried by the falling roof miraculously escaped the falling timbers, and only one of them,
George McKensfe, of 29 Kingston street, South
Lawrence, is dead, he having expired at 3 o'clock
from bis injuries. .lobn Miller, who was upon
the roof with the others of the mill brigade at the
time the roof fell In, was imprisoned ill the debris
more than three hours and was extricated wltli
much difficulty. The fire was confined to the
picker mill in which it originated, and the loss
will not exceed $100,000. On this there was an
insurance of S8G.OOO in the mutual companies.
The two casualties mentioned above were the
were

onlv

ones

of

λ

serions nature

All

th«

nwn

wlm

were 011 tlie roof when it fell received braises and
cuts ami other slight injuries.
Lawrence, April IX.
John Miller, the unfortunate
employee of the
Washington mills, who was pinned beneath the
fallen timbers of the Peinbcrton mill three hours
during the lire of yesterday, died from his injuries
at 10 o'clock this morning in the city hospital.
He suffered terribly during the night and until
death relieved hun,

TINKERINC THE TARIFF.
Two Reports to Accompany the Introduction of the Bill Today.
The Free List Denounced by the Minority as an Assault Upon Our
Agricultural Interests.
Washington, April 10.—Chairman Morrison
and Mr. Hewitt, of the committee on ways and
means, have completed the report ol the majority
of that committee, to accompany the tariff bill,
which will be reported to the House tomorrow.
The report says :
The rate of duty ou imported goods subject to
duty Is as low as & on some and higher than 20O
The average rate for the fisper cent on others.
cal year of 1885 a little exceeded 47 per cent,
and this Is the highest rate paid In any year since
1868, and above the average rate of the war period from 1862 to 1868. The treasury receipts for
the fiscal year 1885 were $313,61) .706. The increased receipts from customs and internal taxes,
the principal sources of revenue, for the months
of the fiscal year of 188C already passed, over
the receipts of the same months of last year, Justify the estimate that the receipts for the present
fiscal year will exceed $335,' οο,ιιοο. The expenditures for the fiscal year of 1885. including pensions and legal requirements of the public debt,
The reductions to result
were $305,830,970.54.
from the proposed bill sllghly exceed $24,000,000
on the basis of last year's importations.
Reference is made to Secretary Manning's
views, as expressed in his first annual report,
touching the ill effects of the maintenance of war
duties, pointing out the inequalities In the present
law and favoring the admission, free of duty, of
raw materials, of which the report says ;
These views are in accord with the views presced on Congress by his predecessors, Secretaries
Folgerand McCullough. The duties Intended to
be removed by the bin are chiefly those which tax
articles used by our own manufacturers, that they
may successfully compete, both at home and
abroad, with manufacturing nations which do not
which great industries are built, such as wood,
salt, liemp and wool, are placed on the free list.
In the past twenty years we have obtained from
the tax on imported wood an amount estimated at
less than $20.' 0»>,000, to encourage felling our
trees and destroying our forests, and in a much
shorter period we nave given more than 35,OCX >,(Xi acres of land in bounty to encourage the
planting of other trees.
The tax on imported salt is remitted to those
who catch and trade in flsli and those who pack
meats for foreign market.
It is belieyed this tax
should be remitted to all.
After a century of failure to make hemp either
a profitable crop or a successful industry through
protective taxation, further efforts should be
abandoned. The annual tax on imported hemp,
maBilla and similar fibres is several times greater
than the annual value of all the hemp raised in
This tax is a burden alike
the United States.
upon the manufacturer and consumer of such
articles and ought to be removed.
When ;it the beginning a revenue was found
necessary to our national existence wool with
everything imported was taxed a»d for many
years past the rate on imported wool has been
more than double that imposed on other products
of the pasture, field and farm. The price of wool
has been downward for many years, and it declined when the tax was highest and protection
greatest. From statements of the Ohio and other
wool growers' associations it appears that the
market price of wool is not three-fourths of the
actual cost of production and that with the existing protective rate of 10 cents on a pound the
price Is still 10 cents below the price at which it
It has been already
can be profitably grown.
shown by statements of wool growers that the
wool duty imposed by General Garfield's associates, successors and the school of economists
did not promote the growth of sheep husbandry
and It is proposed to remove it. For the last year
this duty on imported wool was $3,164,295.
"Tim specific duty imposed on woolen goods,"
says General Garfield, (treating ot the tariff com-

mission scheme) "as near as possible equaled
the duty put upon wool which entered into their
manufacture, and was $11,5 Ο,ΟΟυ." This with
is to be removed,
the §3,164,295 equivalent
and the duty of 35 per centum ad valorem on
woolen goods as protection to manufacturers

duty

against foreign competition remains and will yield

the needed revenue.
In some of the schedules wherein the rates are
proposed to be reduced, especially woolen and
flax, hemp, jute or linens industries, are left with
substantially the same if not greater advantages
than under existing laws. Other articles, the
are
so to be
rates
on which
reduced, as
thread, coarser cotton cloths
cotton, yarns,
unat
now
dutiable
and
are
sugar,
unreasonably high rates.
necessarily aud
These will find a compensation In the burdens of
taxation sought to be removed for reductions far
We get
greater than any proposed by the bill.
The
from duties on cotton goods $10,900,000.
rates on goods rom which we collect $2,100,000
o(, these $10,900,000 are slightly reduced, while
the rates on which we collect the other $8,800,■

000

are

unchanged.

Sugar with the present low price is left at a high
but still a revenue rate equivalent to 66 per cent.
At the present higher rate we collect on sugar
more than one fourth of all the revenue derived
from customs.

With the still existing high, if not unwarrantable scale of current ordinary expenditures, aud
hall of the money obligations of the late civil
vet to be paid, a higher rate of taxation must
be long maintained, and in submitting the proposed bill, affecting tlie cost of shelter in part
of the food and of all the clothikg of tlie people,
it has been the effort of your committee to adopt
such rates of taxation as will be permanent and
as will only need to be disturbed by an unforeseen
national emergency, and at the same time to exempt unnecessary articles from taxation and
thereby promote domestic industries.
The provision has been inserted for an allowance of drawbacks to the full extent of the duty
paid upon any imported materials which h»ve entered into tlie production of articles exported. The
one
war

of tills provision is to remove an impediment to the growth of our foreign commerce. AlroaHv tn a. pmntiderfthlft t'Y ft* η Γ «t» are able tn

object

compete with other nations in consequence of
the superior advantages in some particulars possessed by this country ; but so long as we impose
taxes upon raw materials we cannot hope to es-

tablish a market for our commodities and competition with nations possessing the great advanNevertheless by a
tage of free raw materials.
drawback system which can do no injury to any
domestic interest, a partial remedy is afforded in
some cases which will enable us to procure and
maintain foreign trade otherwise rendered ImposThe underlying consible by our customs laws.
sideration with the committee in formulating the
both
as
to
warehousing and
proposed legislation
as to drawbacks upon exports lias been to enlarge
so far as possible, the area for the employment uf our own labor and capital and to make
useful the uatural resources ol the country in its
products and geographical position so as to aid
111 the maintenance of our snipping interest now
and for some years past In a state of depression
The m st important matter dealt
and decay.
with in this portion of the bill is that which
relates to the duties
coverings and
upon
packages which has been a subject of Innumerable protests, many thousands of suits and of partial adjudication 111 the supreme court. In order
to relieve both merchants and customs officers
from anuoying exactions and unnecessary labor,
it is proposed to abolish all oaths and fees, and to
substitute in lieu thereof, as in other commercial
countries, declarations of the importer, but preserving the same penalties as are now imposed by
law for false statements.
A limitation of $500 has been imposed upon the
value of wearing apparel and other property which
may be brought in free of duty by a passenger,
excepting tourists arriving in the United States
from abroad. This provision, taken in connection
with a proposed section making it a crime either
to give or receive any money for the passage of
baggage through the custom house, will, it is believed, bring to an end a great abuse in regard to
excessive amounts of baggage brought in free In
competition with merchandise of importers who
have to pay duties.

The Minority Report.
The report of the Republican minority which
has been prepared by Representative McKinley
of Ohio, begins with the statement that the substitute agreed upon fiy the majority is a new creation and embodies little matter that was. included In the original bill as introduced by the chairman. After reciting in detail the various articles—wool, fish, timber, hemps and like fibres
and salt which it is proposed to place upon the
free list and reductions to be made in manufactured goods the minority report says
The majority assert that in the year 188ό the
average of duty upon imported goods little exceeded 47 per cent., but tliis only means that the
prices and values were unusuallylow and furnishWhat the average
es no justification for this bill.
ad valorem rate of duty will be under our tarbill
is
left to conjeciff laws if ameudeiLby this
ture, for the majority report does not disclose
it
will
be higher or
an
but
whether
even
estimate,
lower than at present will depend upon values.
To base a reduction of tariff duties upon the present business condition and present low values
and unprofitable prices, Is to assume that the
present unsatisfactory condition is to continue
and ought to.
The majority report's rate of duty on imported
goods subject to duty is as low as 5 on some and
higher than 2oo jper cent, on others. Is It not a
remarkable fact after this statement that the bill
of the committee does not correct these glaring
inequalities, but leaves the articles dutiable at
200 per cent, where it finds them, and of those
uiuy suine ill e [Ji.trt'u upon
the flee list wliile others are slightly reduced?
There Is no attempt in this hill to equalize the
duties upon imported goods on any Just
reductions tnrougnout the
or to make equitable
tariff list. Of the 31 or more articles dutiable at
358
100
to
irom
per cent., not one is dealt with In
this bill, while other articles upon which is Im10 to 2») per cent, are cut
of
from
posed a duty
down or transferred to the free list, and this free
an
assault
list is peculiarly
upon the agricultural
interests of the country, seeking out from four
in
the
tariff
their leading prothousand articles
ducts to be driven out by ruinous competition
ueauug

iuwcr raies m

principle
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DISASTROUS FAILURE.

A Creat

Many

Milling Firm In Bristol, Pa.,
Embarrassed.)

Poor

People

Will

Lose Their

Entire Savings.
Bristol, Pa., April 11.—A great agitation has
been caused here by the failure of the firm of
Rogers Brothers, proprietors of the great flour
mill at this place.
The Arm was composed of
Robert, V(lUam and James Rogers, aiid they
have operated the mill (or twelve years.
The estimated liabilities of the firm are placed at $200,000, $92,0C0 of which are in a mortgage, and
over $100,(100 in notes.
Of the latter amount,
about $80.(100 are the savings of poor
people,who
placed their money in the hands of the Rogers
Bros, for the interest the linn paid on it. That
sum was borrowed in amounts
ranging from $50
to gûOiHi, and in many cases the laboring
people,
who had implicit confidence in the firm, placed
their entire savings in their bands. The court
lias appointed William Kinsey, C. & S.
Vandegnft
and Joshua Pierce appraisers.
Robert Rogers,
who was the business man of the
firm, and who
contracted all the loans, Is at his house, and is
said to be very ill.

at once.

T. S. Genuncî, Agent.
How well this advertisement has been answered
is seen by their work of today in East St. Louis.
Six men and one woman were murdered by those
who "had plenty of grit and meant business."
By your actions In refusing the peaceful negotiations solicited by the board of arbitration, you
and you alone must be held responsible by the
world for the lives of those Innocent people.
J.no. W. Have*.
(Signed)
Per order of the Board.
New Yoek, April 11.—The Tribune tomorrow
will publish an interview wiili Jay Gould iu which
lie denies the statement iu the recent circular issued by the St. Louis Knights of Labor that the
men now employed by the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis & Iron Mountain and Missouri,
Kansas and Texas are unskilled workmen who
arealtogether incompetent to attepd to the tracks
bridges, and locomotives in a manner demanded
for the salety of travelers. Mr. Gould saidi
"I have Just received a careful report of the condition of these roads,which show they never were
in better condition than at present
In regard
to the Louisville and Nashville advertisement for
"men who have plenty of grtt and mean business," Mr. Gould said tliat tie had nothing to do
with that road and never knew sucli an advert lsement had been sent ont.
If Mr. Powderly would

He then describes
arrival of deputies In
stated.
previously

as

Keene Bro.'s and Their Employes.
Lynn, Mass., April 10.—W. G. S. Keene was
unable today to effect a settlement with E. L.
Daley and Charles A. Leacli, representatives of
the Lasters' Union. He did not want to accept
the prices demanded by the lasters, they desiring
the union prices as paid at Gardiuer, Auburn,
Richmond and other shoe centres in Maine.
Tomorrow the lasters will further debate with Mr.
Keene. The following table shows the prices
paid lor lasting at Gardiner and Richmond in
comparison with those paid at Keene's factory in

The total loss to the different companies so far is
estimated at S50.000.
At S o'clock this morning, the fires started last
night were under control. Fifty-eight cars, with
scale houses and lumber yard, were completely
The round house and shops wete
destroyed.
partially saved.
Large crowds of strikers and citizens were collected in groups all over the city this morning,and
were still determined to have revenge for yesterPublic sentiment is running
day's massacre.
high.
The superintendent of the Bridge Company
stated today that had Gov. Oglesby sent a small
body of troops tlitjre when first requested, none of
the men would have been intimidated, and they
would have remained at their poste.
A few railroad officials have remained at East St. Louis on
duty, but in the confusion and alarm occasioned
bv the fire last night, there were very few people
iii authority who co"ld even guide the troops to
the scene of the burning cars.
The entire work of vandalism indicated knowledge and Diemeditation, with no one to lend a
staying hand to stop the destruction until small
detachments of troops put in an appearance, and
then the fires were confined to their comparatively narrow limits. The general manager of one of
the roads who witnessed the scenes of last night,
declaresrthe property of all the railroad companies would positively have been wiped out before
morning but for the soldiers.
The hotels of the city and all proprietors of
shops have been warned not to entertain or liar
boranyofthe soldiers, which Is he occasion in
part for the closing of all hotels, except the Martel House, which has been taken as the headAs
quarters for officers commanding the troops.
an illustration of the predominant feeling, the
Cairo Shore Line Company will be compelled to
send its yard workmen 40 miles from the city to
escape the boycott with which the hotels and
boarding houses are threatened for harboring any
non-strikers.
Freight trains over the Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati & Indianapolis, Ohio & Mississippi.
Chicago & Alton and vandalia roads have arrived
this afternoon. Three coal trains have crossed
the bridge into East St. Louis. The Cairo Short
Line road, which proved the greatest sufferer by
the fire last night, has not been enabled to resume
operations in its yards thus far today.
The body of T. E. Thompson, who was shot by
the East St. Louis deputy sheriffs yesterday afternoon on the bridge
and died last evening, was
taken to the St. Louis morgue today. Dr. Dean,
in liis statement to the coroner, says that lie
asked Thompson to make a statement of the occurrenee so that it could be used in case of his
death, but the wounded man would not make
any. T. E. Thompson was a Scotchman by birth,
and has lived in St. Louis but six months. This
afternoon A. B. Stone, general manager of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy road, called at the
morgue and identified the body as that of a ringleader in the strike. He said : "I recognize him
as the man I stopped in our yards last Wednesday
leading a gang of 2>)0 strikers."
New York. ADril 10.—Both Mr. Jav Gould
and Mr. George Goulu refused to see members ot
the press this morning. Reporters were referred
to Mr. Hoinerville, wiio handed out despatches
from Mr. Hoxie relative to the movement of trains
Accordon the Southwestern System yesterday.
ing to these 289 trains were moved yesterday,
containing 495 cars, an increase of 22 trains aud
450 cars over the same day last year.
St. Louis, Mo., April 10,—The Execptive Board
of the Knights of Labor, when the news of the
shooting reached them, proceeded at once to
East St. Louis and there conferred with a number
of citizens and got the general opinion as to the
affair. After advising every one against violence,
the board returned to this side and prepared the
lollowlng telegram and sent It out as an expression of the board's opinion of the affair:
St. Louib, Mo., April 10.
To Jay Gould, Sew York:
The following advertisement appeared in many
of the loading papers of the seventh instant:
Louisville & Nashville Kailroad Co., )
Office of Agent,
April G, 1880. )
Ten good men from here are wanted as deputy
marshals at East St. Louis to protect Louisville &
Nashville employes. Five dollars per day and
board will be paid. Also a number of platform
men can be given employment.
Only men who
have plenty of arit atid mean business need apply.

Apply

reading,

some
nearest me. When I stopped
one in the crowd said, referring to me, "This man
is right; others said. "Pay no attention to him;
we don't care a d—d for the law; he is a scab."
All that 1 said had no effect on the crowd. While
some of my men were at dinner,
Mr. Sample
came to me and said, "Hurry and get some men
to help bring iii our local train; there are 500
strikers at lire crossiug." This was about 1.30
o'clock. Mr. Sample came to me again in a few
minutes and said. "Come on, we nave not got
time to eat now."
I started with about twelve
other deputies to reinforce the six or seven deputies at the crossing.
The crowd when we got
there was massed on the bridge over Cauokia
Creek and on the east side of the track arouud
the Green Tree House and about the Illinois and
St. Louis passenger platform. While we were
waiting at the crossing to protect the fireman and
engineer, a striker said to a deputy, "You will
never get out of these yards alive."
I then said,
"I will arrest that man ; it is ray sworn duty to
do it." I took hold of him to arrest him and he
resisted. He swore he would not be arrested, and
attempted to jerk away from me, but I held on
to him. The mob then closed in on me but with
the assistance of one of my.deputies we forced the
man out of the crowd.
J list about that moment 1
heard a pistol shot to my rear ; it sounded like the
report from a small pistol and quick as a flash I
saw a stone coming at my head.
I dodged and it
struck me on the shoulder. I judge the first shot
c".me from the ear windows of a bar-room on the
west side of the creek.
After the first shot was
fired the shooting became general.
We were between two fires and I then noticed shots coming
from the rear. Shots were also fired at us from
were

^reat

toe

Friday's

Narrative of

Officer's

Shooting.

of the conflagration.
They immediately
marched down the track, double quick time. They
surrounded the burning cars and allowed no outsiders around them. By this time quite a crowd
had collected on the bridge, mostly composed of
strikers, but they took things rather coolly and
were very quiet.
Mayor Joyce arrived on the
scene at about the same time and sent in an alarm
calling out three engines of the fire department of
this city, which quickly responded and prevented
the lire from consuming more than the car in
which it originated, but not before their hose had
beeu cut by some one of the crowd.
Just as the
above lire had got under good headway a big
blaze was discovered in the direction of the round
house of the Cairo Short Line, about a mile and a
It was found that three
half to the southeast.
box cars and one caboose o* the Cairo Short Line
The cars were
tracks were enveloped In flames.
surrounded by a crowd numbering about 200
but
were
and
made no dispeople,
they
orderly
The cars were all totally destroyed.
turbance.
At 11.10 o'clock the watchman at the yards of
the Cairo short liue detected another fire in the
oil sheds, which immediately burst forth and enThe fire, fed by
veloped the building in flames.
barrels of oil, swept westward, and in a few moments one of a long train of freight cars on the
nearest track cauglit fire. The fire crept along to
the mam buildings and spread to another of the
cars which separated it from the shops.
Only a
few moments elapsed before the flames leai ed to
the next parallel track, and in a short time the
entire train of about 25 cars was consumed. The
fire in the round house and machine shops in the
meantime had not been put out, despite the efThe latter worked under
forts of the firemen.
difficulties, for no sooner would they get a
ne of hose in position and have a stream of water
playing on the fire than some one would quickly
The
dart out from the crowd and cut the hose.
flames therefore made rapid headway, and in a
short time the rouna house and machine shops
were
nearly destroyed. A fourth fire started
in the Cairo Short Line lumber yards, where a lot
of dimension timber for car construction was
piled, also a number of ears .standing In close
proximity, and fifteen »f the cars were soon destroyed. Another blaze shot up in the vicinity of
the southern end of the Cairo yards, where were
about twelve cars belonging to different railroads,
The
and these, too. were burned to the ground.
St. Louis fire department was near at hand and
could have readily extinguished the fires if the
crowd would have permitted them to do so.
About 12.15 a. πι., Assistant Chief Gross was
hurrying the efforts of his men in their attempts
to stay the flames, when he was approached by a
striker, who said lie represented a committee
which had been instructed to inform the fire dethat they were not wanted in East St.
The Assistant Chief explained that he
.ouis.
"Did you
had responded to the call of duty.
come here by the authority of Mayor Joyce?'
"Yes."
asked the mouthpiece of the committee.
"Take my advice ; you had better go back to your
Assistown city; it ain't healthy for you here."
ant Gross concluded that it was no use staying
there anv longer, and he withdrew his men and
prepared to return to St. Louis. When they left.
Mr. Gross said it was useless for them to attempt
to do anything, as the strikers threatened their
engineers, cut |the hose and had told him that
tbev would not be allowed to do anything.
Although no one was actually caught in the act
of starting any of these fires, It is generally believed that thev were caused by the strikers or
their sympathizers, and this belief is at least practically borne out by the frequency of their occurrence, and by the interference by the crowd with
nf
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scene

efforts

saiu no sioues were

The Latest.
St. Louis, April 11.—The day has passed
off very quietly hare. Tl.e funerals of three of
the victims of the tragedy of last Friday took
place today, and the three hearses were followed
Knights of Labor and
by a procession of 1500
other worklugmen. At the head of this procession
marched the mayor of the city, clerk, chief of police and twelve patrolmeu, who constitute the enNo one was altire protective force of the city.
lowed to cross from St. Louis either by the bridge
or the ferries without a pass from the military or
bridge company. This was done to protect the
city from the crowds of irresponsible people not
desired at present. None of the roads entering
here made any efforts to move trains today, but
work will be actively entered upon tomorrow.

Begin Again Today.

East St. Louis, 111., April 10.—About 0.30
o'clock last night people passing on the bridge
near the Louisville & Nashville depot discovered
A few mosmoke curling up from the yards.
ments later a small flame conld bo seen issuing
from a box car located only a short distance from
the Louisville & Nashville depot, and In the centre of a train with cars on the track on each side
Some of Uie bystanders ran to the bridge office
a,ni nivwMirftii fin* hnap
Thpv
n.d iust fastened
It upon the hydrant when the night superintendent of the bridge arrived on the scene aud instructed the men to pay no attention to the burnBy
ing ears, but merely to protect the bridge.
this time the names from the burning car were
shooting up into the air and were visible all over
the entire city.
Company H, Fifth Regiment,
from Decatur, quartered in the Young Men's
Christian Association rooms, was ordered to the

thn

tnem

or

there was no provocation for the shooting other
than the yelling and jeering of the crowd. The
Inquest will be continued to-morrow.

No Trains Run Yesterday, but Work
will

weight."

own

for the Sad Occurrence.
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all out of fix this Spring," said Mr.

Sarsaparilla above all medicines

We would cull special attention to tlie Amrm·
•m» Notice, which appears In our columns ttiday
with reference to Taxes, that all persons Interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. S.
Government Jionds, Deposits In Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possibly hard words, when too late.
sndtapl 0
mar30
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or
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freely recommends it to liis friends.
"I

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
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Congressman Milliken.
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Senators and Representatives Distributing Their Allowances of Seeds.
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Republicans Hopeful.

dence of Jaundice, and I had a tired, uncomforta-

592 CONGRESS ST^ POLTLAND, ME.

Dr. Seed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to: all cases that are (riven up as Incurable
physicians. I
by the allopathic and homoeopathic
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
cases
about four-fifths of the
given up to die can
he cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with tlieir lull name Him piacc ui icamouto a>m
the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at
office $1, and consultation free.
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of
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severe
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tlieir action is as good as ever.
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What Will be the Political

Rifle at

Five Serious Fires Occur In the Rail-

FROM WASHINGTON.

Sallow Complexion, Constipation and all the ills
that accompany it,

the Crack of the
East St. Louis.

Follows

Jaundice, Indiges-

parilla. It regulated my liver and bowels
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of tlie most important

one

organs οί the human system.

ble feeling ; I bought one bottle of Brown's Sarsa-

DR. Ε. B. REED,
Clairvoyant and Botanic

Secretes the bile and is

only stick to the sentiments lie expressed In liis secret circular Itlierc would be no trouble about arbitration" continued Mr. Gould, "but while the
head of the order puts these labor troubles In a
sensible light his executive board sides with the
The execuriotous element among the strikers.
tive board first ordered the Knights to go to work
but finding the men would not obey they turned
right face about and ordered the strike to be continued. The outcome of the southwestern strikes
will be that tliev *111 break down through their
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THE LAREDO RIOT.
Latest Reports Give the Casualties
as I 7 Killed and 9 Wounded,
Laredo, Tex., April 11.—All le quiet here.
Mayor Arlee has ordered that 110 arrest be made
for a few day· In order to give the people time to
cool down.

Most reliable return» show that of
Huarches, seven were killed and eight
wounded, while of the Botas, 10 were killed and
one wounded.
the

|

from abroad.
After referring to the injustice done to the wool
interests by the proposed bill, the minority report
says of this industry that the capital invested has
•been estimated by competent authority at $5· (J,OOiuiuO, and the annual product of 1883 was
valued at $128,i'i lO.OOti. The duty of 1867, which
gave to wool growing Its greatest encouragement,
nas added nothing to the cost of wool to the manufacturer or consumer. On the contrary, that
cost has been greatly cheapened. In 18G7 its
price was 51 cents; in 187 ', 48 cents; in 1875
43 cents, and there lias been a steady reduction'
with occasional fluctuations since the act of 1887,
until now it is so low as te be temporarily unprofitable. Free wool will be of no permanent
benefit to the manufacturer or consumer, but a
positive loss to both.
We could not believe that the majority would
take from the dutiable list wool which had been
taxed since 1826 and which e en the free trade
law of ltobert J. "Walker, framed in 1846, had not
made free. But the majority of the committee
lias done it so far as it can, a d nothing is left for
this great interest which enriches every State in
the Uniou but to appeal to Congress and to the
country to repudiate the work of the committee.
This bill proposes to enact the very outrage—renewal of the Canadian treaty—the bare possibility
of which so aroused the indignation of the whole
New England fishery interests, without distinction
It proposes to give
of politics. It does more.
Ctinadà, for nothing, what the Dominion is longing
to pay a high price for.
The minority cannot too earnestly protest
against the passage of tills bill. They view its
presence here, sanctioned as it is by the majority,
as the first step toward a reversal of the revenue
system founded by the fathers aud substitution of
the British system of tariff for revenue only. The
large free list which It proposes, comprising so
many important productions of home make and
growth, warns us that the evident ultimate purpose is to make dutiable only such articles as

PRICE

cannot produce In the United States, and release from custom duties such foreign products
whether of field, forest or factory, as compete
If there be an honwith our domestic products.
est desire upon the part of the committee and the
House to reduce taxation, avoid a surplus In the
treasury and leave the surplus with the people,
we respectfullv Invite their attention to the Internal revenue laws. If they would give attention to
one single suggestion alone, which concerns the
use of untaxed alcohol in the industrial arts, they
could llnd an ample flel l for all the reduction the
revenues of the United States would bear, and
would release some manufacturers of great burdens and much encourage home industry.

THREE

BASE BALL.

we

THE MERCANTILE

Secretary Bayard

MARINES,

Transmit

Consular Officers
the Matter.

of

Reports
on

Washington, April 9.—The Secretary of State,
through the President, today transmitted to the
Houso of Representatives the reports of consular
officers in France, Germany, Great Britain and
Italy ill regard to the mercantile marines of these
In transmitting the reports Secretary
countries.

Bayard say·:
This aublect lias oi late assumed great importance through the efforts of certain of the leading
commercial nations of Europe to stimulate by di-

rect and Indirect aid their mercantile marine, and
thus to give it an energy which was considered
unattainable without such aid. Frauee, Germany
aud Italy are paying bounties In various forms
with a view to stimulating the construction of
vessels to encourage their navigation aud to
placing their shipping in a more favorable position for securing a larger share In the carrying
trade of the world, than they would under the
natural conditions and with the free trade obtained. Had this policy been confined to a single nation that nation might have derived some benefit,
tiieugh the conclusion reached in Mr. Ford's report would seem to show that in France, where
liberal bounties for construction and navigation oi
vessels liaveAoen paid since 1881, the results
have in no lespects fulfilled the expectations of
those who favored the policy.
But when other
nations enter the li t and meet privilege with
privilege aua uounty wun Domuy no auvanuigi: is
gained, and the conditions of competition is
highest,
changed, and that nation which bids themost
liberwi'icn grants bounties and subsidies
ally, holds the position of vantage, but only until
the
same.
to
u.e other nations are willing
pay
Whatever advantages France has secured.in the
last four years, will in a measure, be neutralized
by the bounty policy of Germany and Italy. This
policy may lead to the construction of a certain
amount of new tonnage, but it Is au open question
whether there Is a legitimate demand for this additional tonnage. The indications are at present
that there is a earning capacity in excess of the
world's nerds and if this is a fact every ten constructed beyond what is required to repair 1· >ss
and waste is only so much
the more added
to the dead weight of surplus tonnage which
to be profitable must depend upon the oounty of
the government, and this bounty is not having
more than the tax imposed upon a productive inand
dustry for the benefit of an unnecessary,
therefore unprofitable industry. To the nation possessed of large commercial Interests the bounties
of other nations may give an advantage In the
form of cheaper rates of freight, a result of Increased competition. It may well be doubted
whether it will be politic to sacrifice this advantage uud impose additional burden on a productive Industry by the adoption of a system of bounties.

NOTICE TO MARINERSWasihnoton, April 11.—Notice is given by the
light hou e board tnat on and after May 1, 1886,
instead of double and single blows alternately at
intervals of thirty seconds heretofore struck in
thick and foggy weather by the fog bell at Eastern Point Light Station, entrance to Gloucester
Harbor, Mass., there will be struck two blows in
quick succession at lutervals of twenty seconds.
Prince Edward's Island to be Connected with the Mainland.
Ottawa, April 10.—The bill incorporating a
company to construct a railway tunnel under
Northumberland straits to connect Prince Edward's Island with the mainland has )ust passed
a second reading ill the Senate,
The tunnel will
be seven miles in length, the estimated cost being

85,000,000.

IRELAND'S HOUR.
Talk and Rumors About Gladstone's

Irish Measures.
London, April 10.—Cardinal Manning has expressed himself in opposition to that feature of
Mr. Gladstone's bill which excludes Irish representatives from sitting at Westminster.
This afternoon's Pall Mall Gazette says the
opinion is growing that the opposition to Gladstone's Home Rule scheme will be Insurmountable.
The opponents of the measure, the Gazette says,
expect the hostility to it to increase until the
Premier's Irish land purchase bill Is introduced,
when "the s'orm dï public disapproval will overwhelm the ministry." But, continues the paper,
the opposition may be counting without their host,
as the minister can avert the storm in the land
authorpurchase proposals by asserting imperial
ity over ;tlie .statutory parliament and by abandoning other objectionable parts of the present
scheme.
Dublin, April 10.—The Freeman's Journal reviewing the speech made by Mr. Chamberlain last
night says be blasted his political career at the
very threshold and pronounces his apology for deserting the Gladstone cabinet the most damaging
political act of his life.
Paris, April 10.—The Republique Française
says that the result of the adoption of Mr. Gladstone's Irish Home Rule scheme would be that
Ireland would aspire to an alliance with the
United States of America.
London, April 11.—Negotiations for coalition
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ceptlng Gochen's platform for the Whig-Conservative minority.
Gladstone attended the performance of Faust
at the Lyceum Saturday aud was loudly cheered
FOREICN.
Riot Leaders Discharged.
London, April lO.—The trial of Burns, Hyndm m. Champion and Williams, the Socialist leaders, on the charge of having incited the Trafalgar
Square aud Hyde Park rluts, was concluded tills
afternoon.
The jury returned a verdict of not
guilty and the defendants were all discharged.
London's

Want War With Turkey.
Athens, April 11.—In the Chamber of Deputies yesterday, several speeches were made in favor of a war with Turkey.
Many of the members
demanded the enforcement of the cloitnre, but
Prime Minister Del Yanuis declared in favor of
freedom of speech.
After the debate, which has
lasted for a week, a vote of confidence In the government was passed—12D to 83.
CENERAL NEWS.

Brattleboro, Vt., voted Saturday

to

impropriate

$δ,00ο fora soldiers' monument.
George Clark, an old resident of Sagamore,
Mass., was thrown from his team in that town
Friday, and received injuries from which he died.
Deceased served as private through the late war,
and was a member of Charles Chipraan Post 132,
G. A. R.
A Mexican who arrived at Tombstone, Arizona,
Saturday afternoon from Nacosari, Mexico, reports that two American prospectors were killed
by Indians near that town a few days ago.
Fire at Germantown, Ohio, Friday evening destroyed nearly the whole business portion of the
place. The fire raged for fully four hours. Loss
$4o,o00; insurance $18.000.
An order boycotting the Morning Journal and
Courier of New Haven, Conn., was issued Saturday night. This action is the result of long standing trouble between that paper and the Typographical Union.
At lust accounts no more bodies had been
recovered from the wreck of the Massachusetts
railroad accident.
A labor demonstration in favor of the eightliour law was held Saturday night in Chicago.
Fifteen thousand attended and Jay Gould was
denounced.
Florry McCarthy, brakeman on the Boston &
Lowell raflroad, while coupling cars near the
Merrimac street crossing in Lawrence, Mass.,
Saturday, was run over and both legs taken off.
He is now at the City Hospital aud very low.
A small rowboat containing three persons was
upset yesterday afternoon, on Munroe's Pond, in
Albany, Ν. Y., and two of the occupants, Richard
Robeson and John Hnnimell, were drowned.
THE STATE.
AK008T00K COUNTY.

Houlton citizens are determined to have a
big 4th of July celebration this year. Already a large sum has been pledged.
The canal boats and steamers at Sebago
Lake station are being prepared for the
business of the summer.
•fill tiAliCUSiVD
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and South Bridgton.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
A man aged about 50 years, supposed to be
James Filmore of Togus, was picked np by
the Boston police
Saturday, intoxicated and
with a bad wound in his uead supposed to
be the result of a fall. He was taken to the
city hospital and lies in a critical condition.
rlSC AT ACQUIS COUNTY.
Rev. B. D. Newell of Dover, has accepted
a cail te preside over the Free Baptist church
at Oakland, and will begin his labors there
on Sunday, the 25th of April.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The Calais Advertiser began its forty-fifth

year

Wednesday.

WALDO COUNTY.

Parties from Monroe say that the mother
of Charles Green recognizes the remains of
the skeleton found in the tree recently, as
those of her son. She is said to have identified the remains by the teeth.
The Fannie B. Gorham, the schooner now
famous on account of her connection with
the Oregon disaster has arrived in Belfast
and her captain is presenting his friends
with souvenirs of the wreck.
The new weekly paper talked of for Belfast is the offspring of the bitter local political fight that has agitated that city for some
time, an outcome of the railroad debt.
It is
proposed to form a stock company, with a
of
$0000, part of whicn amount is
capital
already secured.
IN GENERAL.

The experiment station at Orono is prepared to examine seeds, and farmers are invited to send samples by mail, with a view tu
the detection of frauds, adulterations and
mixtures, or the presence of seeds of nuxious
weeds. Bulletin No. U, treating of fertilizers,
their values, ingrcdl&its and usefulness, has
ju«» been issued.

CENTS.

TIIK OLOIiE 1ΌΝΑΝΤ LEAGUE.

A meeting of representatives from the ball
clubs in this county was held at the United

States Hotel Saturday afternoon, and ·
league was formed to contest for the pennant offered by Mr. Geo. B. Bagley, of the
Portland Globe.
Clubs in Yarmouth, Cumberland Mills, Brunswick, Cape Elizabeth
and this city were represented.
The representatives present unanimously
voted to call the association the "Globe Pennant League," and then proceeded te organize by electing the following officers :
President—J. M. Gooding. Yarmouthville.
Secretary—E. C. Fogg, Portland.

Treasurer—K. C. Holston, Cumberland Mills.
lilrtctors—O. T. Despeaux, Brunswick; K. O.

Brooks,Cape Elizabeth; J H. Bradley, Portland.
Schedule committee—K. C. Holston, K. C. >ogg,
O. T. Despeaux, J. M. Gooding.
It was voted to play three games with each
club, and that $10 be deposited by each club
with the treasurer, as a guarantee to fini.ih
the season ; the money be divided among
the clubs finishing at the end of the season
and to be posted previous to the opening
game; to adopt the National League rules
and the Wright & Ditson ball; that the
home club shall furnish the umpire, and that
the number of members constituting each
club shall be limited to 14. hut with thn consent of tlie opposing club extra players may
be added ; that each cluj may pay Its own
expenses ; also if any club fails to tiuish the
series, their scheduled games shall be
decided 9 to 0 in favor of the clubs who were
scheduled to play with them.
The committee will meet in this city next
Saturday afternoon, to arrange the schedule.
Clubs desiring to enter the league can do so
Dy notifying the directors before next Fri-

day night.

THE

POKTI.AXUS' ΤΠΙΓ.

Saturday afternoon, the Portlands defeated the Lafayette College nine inEaston, Pa.,
23 to 4. Today
they play the Lehigh University nine of Bethlehem, Pa.
NOTES.

Holland, of last season's Portlands, was
in town Saturday.
The Yarmouths will play the Bates College team in Yarmouth Fast Day afternoon.

The Boston Post says : "In order to prevent a riot at Brockton we will say that A.
J. Quinn, one of the newly appointed umpires of the New England League, is not the
umpire Quinn of last year's league."
Mr. J. Albert Mills, secretary an4 treasurer of the Newburyport Association, was in
town Saturday, and was entertained uy the
officers of the Portland Association.
Work will probably be commenced on the
Portland grounds this week.
The Shaw, Goding & Co.'e base ball nine
challenge the Webb & Cushing nine to play
them a game of ball on Fast Day, at 9.30 a.
m., on the horse car grounds in Deering.
The Baltimores defeated the Bostons in
Baltimore, Saturday, G to 5.
Kilroy, Baltimore s twister, kept up the
prestige he gained in the games with the
Washingtons by striking out fifteen of the
Bostons in Saturday's game.
The Metropolitans have cancelled all their
dates with the Newarks, owing to the assault
made by Burns on Foster during Thursday's
President Byrne, of the American
game.
Association, has notified all Association
clubs to boycott the Newarks as long as they
retain Burns as one of their players.
The Colby nine will be constituted as follows this season : Forrest Goodwin, p. ; I. F.
Larrabee, c. ; S. E. Webber, Byron Boyd and
J. A. Pulsifer on the bases, and H. B. Putnam and Ε. B. Gibbs in the outfield.
The
remainder will be chosen from the followW.
B.
ing:
F»rr, Woodman Bradbury, C. P.
Small, M. H. Small and Abram Wyman. H.
Q. Putnam will captain the team. Colby
also has a strong reserve team.

The contemplated trip of the Boston
Unions has been abandoned.
The Metropolitans of New York were
to play the Newarks in Newark, N. J.,
Thursday and Friday, but during the first

game a dispute arose over the pitching of
Smith of th<« Newarks, the visitors claiming
he made balks, which ended in a disgraceful
row and the games were broken up.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE

MAGISTRATE.

The "Magistrate" which will be produced
at Portland Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday is remarkably bright and interesting. It
will be one of the dramatic events of the
season as presented by the Boston Museum
Company. The tickets will be on sale today.
NOTES.

Gus Williams drew

a

night.

good house Saturday

The Bosworth Post will produce"Reward"
with Charlie Collins at City Hall week beginning April 21st.
Margaret Mather will be at Portland
Theatre April 19th, 20th and 21st, and Lizzie
IjVUUS
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ύΔ.

Charles L. Davis will be at
City Hall the
17th inst., in the well known play "Alvin

Joslin."
Stetson's Mikado Company will return to

Portland soon.
At the annual meeting of Cumberland Centre band the following nieml*>r.s were chosen
officers for the ensuing year:
M. L. Greely,
president ; W. E. Wilson, F. R. Sweetser. B.
F. Whitney, vice presidents; P. M. Lelghton,
secretary and treasurer ; F. S. Blanchard, Β.
F. VVhitney, C. H. Greely, directors; F. S.
Blanchard, agent; A. H. Buxton, leader.
Boston people spent abowt $20,000 Fast
Day for theatrical entertaiment. The attendance at the seveu principal houses of amusement nearly, if not quite, equaled that of
Washington's Birthday, and this earlier oc-

casion

was a

phenomenal

one

In

dramatic

annals.
Von Bulow, the pianist, has an extraordinary memory. No man living can approach
him, probably, in ths power of carrying an
orchestral or piano score in his head.
At a
recent series of piano recitals in London, he
played the whole of Beethoven's thirty-three
sonatas, five or six each night .and lie played
them all from memory.
And when he conducted as maestro the four-night performance of Wagner's famous Niebelungen Lied,
standing before the rchestra and directing
the entire delivery of that most voluminous
and intricate composition, he did it without
a scrap of print before him.

OUR FISHERIES.
A Despatch from Η·η. T. F. Bayard.

The following telegraphic correspondence
between Messrs. Cushing & McKenney of
this city and Hon. T. F. Bayard, Secretary
of State, explains itself :
Portland. April 0,1886.
To Hon. Secretary of State, Washington, D. C.:
Having several flshiug vessels ready for the
Banks, wu desire to know il tliey nan enter Canadian ports for ineu and be prolected in so lining.
Cvshino & McKknnky.

Washington, D. C., April 9,1886.
Cashing <t· McKenney, Portland, He.:
The question of the right of American vessels
engaged in flshiug on the high seas, or entering
the Canadian ports for the purpose of shipping
crew· may possibly involve construction of treaty
with Great Britain. I expect to attain such an
To

as will relieve our fishermen from
understanding
nil doubt or risk, in the exercise of the ordinary
commercial privileges, In friendly ports, to which,
under existing laws>of both countries, I consider
tlieir citizens to be mutually entitled free from molestations.
T. F. Bayard.

Miss Lucy Holmes.
At the request of friends Mr. Bashford
conducted a memorial service at Chestnut
street church yesterday morning for Miss
Lucy Holmes, familiarly known as "Aunt
Lucy." In opening he alluded to the fact
that Miss Holmes, Mrs. Patience Worcester
and Mrs. Susan Leavitt were all converted
in the great revival under Rev. Epliriam
Wiley in 1825-20, and joined the Chestnut
i.
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Mrs. Worcester and Mrs. Leavitt passed
away upon the same day, March 23d, and
Miss Holmes followed only ten days later.
She was born Nov. 13, 1801, and died April
Miss Holmes was one of the cheer3,1880.
iest Christians he had ever met. She did not
seem to know what discouragement was.
She was full of good works, always helping
the poor, and at one time even mortgaging
her own home to help the church in a crisis.
She had been a subscriber for Zion's Herald
for sixty years, making her first subscription
in 1826, and had thus kept abreast of the reThe night beligious history of her time.
fore she died she conducted family prayers,
bowing her head instead of kneeling. This
i\as the first admission of her weakness, for
it was the first time she had failed to kneel
in family prayers within the recollection of
her nephew, Mr. Charles Dow, whom she
Sad brought up from childhood.
The next
norning she could not rise, but, when asked
f she was sick, replied: "No, but the
bodily
louse is falling down and 1 shall
have to
iiove." Before night the bodily
temple fell
ma the spirit moved over to the
great home.

Sons of Maine.
A meeting for the purpose of forming an
organization of the sons of Maine was held
it the Quincy House, Boston, Saturday
ifternoon. About one hundred gentlemen
were called to order by P. S. J. Talbot, and a
statement of the objects of the meeting was
inade by S. K. Hamilton. Hon. John L·.
chosen permanent
Hayes ot Cambridge was Estes
was elected

chairman,

and Mr. Dana

to
secretary. A committee was appointed
a future
report a plan of organization at
meeting, and the following gentlemen were
elected members of that committee: I. S.
J. Talbot, S. K. Hamilton, Harrison Hume,
Dr. W. A. Rust, Kami Estes, Stillman B.
It was voted
Allen and F. S. Haseltine.
that no intoxicating liquors be served at the
some very InAfter
club.
tlio
of
5rst dinner
teresting remarks from the chairman, Hon.
John L. Hayes, the meeting adjourned to th·
•all of the committee on organization.
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preserve

It cost Canada $'>,MK),()00 to put down the
Kiel rebellion, and it isn't down out of sight

either.
The Boston Record suggests that Collector
Chase should run for the Senate of the
L nited States.
He has run for it several
times with very poor

success.

The IJiddeford Journal says the Hon. E.
W. Staples, liquor agent of that city, has his
This may
eye on Congressman Heed's seat.
interest the Hon. W. H. Clifford, who is said
to have his eye in that direction also.

Running an administration daily
tonjjdoes not appear to be profitable business.
The Post, which claims to be the only paper
of that sort in Boston, has just discharged
eighteen editors and reporters, and the Herald says it lias been running behind £1000 a
in Bos-

week.
A

dispatch

from

Farmington

says that two

detectives are searching Franklin county for
Stowers, the alleged murderer. Further on
the dispatch says that "their presence in the
county is being kept as quiet as possible.''
We suppose the news was sent to the newspapers for the purpose of still keeping it a
secret.

The wandering peddler, the "farmer's
friend," is abroad. Ile sells a colored pow,t,.r

,>!ill»fl "Ihe fihiranjlptttrnvlnir Mtmnniinil

"

The directions are that a hole shall be bored in
the stump, filled with tlic powder, which is to
be allowed to stand six weeks and then fired,
when the stump will burn down below the
plough-line in no time. The six weeks' pr5vision enables the philanthropist to get out
of the neighborhood before the provincial
mind discovers that he has been selling colored salt.
As κ rule Irishmen accept Mr. Gladstone's
as a wise measure and one calculated to
bring peace to the unhappy isle. The exception is the dynamite faction. They are as
bitterly opposed t> it as the Tories. The

bill

reason

their

allow employers and
their own arbitrators.
be much more likely to
of a board of that kind
board.

miscellaneous.

BONDS !

GRAND OPPORTUNITY

to choose
Both parties would

In the

attention to it.

course

of two

weeks

he was waited on by α Mr. Vickary, a representative of the Knights, who wanted to
know why ho had not complied with the
order. Mr. Tarbox replied that lie had kept
his store open till 7 at the request of the
workingmen in his vicinity who had found
it impossible to make their purchases before
G.30 o'clock. Mr. Vickary professed to be
satisfied with the explanation and said he
would try to induce the Knights to modify
their order. The Knights were inexorable
and Mr. "Vickary resigned. Another man
named Waitt was then appointed to wait
upon Mr. Tarbox and notify him to obey the
order on pain of a boycott if he refused. Mr.
Tarbox refused to comply, and Mr. Waitt left
wnat 101threatening to kill his business,
lowed Mr. Tarbox thus describes :
The second morning ;ifter Mr. Waitt left, down
dropped a diminutive Mongolian with a banner,
a hundred and fifty hoodlums with him, hooting
and insulting every one who entered my store.
Stones were hurled, one of which passed through
my front shop window. After a half-hour's light

between the boys I rescued the heathen Chinee
and the banner, botli being at the mercy of hoodlums who did not quite relish the looks of the boy
who carried the banner, as this neighborhood is
not at all partial to the nationality of the nondescript. "Hoot at every one who goes in," said an
old resident of West Lynn, at whom the arabs
have hooted for years ; "man, woman or child ;
boot them, hoot them.
Tarbox still keeps bis store open until 7
o'clock, however, and says he intends to continue to until the last free-born citizen is coerced so that he dares not enter, when lie
says he will close his shop, sell his depreciated real estate, leave the enslaved city and
seek a place where he can once again breathe
the air of freedom. While this outrageous

persecution continues every
ought to buy his groceries

in Lynn

man

longer be any specious pretense on which
The "skirto fleece Irish servant girls.
mishing fund" will then run low and O'Douavan Kossa will have to go to work. Such
a prospect tills him with alarm.

SHÏJRTLEFF,

ARETAS

by the Showalter MorKjnjtr
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
are
Companies, Societies and Individuals
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address Tor Illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
d3iu»
mare

POOR, WHITE & GREEN0U6H,
Members of the Ν.

Y. Stock Exchange
tors of

and Proprie-

ΡΟβΗ'8 MANUAL· OF RAILROADS.
Hallway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
always on hand.

margin.
Interest allowed

on

deposits.

nvited.

congratulate

Providence Journal.
We shall hardly go to war on the question
of codfish, but Canada will find the biggest
nation, like the biggest boy. will not be
crowded off the bank at the fishing place.
Ν. Y. Tribnne.

were

first run in the

vicinity

of Boston to

ac-

commodate people who wanted to attend
church in Boston, and at their request. It is
well known fact that steam cars were first
run in the vicinity to take people to campnieeting. And if we are not very much misa

taken clergymen have sometimes allowed
themselves to be inveigled into addressing gatherings on the Sabbath called ostensibly to promote temperance, but really gotten up for the pecuniary benefit of some railroad or some individual who hired trains for
the day.
While the bill for the free coinage of silver
was

pending in

the House Mr. Dibble on becoinage offered the

half of the committee on

That unless meantime, through concurrent action of the nations of Kurope with the United
States, silver be remonetized prior to July 1,1889,
that then and thereafter so much of the act of
February 28,1878, entitled "An act to authorize
the coinage of the standard silver dollar and to
restore its legal-tender character/' as authorizes
and directs the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase silver bullion and cause the same to be
coined, shall be suspended until further action by
Congre»s.
The vote on this amendment was yeas 84,
nays 201. The vote clearly shows that there is

overwhelming majority in the House
against the repeal of the present silver coinstill an

"The theories which give no attentien to
existing facta," is Congressman Reed's de-

THE BONDS AHE IN EVEBY BESPECT
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manly boy.

Catarrhal

Dangers.

To be freed from the dangers of suffocation
while lying down ; to breathe freely, sleep soundly
and undisturbed ; to rise refreshed, head clear,
brain active and free from pain or ache ; to know
that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the
breath and rots away the delicate machinery of
smell, taste and hearing ; to feel that the system
does not, through its veins and arteries, suck up
the poison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
is indeed a blessing beyond all other human enjoyments. To purchase immunity from such a
fate should be the object of all afflicted. But
those who bave tried many remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
Saneobd's Radical Cube meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It is local and
constitutional. lustant in relieving, permanent
in curing, safe, economical and never-failing.
Sanfobd's Radical Cube consists of one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box of Catabbhal
Solvent, and one IMpboved Inhaler, all
wrapped in one package, with treatise and directions, and sold by all druggists for S 1.00.
Potter Dbug & Chemical Co., Boston.

Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

City, County and

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelo

J.T

So. 218 Diddle Street.

and the amount required to pension
the survivors of the war of the rebellion.

immediately responsible for the

shooting

at St. Louis, whether the deputy
marshals or the strikers, is not yet clearly
settled. It looks very much, however, as if
the marshals were men
who possessed
neither the requisite coolness nor courage for
so trying a position as the one in which they
The precipitancy with which
were placed.
they fled, firing right and left, on friend as
well as foe, indicates that. Tet there was
It
some fault on the part of the strikers.
was their threats aud their attempts to drive
away men at work in the railroad yards that
made the stationing of armed men iu the
yards necessary. Had they refrained from
unlawful acts themselves, mere would nave
been no shooting, for there wouid have been
The conduct of the
no armed men there.
leaders of the Knights after the shooting
A word of enwas highly praiseworthy.
couragement from them would undoubtedly
have precipitated a riot which would not
have ended without serious bloodshed. But
they strenuously endeavored to restrain the
strikers, and in great measure succeeded.
They should now use all their influence and
authority to prevent further interference in
any unlawful way on the part of the strikers
with the men at work. The right to quit
work is undoubted, but it does not carry
with it any right to prevent others from

i'i

Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of £nrope.
Investment Securities II ou g ht and Sold.
eodtf
jan3l

wuodîwly & «mm

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

will be possible to find men of knowledge
sufficiently comprehensive to enable them to
judge accurately of the conditions of the fifty
or sixty different industries with which they
may be called upon to deal. The Herald's
point seems to be a good one. Not only

us

and

we arc

still

leading

in

Low Prices
for first

class, reliably

ti

Plaster.

Bonds,

Chemical

aprlThM&w2w

Co., Boston.

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Six Per Cent Debenture Bond·,
—

—

—

FOR SALE BY

H.

WILLIAM

—

EMERY,

188 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

OTHEB

Paid in Capital Stock

each

of

Company, $500,000.00.

BICYCLES!
ii.

AND

SEVEN PER GENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

COLUMBIA
AflfD

and

marl2

eodtf

Lifflson,

Sole A"ent,201 middle Street, Portland, Me,
New Catalogues just out, oaJl and get one free.
Come and
New and 2d-liand Machina» for sale.
»ee them.
ajSd&wlf

MORTGAGE BONDS
7 1-2 Per Cent.

Paying

—

OR

—

6 per cent, with Guarantee of
Principal and Interest by the

INVESTMENT CO.,
corporation composed largely of sub-

LOMBARD
ft

stantial New England business men, and
having a PAID UP CAPITAL of $700,·
000, with α large surplus.
These Bonds are based upon selected
mortgages on Farm and City Property,
in the thrifty States of Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska and Missouri, and are issued
in small as well as large amounts, with

ABE HTIIJi tbichpuant.
For fifteen yeers, they liave steadily gained lu
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as leng
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and ft—II grades with Extra Long Waist,
we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fittiug have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as
represented. Female everywhere.

interest coupons, and thus meet the
wants of all who desire exceptionally
safe investments. Investors wishing to
acquaint themselves with these securities and with the names of prominent
New England Banking, Charitable and
Religious Institutions having large investments in them are invited to call at
my office, 81 1-2 Exchange streeet,
where they can obtain full information
and examine specimens of the Bonds.
Correspondence will receive careful
attention, β per cent, with guarantee,
7 1-2 per cent, without guarantee.

and

Catalogue free

on

LÔRIJVG, Agent,

PRENTISS

Exchange St.,

No. 311*2

aprldtf

Portland, April 1.J1886.

eod3mnrm

J. & T. COUSINS'

NOVELTIES
—IN—

Gents' Week
and
Dress

Gloves,
Percale and
White Shirts,
and
Cuffs
Collars,

Fancy

Hosiery,
—

most

comfortable

and

durable

shape for walking.
fer^ect f't·--No wrinkles...Easy as an
old shoe...Always retain the shape.
Wiil not tire the feet in long walks.
Made in 11 widths and all sizes.
Look

J.

on

& T.

COUSINS,

SQUARE.

J. G. HAYES & GO.
dtf

apf>

Ml**
PIANOS.
THE UNlfOftM
EXCELLENCE Pf
THESE PIANC5
IN ΤΟΝΕ,ΓΙΝΙδΗ
AHO DURABILITY HAVE ESTABLISHED A BEPUTATION UNEMIALLHJ
BY ANY WAKUFACTURtfl·

rWfUAUPT-KRUK
WW MOHCM4
NY
au UNO—BOSTON
CARL ZiRVUUi r—AND HUN
DREDS or orties
MUSICAL AUTHORfTll
—

ORGAN /«λ ftaNo
CO·
BOSTON.MASS-

BS1 TREMONT ST
6END TOR CATALOSUt «HO PR1CC5
—

BOSTON.MASSW.NTIGN PAFCR-

eodly

Spring Oversacks

for $3.00 to $5.00 less than you
Perfect
can find them c'sewhere.
fitting and very thoroughly made.
In Men's

BUSINESS AND DRESS SUITS
extra fine assortment
in Sacks and Frocks, 1 and 4 Button Cutaways, and invite inspection. Fit equal to custom work.
In
we

have

BOYS' LOSO PANT SUITS
great reductions

from former
On short Pant Suits, 4 to
14 years, we have a large assort- !
ment at $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 and !
at

Harmonize

as

April 12th,

the

MONDAY,

up-town

grocers will close their
stores at 0.30 p. m,, Satur-

excepted.
days
apo

(141

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the Ann name of Snell & Burnham, to
at No. 83
•arry on the liorso shoeing business
I·:. F. KNELL,
Preble St.
J. B. BUKNHAM.
aprlOdlw*
Portland, April », 188G.

Fine

The Magistrate
As played with the greatest success at the

BOSTON MUSEUM

Line."— New

Designs end Cnlerings.

We have the largest and best Stock in the State,
and Invite the inspection ot the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock aiid get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

TOBIN & M c IN
TYRE,

Papers

and

NEW

Eighmie Patent Shirt
To

We

guarantee
as

prices

our

St., ALVIN

H.

TOBIN.

Bromley

Hlggms'S'aU grades
Lowell, Hertford

iiTPFRR

Higgins, Philadelphia
large mes of cheap

and

Large Stock

of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

LIGNUM
"NOLEUM

,..

15 feet

If;

1 « nnrt 9Δ. fppt

U1A< \jlAJl U
VIA.' 111

TnlO

CALL

all widths
Of all kinds.

Ε.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
All qualities and tn
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES
MADEAS
NOTTINGHAM
CUKTAIN POLES

Buy these goods of

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTUKES &c.

us

—

A3VD

N.

a

245

aplO

HATS,

Street.

MR. J. M.

PECK,

a thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art.

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Host.
dec2

AIUIï—To Please.

eodtf

FR. BECK & GO M
HEW

YORK,

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters of
FINK WAIL PAPEB
AND

—

We positively guar<intee all
Wall Papers manufactured bv
us, and bearing our Registered
Trade Mark as shown here, to

Square

100 Diamond Ear-drops and Rings
worth

$75.00

7,500.00

250 Silver-plated Tea 8ets„
list price $55.00
100 Silk Dress Patterns (18 yards),

14,750.00

$27.00
50 Sewing Machines, list price, $52.00
200*TiIting *ce Pitchers, Met price $27.00
100 Ice Pitchers, list price, $16.00
100 student Lamps, list price, $10.00
100 Clocks, list price, $16.00
500 Cake Baskets, gilt, gold-lined,
list price, $14.00
gold-lined,
4Q0*Butt®T Joshes,
list price, $7.50
value

dozen Knives (Rogers')
list price, $6.50 per dozen
Tea Spoons,
list price, $4.10 per dozen
dozen Table Forks,

18,000.00
1,025.00
1,250.00
15,000.00

2000

....

2000IdozeQ

2,700.00
2,600.00
5,400.00
1,600.00
1,000.00
1,600.00
7,000.00

Soap Co.

Congress Street.
eod2w

8,200.00

list price, $6.50 per dozen

Easter Novelties, Cards and Souvenirs of every Description,
Handsome Easter Books with Hand Painted Covers and Artistically Decorated within in many designs. Large assortment of Novelties at reasonable prices.
Prang's, Tuck's
and many other Manufacturers' Cards in large variety.
Remember that we furnish Envelopes or Boxes for all Cards or
Novelties over five cents.

FRANK Β. CLARK, 515 CONRRESS ST.
codtf

apr3

3,000.00

12,500.00
3.250.QQ

IMPORTANT ART NOTICE !

ALL OF THESE ARTICLES ACTUALLY GIVES AWAY
TO PURCHASERS OF THE CELEBRATED

SOAP
FRENCH VILLA
Household
(For Every

Use).
DISTRIBUTION,

Our Next GRAND
1 Q Q a
OCTOBER
OCTOBER
Χ Ο Ο Ο
30th.
30th,
two
for
Mammoth
Λβ-Send
Illustrated
Stamps

CO.,
islawM3m

Catalogue, Feee.
R. W, BELL MFG. CO., Buffalo, Ν. Κ
Ask your

Grocer for,

and demand Freovb Villa.

Try it. /

Cousons & Tomliuson and Twitchell,
Champlin & Co., State Agents.
(12\v
apr5

HAYING DECIDED TO GLOSE
up my business at 610 Congress Street,
I should be glad to make un the balance
of my picture frame mouldings at very
reasonable prices. I also have a great
many line goods which I should like to
dispose of.
Customers having accounts would do
me au especial favor by settling before
the 15th last.

THE

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
ap7

dlw

dtf

feb27

ISAAC W. DYER,

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

d3m

1DVEBTI8EMENT»!.

City of Foriland.
City Clerk's Office, I
I
April 8th, 1886.
petition of small & Barrows, for
permission to erect and maintain a StationSteam Engine of four horse power, at No. 11

ary

the

Exchange St.,

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Assessors' Notice.
Assessors of the C'ty
hereby
THE
give notice to ail persons liable to taxation in
secular
will be in session
said
that
of Portland

o'clock in the forenoon and from two to five
o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said

FINEST DISPLAY IX THE CITY.

and Grand

$22,000.00

STREET,

foinrr o(U<·.
Iba S. Lockk.

twelve

$128,975.00

United States.

NEW YORK.

Concert

100 Magnificent Organs, worth $180.00
25 Elegant Parlor Suites, worth $65.00
25 Elegant Chamber Suites, worth $50.00
200 Solid Gold Watches, worth $75.00

500

be absolutely free from Arsenic
and all other poisonous sub-

FR. BECK &

$128,975.00
Pianos, worth $400.00

Three doom west of

Joseph A. Locke.

every
they
city
day from the llrst to the fifteenth day of April next,
Inclusive, at their room In City Hall, from nine to

Easter Cards ! Easter Cards !

WE GIVE A WAV

55 Upright,

have removed to

180 MIDDLE

UPON
dtf

Photograph Studio,
Worth

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

CITY

FRENCH VILLA SOAP !

apr2

are

LOCKE,

Notice is hereby given, that the Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties interested in said petition, at their room, City Building, on Monday, May 3d, A. D. 1886, at 7.S0 p. ni.
By order of the Board,
GEO. C. BUKGESS, City Clerk.
d3t
apr'J

585 and 587

Wrappers, they

LOCKE &

Jan22

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

FRENCH VILLA SOAP

(16m

novi2

HATTER,

See Advertisement of Freneh Villa

Preble House.

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOINE.

6 Cents per Bar.

4>ο ι"x v/on^resa οι·ι

—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

LANCASTER BUILDING.

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest prices.

dtf

Haskell & Jones,
τ

HASKELL & JONES,

PERRY,

Middle

—

full line of FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

of my specialties.
EXAMPJE.

FASHIONABIiS

DEALERS IN

Mklviïî J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
<16m
declS

complete stock

one

CARDS.

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.

and save money.

rnarSO

RININEMM

for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

and Summer.

having made that

dlw

aprl2

LATEST STYLES OF CHILDREN'S GOODS,

Iu

MATTINGS
MATS Sc., &C.

Admission 50 cents. Reserved seats 75 cent9.
For sale at Stockbridge's Music Store.

Granite

Latest Craze CAMEL'S HAIR TURBANS, ROUGH AND READY HATS, CORK
SCREW GOODS in Brown and Blue, BROADCLOTH TURBANS in Brown and Checked Goods,
RED TURBANS, the finest and best, just from
New York market, something new and different
from any other dealer. I shall Keep on hand the

ieet

In ,

BttftlLJ.
Ullj

J

Laughs in 180 Minutes.

180

FOR.

including the

—

NEW SCENERY !

YoungMen'sDerbyandSottHats
Spring

AND

HAWKES BROTHERS

just Received the

CHILDREN'S

Worcester, Homers

TÏIBFP τ* τ vQ

MclNTYRE.

LATEST

Ame&an.
English, Lowell

CO.,

Band.

orKINIi dlYLtd IN ΗΑΙδ!

Invited to Visit

This new and beautiful Studio has just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

COMEDY
CELEBRATED

3tI

Emrl'sh

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

rytha

W. W.

I have added to my

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
AXMINBTER,
MOQUETTE

JÛSLIN

—

cod2w

apr2

You are Cordially

261 Middle

CLOTHIM AM FURISK GOODS. Operatic Solo Orchestra,
$10,000 Challenge

the lowest.

190 & 192 Middle Street.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

W 01! L D Ε Ε Ν O W Ν Κ L)

MEN'S, YOUTHS' AND BOYS'

low

as

Clothing Co., H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

Casco

STORE,

see it is

to be convinced of its merits as
thousands will testify. To be found
only with us.

CHARLES L. DAVIS'

and invite their
friends and the public to
call and
examine
their stock of

Decorations

Ceiling

APRIL !7th.

WILL OPEN TODAY
THEIR

-IN-

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
variety of Gilt and Breeze Papers. Also tne
largest stock of common papers in the State.

$6.00.

increasing daily.

Portland, Me.SATUDAY,

exhibiting the best line of

KIDDEMINSTEKS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

Fine Suits for Boys, 8 to 14 !
years, at $7.00, $8.0» and $9.00. ;
Boys' "Rough and Tumble" and ι
"Knock-about" suits at less prices I
than you can find them outside of
our store.
Boys' Knee Pants at 50c, 75c,
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.
Our sales of the

CITY HALL

dtf

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.
Room

aprtJdtd

12.

Mrs. Ella Bonney
some fine solos and quartettes.
apl2-3t
Greene, accompanist. Tickets 25 cts.

.10

mar20

Have

now

Monday, April

CONCERT

Reading by Mrs. T. P. Beals and AIIss Rounds.
Mrs. ElTa Littlefleld, Mrs. Babbldge, Miss Alice
Hatch, Mr. George Thomas. Mr. Charles Cram,
and Messrs. Johnson and Babbldge, will render

$1.00
I.OO
.75

MORRISON"&
CO.,
565 Congress
St., under G. A. R. Hell, Near Glty Hotel,

JOSEPH
aprl't

is complete with

Medium SUPERS

are

Watches and Jewelry

Our stock is all
New York and new and has been selected from
Boston Markets, and
the best
we

Our

—

—

"The Magistrate is a play with a Laugh in evenYork Times.
Prices. 75, 50 and 35 eeuts. Sale of seats com

MORRISON & CO S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

Carpet Department OUR PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.

We are

—

THE CAST INCLCDE8
Meure. Chni'leN Bairon, %f. B· .Tinton,
IV. F. Owen, Alfred II iirinou,
Uliew Auuic Clarke, Binoche ThoiopAou,
Tlav Davenport, LouÎNe Jordon,
And Others.

guarantee

New

AT

AND

—

AJND SUPPER.
Repaired by Workmen of
and
perience.
Ability
ExHo
From this date we
apprentices employed.
under the auspices of the l.ndirn' Aid Mocieir
agree upon the
(iooil Trmplar'a Hall on UVilnndnr
following schedule of prices : at
Erening, April 14. Supper from 7 till 8 o'clk.

Papers

the public well know.

prices.

feb2

On and after

BOSTOOlMM CO.,

THE

Manager,

SPRINCS,
CRYSTALS,
All

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

an

Our goods are sold by all
Wall
first-class Dealers in
Paper, and Decorators in Portin
the
land and all other cities

eodtfnnncM

sepli

Wednesday and Thursday, April 14 ic 15.

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY
AT

fresh and

a

stances.

CHANGE OF TIME.

PORTLANIMTHEATRE.

LADIES' WATCH AND CHAIN FREE !

line of

—

Agent for Portland.

a. G. PALMER,

showing

are

LINCHINTA WALTON,
which wiu awarded the GOLD 9IED·!
A L at the International HEALTH
Exhibition, London.

—

Sole for Name and Address of

NEW YORK.

feb24

AT

M. 7 MARKET

The only GENUINE ones made.
The

We

Wear,

Driving

STUDLEY,

WATCH

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

Save Your

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New York.
marl2

LOW PRICES.

Opp.

application.

ap7

...

CLEANINC WATCHES,
MAIN SPRINCS,
CASE

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,
Laee Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

justly earned this

envions réputation, and shall continue to give our customers Clothing that is thoroughly made and
perfect fitting at the lowest possible prices. We are so situated as
to save you ONE PROFIT, which
accounts for the advantage we
hold over our competitors for

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.

No

or strain, or
'4 ia^T
pain,
y îâx >*cough or cold, or muscular weakness
but yields to its speedy, all-powerful and neverfailing, pain-alleviating properties. At druggists
25c.; five for $1.00; or o! Potter Drnii and

We have

Wednesday Evening. April 14.

Reserved Seats 10e extra.
dlw

DALY'S THEATRE, Ν. Y.

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown In this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles ana get our prices. We
have selected our

YOUNG MEN'S SUITS

per cent. First mortgage Coupon

—AT—

Bijou Skating Parlor,
Admission 25e:

uu

made

Men's, Youths'&Boys'

vs.

Mr. R. M. Field,
Manager.
PrrneniiniE for ihe (lr«l limr here THE
NEW KOARING CO.UEDV,

Work Warranted.

CLOTHING Carpatis and Wall

ms Σ

(of Central New England Polo League)

No. 499 Congress Street, Corner Brown.

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.

VELTET*
Securities, suitable for
we excel all our former efforts and
Savings Banks and Trust
only advise an examination before BODY BRUSSELS,
Funds constantly on hand.
you purchase elsewhere.
eodtf
Janl3

Choice

Believed in nu minute by that
new, original, elegant, and infallible
antidote to pain and inflammation, the

Ami-Pain
G?^£fsU*"®0**c,,rB
ache or
or bruise

working.
The Massachusetts House of Representatives has passed by an overwhelming majority a bill for the settlement of labor disputes
by arbitration. The measure is purely permissive in its character, and there is no provision to enforce the decisions of the referees.
In these respects it is similar to the bill
passed by the National House. Unlike that
It establishes a single board of arbitrators to
hear disputes arising in all sorts of industries. The Boston Herald criticises this feature, and tliinks it would have been much
better if the bill had been so framed that
men could have been chosen for aibitrators
familiar with the particular industry in
It doubts if it
which the dispute existed.

is upon

complete

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letter* of

Seven

j1

BROWN & SONS,

BANKERS,

MUSCLES

ACHING

deof the

can war

SPRING

wear.

—·

Waterville Mail.
A boy who lives near the residence of one
of the editors of the Mail threw a stone at a
hen the other day, and hit a mud-puddle,
splashing a neighbor's window witli|tne dirtywater. Then instead of sneaking away and
being ashamed to meet the neighbor afterwards, he went and apologized, and then
washed the window, showing that he is a

was

the surviving soldiers of the Mejcican war
and their widows a bill that is similar in
principle to Mr. Loring'» scheme. It gives
to every soldier of that war who is living,
whether he was wounded or not and without
regard to his present condition, a pension of
88 per; month. There is a vast difference,
however, between the amount of money required to pension the survivors of the Mexi-

was

First National Bank Building.

COLLEGE

last summer, is by
no means dead.
Mr. Ε. B. Loring of Boston, who has long been identified with the
scheme and who advocated it here last Hummer, has just started a paper called the Service Pension Advocate, designed to "boom"
Mr. Loring says that 3,000
the measure.
posts have already endorsed the plan and
that the legislation called for "is needed for
the relief of the men who stood between the
general and the enemy—picture books to the
contrary notwithstanding." In this connection it may be said that the House of Representatives has just passed for the benefit of

Who

TRUST COMPANY

·

The service pension scheme which
feated at

OF

INFLUENCE

H.

eUCCKiiSOBe TO

CO.,

scription

of free trade heresy. But existing
are not so ill-mannered.
They pay so
much attention to the theories that freetrade is as far from accomplishment as it ever has been since the War.

N.

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

uiieresi

the bonds. Its not earnings are equal to nearly (our times the amount of its interest charges,
and this betore the contract with the Michigan
Central was executed. We recommend this bond
on Its merits as a llrst-class security and equal to
any Β per cent, bond In the market.
on

a

days.

Congress Street, Cor. Brown.

1886.

A

The roail, the gauge of which is being made
standard, lias been in successful operation since
1883.
It is a feeder of the Michigan Central, with
which company it has a valuable traffic agree-

Ttie Sale

inences

Interest payable January and July, by the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

facts

age law. Of the affirmative votes 49 came
from the Republicans and only 35 from the
All the Maine Congressmen
Democrats.
voted for the amendment. The President in

his'message made a powerful appeal for the
repeal of this law. Thirty-five Democrats
paid attention to it and 148 paid non». Mr.
Cleveland's influence with his party is not

499

ISSUED AT THE KATE OF $15,000 A MILE,
INCLUDING EQUIPMENT.

ment,

a few

STUDLEY, Manager,

H.

for

FACTS AND THEORIES.

One of the clergymen who spoke at the
held yesterday to promote the better
observance of the Sabbath acknowledged
that a good deal of the Sunday desecration
was traceable to cliurch-going people. Such
is clearly the fact. Col. Carroll D. Wright,
in a chapter on Sunday work in last year's
report of the Massachusetts bureau of labor
statistics, shows conclusively that horse cars

out sale will continue

more.

GOODS SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASH.

FIRST MORTGAGE 30-YEAR 0 PER
CENT. GOLD RONDS.

PORTLAID

YOUR UNCLE SAM WILL HOLD HIS OWN.

tee paid no attention to his letter suggesting
that the campaign be committed to an executive committee with headquarters at PortWith the campaign run from this
land.
point the temptation to take a hand in it
would be too great for Mr. Pierce to resist,

meeting

closing

We are quoting low
only
to
reduce
at once.
order
in
prices
Every
class of goods in our store has been marked
down in order to meet with a ready sale.
Remember our store and give ns a call if you
wish to find some rare bargains.

$720,000
Detroit, Bay City & Alpena K. R. Co.'s

COMMENT.

himself that the Democratic State Commit-

and then he would become an offensive partisanand be "flipped out" of office by the President. Were the administration as sensitive
to partisanship on the part of Democratic
office holders as on the part of Republicans»
Mr. Pierce would be likely to be "flipped
out" for writing such a letter.

this

weeks

few

a

N.

45 Wnll Street, New York.

ap6d6m

i

Positively

POLO! POLO! POLO!

We have decided to close our store in u few
days, and therefore every remnant has been
placed on our counters at a very low price
in order to clean them out. We arc having
a great rush on them and they will last only

Correspondenee

no

to

A'll>l:)lF,VTl(.

REMNANT SAIL

BUY

DRV GOODS CHEAP !

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED
Co.
More

7

of Mr. Tarbox.
This is one of the boycotts for trivial causes
which Mr. Powderly lias denounced.
CURRENT

TO

No. 194 HUDDLE STREET, Portland.
lanldtf
January 1.1884.

accept the decision
than of a permanent

no

4s

Adsou

employed

description, received the order but paid

lis & 4»
Batli
Maine Ceutral..7s & Ca
Γ. & U. B. R— Gs

tie & 4s
Bockiand
No. Pacific Gold..6a

Some time ago the Lynn Knights of Labor
issued an order that all groceries in the
city must be closed at 6.Π0 o'clock. Mr.
George 0. Tarbox, who kept a store of that

will bo gone and there will

Appraiser Pierce ought

IVIieCELLANKOCe.

FINANCIAL.
*

With Ireland contented

is obvious.

occupation

would a board selected with η view to decida particular dispute be likely to be conipoeed of men better acquainted with the industry In which that dispute had arisen, but
it would be more satisfactory to the
disputants
The better way would seem to be to

ing

For the next 30 days shall offer at unheard of low
>rices the largest and finest stock of Art Goods east of
îoston, consisting of Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Pastel

2nd

all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
and estates, real and personal, or
of all tlieir
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1886. and be prepared to make oath to the truth
ot the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have bee η

polls

divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, adminl 11 uto r
or other person Interested, is
hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and In default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has Deen wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors' office on application.
IF"In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deIn the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
posits
In mitigation of such doom.
JOHN W. YORK,
)
WM. O. FOX.
! Assessors.
STEPHEN MARSH,
J

apl5

dtaplS

"TECHNIGON"
A perfect OlKINASIlIin for Fin.
gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Studeuts should use it.
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS
their technique.
Herman Kotzsch·
References:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Win. Mason.
—

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

C'EN. AOENT,

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
Paintings, Etchings, Steel Engravings, Photogravures No.
dtf
feb9
md Photographs, Pictures framed or unfrained.
This
is an opportunity seldom offered. We make a specialty
>f fine frames in every style at bottom prices. All goods
warranted of the very best.
Regilding Old Frames NO. 111 MAINE STREET^ SACCARAPPA, ME.
made a specialty. Artist Marterial Department a cominform tlie public that
I RESPECTFULLY
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
plete stock. Windsor & Newton, and German Tubes, 7 Rosewood,
Pine Caskets at
Walnut, Whitewood

^FURmSHlNG UMO^TWŒR^'
I am

Academy Boards, 25 cents per sheet. AU other
materials at correspondingly low prices.
Special discounts to the trade, teachers and schools.
;ents.

Photographer,

J. T. STUBBS,

514 C(MSSST„ Portland.
We guarantee finest of work, betli In Plain and
olored Photographs, at moat reasonable ratee.
all and see our mammoth shew of Large Plain

'hotographs.

rebl7dtf

>93

Congress Street,

Congress Square.

or

the lowest prices. Having had experience in the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers' prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers furnished at short notice.

IV. B.—A good line of Picture Mouldings constantly on hand. Franies furnished utlow prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
lir<
J· F% u
β^8·.%Β.
ftiarSldlm*
_

THIS PAPER

Mobiles Ohio....
Morris & Essex
Oregon Nav.
Oregon Ttanacou.

THE PRESS.
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false teeth will answer."
"What have you been doing, Henry?" she
asked. a9 the young man slowly opened Ills eyes.
"Was It a runaway? Did you fall into a quarry?
lias anybody been throwing dynamite at vou?
What was it?"
"'Twan't nothln'," Henry whispered, In alow
and painful voice; "polo In the rink, that's all.
You
Oalsy game, too—quiet, gentlemanly game.s first
ought to seen me an' the Bully Slugger
rusher get behind the cage. This Is me, but I
don't believe the Bully Slugger's man will get out
till next fall."
And then the doctor began sewing him up.
There are many forms of nervous debility in
that yield to the use of Carter's Iron Pills.
Those who are troubled witli nervous weakness,
night sweats, &c., should try them.

men

Λ good illustration of a mind cure was recently
in a twinkdeveloped by an Auburn lady, who,neadacbe
by a
ling, was cured of a raging sick
hardwood
few gentle strokes of a small bit of
lias
in
The
question
forehead.
lady
across the
for a sebeen troubled with blinding headaches
of
all
sorts,
remedies
tried
ries of years and
sure
which her friends had recommended as
to her aching
cures, but with no perceptible relief
week, a friend intemples. Finally, one day this the
Japanese headduced lier to purchase some of
is
ache cure, which the reader will remember
case
resembling an
placed Inside a little wooden
she
;."h„rn. When the lady applied the remedy
'**
«'λοΛ nvpp her had. not thinkanil applv tne
η.., to open the Japanese device
had the wood come ill consooner
remedy, and no
tact with the seat of the pain when she exclaimed
"What a relief this is. Why hadn't I thought of
this before! It's perfectly wonderful how tills
my headJapanese headache cure charms away
ache." Tiie hard pine did its work to aperfection,
headache
of
a
semblance
had
hasn't
for the lady
since.

of your Atlilo"I tliink I sold about two gross

For rheumatism it lias 110
plioros the last year.
a Pittsfleld (Mass,)
equal," writes O. P. Atwood,
of the great rheumadruggist, in commendation
merits.
tism and neuralgia cure and its healing
in the
The following story comes from a school
of the third
Midlands. The master told the boys
The
Columbns.
011
class to write a short essay
essayist:
following was sent up by an ambitious
an
make
who
could
egg
man
was a

Clumbus
of
stand 011 end without breaking it. The King
Spain said to Clutnbus :
'•Can you discover America?"
said Clumbus.
"Yes, If vou will give me a ship,"
the
So lie hail a ship, and sailed over the sea in lie
ought to
America
direction where he thought
found. The sailors quarrelled and saiu they believed there was no such place. But after many1
the pilot came to him and said, "Clumbus,

days
see laud/'

"Then th t Is America," said Clumbus.
When the ship got near the laud was full of
black men. Clumbus said, "Is this America?"
"Yes, it is," they said.
Then he said. "I suppose you are the Niggers?"
"Yes," said they, "we are."
The chief then said, "I suppose you are Clumbus."
"Y'ou are right," said he.
Then the chief turned to his men aud said,
"There is no help for it ; we are discovered at
last."
Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers and others whose
should use
occupation gives but little exercise,
and
Carter's Little Liver rills for torpid liver
biliousness. One is a dose.
"What is the difference," Archbishop Wliately
asked of a young clergyman he was examining,
"between a form and a ceremony? The meaning
nice
seems nearly the same, yet there Is a very
Various answers were given.
distinction.'
sit
"You
this:
in
lies
"It
"Well," said Whately,
stand upon
upon a form (a long bench), but you

ceremony."

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

PORTLAND, April 10,1880.
of
The following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Grain, Provisions. &c.:

St Paul & Omaha

ao'pref

O. S. (Express
Wells. Fargo Express
New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

High Mixed Corn.51®52
low grades.3 25®3 50 Corn, bag lots—54λ55
Meal, bag lots. ..53@54
X Spring and
XX Spriiig..S 00^5 25 Oats, car lots—42,®43
43^40
Outs,
bag lots
Patent Spring
(1 00£β 25 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
00
.23
lots.
car
OOg24
Mich, straight
24 00&25 00
do bag
5 25^5 50
roller
—

■.

Οϋ&δ 25 Sack'dBr'n

.10 00®20 00
ground.4 75^5 00 car lots.-.20
('θα21 00
do bag.
St Louis st'gt
5 50@5 75 Middlings, 20 00Jt23 00
roller
do
lots,21
00®24 00
50
bag
25m5
clear do....5
etone

Provi**ioun.
Winter Wheat
5 75.5.0 00 I Fork—
Patents
Backs ...14 00®14 50
Fixh.
13 OOA13 50
Clear
Cod, qtl—
XI 50® 12 00
Large 8hore3 25®3 5C I Mess
8 5Ou t) 00
Beef.
2i
tlees
οθα.3
Bank3
Ιλγκβ
9 50®9 75
2 75^3 OC I Ex Mess.
Small
10
late
F
OO^tilO 50
α3
2c
2
25
Pollock
ExFlate.10 75@ll 00
1 5u a2 0(
Haddock
Lard—
25
I
1
75ig2
Hake
Tubs ρ ■p..ti1ïii®G%c
HerringTierces.... 6ya®e%c
bx.. 14@18c
Scaled
Pails
6%®7%c
No 1
12@15c
OVaëlO c
Hams
^ lb
bbl—
Mackerel t>
do covcredlOVatiH'/a
Shore Is. l!l 00^21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00 a β 00 KeroseneUV4
Fort. Kef. Fet
@
Small
9%
Water White
l>l'Oduc('·
13
Pratt'sAst'l.Wbbl.
Cranberries—
13
3 r>Ou,4 50 iDevoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
G
5C
5
5θ;α
Cod...
jLlgonla
Gape
0
White
75
Silver
I
Pea iieaus...l ΠΟαΙ
10
Medium.... 1 50Â1 75 I Centennial
Raisin·.
German mal 05®1 7E j
2 25® 3 25
yellow Eyes.l 40.O.1 Of I Muscatel— 3
Irish Potatoes...0ο·νδ;7( ί London Lay'r I5g3 25
ai <K OnduraLay. 13 ®13Va
St Potatoes
7
@10%
3 75g,4 0( Valencia
Osions
Mugnr.
$ιο
«,§ι:
Cabbages
lb
GVs
17fe21 granulated φ
Turkeys
6V»
is^lt Extra C
Chickens
Meed».
15ait
Fowls
I lied Tou....S2Vig$23/e
Ducks
20
@14 I Timothy Seed2 15®213c
Geese
11 Mi®
Clover
Apple·.
Clief-MC.
Snow
Vermont.... 10 ®12
Tallman Swts
Nol Baldwlnsl 00,gl 5C ί Ν. Y. factory 10 (ajl2
Butler.
I
50
1
00®1
Greenings
Creamery Β tb...28@32
Ver... 28^32
Gilt
lc
lb
Edge
8®1
ψ
Evaporated
2Ug22
Choice
I.eiiiniiN.
17ναΐ18
25
Good
4
00@4
Florida
12®14
00
tjtore
4 50g5
Messina
50
KîiS».
2
00^2
Malagers
..13 r14
extras
Eastern
Onin^CM.
12
4 25®4 75 Can & Western..
Florida
12
5 00g5 75 Island
Valencia
I Limed
Messina and Pa....

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
followSAN FRANCISCO. Apr 10.188C.-The
of mining stocks
official
are
quotation»
closing
ing
to-day :
Best
Boilie Con
Hale & Norcross
L'on. Cal. Λ Va
Rivage
Eureka

orv®4. on

Imports.

Brooks—437
MAYAGTTJiZ, PR. Schr Matilda
to Geo S Hunt &Co.
hhds 100 libls 125 bags sugar
tons plaster
KEMPT,NS. 5tfhr J G Pettis—481
to L C Cummlngs & Co.

Foreign Exports.
Bark

Jasper—321,721 |feet

,SHELBURNE,NS. Sclir Mary—120 bbls elaius.
Railroad Receipts.
POKT LA ND. April

10. 1886.
Port
Received by Maine Central F-ailroad—-For
; for conand 33 cars miscellaneous iuerclmnUi.se merchannecting roads 102 cars miscellaneous
dise.

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The lollowtiig quotations ol stocks

aie

received

dallv:
Atcli., Topeka and Santa Fe Kailroad
Eastern Kailroad
Bell Telephone
.New York and New Englaud Railroad.

89%
82»,i
103

36%
124

doprel

20%

com
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad
do pref
Boston Water Power Co
Boston Land'Company
Mexican Central 4s
Maine Central Kailroad
Eastern ltailroad fis
Mexican Central R 7s
Boston & Albany Railroad

02 Vi

6'/a
7Ve
38
41Î4
189

60-day bills and 4 88 for demand.
and steady.
Government bonds have been dull
The
Railroad bonds have been quiet and steady the
at about
dull
and
strong
closed
market
stock
best ligures of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 165.047 shares.
at 4 861/4 for

IMS

toiiowmg

arc tu-ua.j
:

a

4uu1.au

uient securities
100%
United State» bonds, 3s
112%
New4%s, reg
112%
coup
New 4%s,
126%
New 4s, reg
126%
New4s, coup
127%
Pacific Us of '95
Tlie following New York stock market is reCrocker
by
Pullen,
wire,
by
private
ceived daily,
Portland, Me:
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street.
141
<3Wfago & Alton
155
•Chveago & Alton preferred
134%
Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy
25s/*
Erie
59%
Krie^preferred—»
138%
Central
Illinois
81%
Lake Shore
66
Michigan Central
53%
New Jersey Central
107 %

Northwestern

139

Northwestern preferred
New York Central...
iiook island
Ut J'aul

102%
12»
87%
118

Paul'preferred
fJnion
Western Union Telegraph
rit.

49%
65%

^
14o

Adams Express
Alton & Terro Haute
do pref

39%

-'9

lt>5%
98

American Exuress

Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar

Kaplds

Ca-ntou
Outrai Iowa
Centrai Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
1st preferred
Dei. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande
E. Tenn.. V. & Ga
do nref

Fort Wavne
Kansas it Texas

Ιάke Erie & West
Hc.'iston Λ Texas

island

gx>uisviîle & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Metropolitan El
Haunibal & St. Jo

do Dreferred.....

Northern Pacific
<10 pref
Central Pacific let*
Denver à K. Gr. lets
Kansas lsts. Den Uiv
•Oit'gon Nav. lsts
d>ehigi; & Wilkesbarre
JJnion Pacific 1st
do Land Graots

«,5°
Krle Si?*10*
2ds
Mlssouriyaciflc

—

J

Ohio aud Pennsylvania—
Picklock and kXX
Choice XX
Fine X
Medium
Coarse
MichiganExtra and XX

is

a

@ 35
@34

34
32
30
S3
27

31

ft»

@ 34
@ 28

Medium
Common

Other WesternFine and X

29
32
2G

ig

29

<» SO
(® 34
ls
ω 31
@ 38

—

@

@

32

Medium
Common

30
34
27

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON April 10.1880.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Sic. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 25 ; short cuts 13 00
13 50;backs 13 50®14 00; ligbt backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00@13 25; pork tongues at $13@13 25;
prime at 9 50
prime mess at $12 00@121050; extra00;
do new at
75@11
00; mess, old, at
mess
pork 10 75@11 75.
12 00; Western prime
Lard at 6Vz@6%c ρ it, m tierces ;7@7*4c in 10
in 6-lb pails; 7%@7%c in 3-lb
lb

f;S10

pails;7Vi@7y2C

palls.

Hams at 9Vz@10VsC ρ lb, according to size and
hams
cure : smoked shoulders 7@7VaC; pressed
lOVic.
Dressed hogs, city, G^r/VeC ρ H.; country 51/» ;
live hogs 4% " 5c.
Butter—New York extra fresh made creamery
26'a)
at 33;g35c: do extra firsts 30@32c; do llrsts
29c ; do secondait 21@22c ; western extra fresh
do
firsts
do
extra
at32S33c;
made at 33®35c ;
sefirsts at 27 «30c ; do seconds 18@22c; fancy
CounFranklin
new
milk,
29@30c;
lections dairy,
do 20@28:
tv, Vt., ex do"25@28c; Vermont extra
Vermont choice old stock 15@18c ; do fair to good
new 24@20c; do choice
extra
York
New
12@16c;
15fal8c; do fair to good 12@16c; extra imitation

27@28c.
Cheese—Northern extra 11@11Μι :fancy at 12c;
do good to choice 0V4@10c; lower grades accordlots Vtc
ing to quality; Western lOjtlOViiC; Job
15c; Eastern
Eggs—Neai by nominal
extra at

»

Ç9,,
*°

—

prolines 50@53c.

*

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
C'f 1IC A G 0, A pri 1 _10. 1886— Cat tle—Receipts 1,V/V».

B1II|IIUCU||V>

uvu

,uuvw«..

J-

00; stockers and teeders at 2 76@4 60; cows,
bulls and mixed 2 00®4 25.
Hogs—Receipts 12,o00; shipments 7,000: the
market is steady ; roueh and mixed at 4 10®4 40 ;
6

packing and shipping at 4 25@4 50; light 90<g
4 45 ; skips 3 00ig3 75.
Sheep—Receipts 1100; shipments 500; market
steady ; natives 3 00@6 50.
3

NEW YORK. April 10, 1888.—Flour dull; sales
8500 bills ; State at 2 80 a 5 30 ; Ohio 3 25@5 25 ;
Western at 2 ΗΟ.ο Γι 40 ; Southern 8 30®5 30.
Wheat opened weak and •A'gVic, later ruled
modstronger and advanced Vii α 3Λ c, leading to a
erate degree of activity. sales 816,000 liush No 2
do
for
bush
256.000
at
a91a/eC
;
9<>%
Red for May
June at 91 V4@92c ; 48,000 do July at 92 a 92%c ;
Decemdo
do
at
72,000
92%@92y2e;
Aug
56,000
ber at 96%@97'4c; receipts 3.850 bush.
Corn firm; Mixed Western spot 41@46s,4c; do
future at 44% η48i4c; sales 248,000 bush, receipts 3·;00 bush.
Oats quiet ; State 39®43c ; Western at 38@45c ;
sales 18,000 bush : receipts 10,450 bush.
Beef unchanged. Pork steady; new mess 10 50
10 75; old do 9 50®10 00. Lard quiet; steam rendered 6 25. Butter quiet ; Western 15@33c ; State
Sugar flou. Molasses is steady. Pe18,a,35c.
troleum firm. Coffee firm. Freights steady. Spirits Turpentine firm at 44@45c. Tallow dull at 4.
CHICAGO, April 10. 1886.—Flour is lower;
Winter Wheat 4 40@5 85; Wisconsin at 4 0 m
4 65 ; Michigan at 4 50@4 70 ; soft Spring Wheat
3 70g4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50S4 50; patents
4 60.0,5 00 ; low grades 2 00K3 05 ; Rye Flour at

3 30 ».3 50. Wheat higher ; April at 72%@73%c ;
Corn steady
closed 73Vfec ; No 3 Spring 65,0,68c.
Rye-No 2
at R'AVi'&3<>lAc. Oats—April at 26c.
Pork—May closed
at (He. Barley—No 2 at 60c.
at 9 30@9 32%. Boxed meats quiet shoulders
4 00ji4 10; short ribs at 5 32 Va uù 35 ; short clear
at 5 66@5 70.

Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 10,000
bush ; corn, 86,000 bush ; oats, 54.000 bush; rye,
1,000 bush ; barley, IH.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 10,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000
bush : corn, 31,000 bush ; oats, 36,000 bush ; rye,
4,000 bush ; barley, 23,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, April 10, 1886.-Flour is steady ;
XXX 3 00@3 15 ; family 3 25^3 35 ; choice 3 80@
3 90; fancy at 4 302,4 40: extra fancy at 4 COraj
4 90; patents at 5 10@5 40. Wheat higher; No 2
Red at 86c. Corn lower: No 2 Mixed 33Vic. Oats
firm No 2 Mixed 29 Vic, Lard firm at 5 85. Pork
;
10 00.

Receipts—Flour, 1000 bbls; wheat, s,000obusli ;
corn, 8,100 bush ; oats, G,000 bush; rye, 3,000
bush, barley 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 3,000 bbls ; wheat 2.000 bu ;
corn, 13,000 bush; oats 1,000 bush; rye, 0,00-bu;
barley 0,000 bush.
OETROIT.April 10, l«86.-Wlieat-No 1 White
85c cash ; No 3 Red at 82c cash.
Receipts, 10,679 bush.

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, April 10.—Sugar—The market has
had a firmer tone during the past week. Holders
have displayed no anxiety to sell and better
in consequence of
prices have been maintained,
which only a small business lias been done. At
been considerable
have
outnorts there might

trade if holders had been less firm.
.Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
82 00« 2 31'/i gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining 85 to 90 de12Vfe!&2 25 per quintal.
grees polarization, at $2 96
degrees polarization,
Centrifugal sugar, 92 to
in hhds, .bags and boxes, at 2 62%@3 00 per
ouintftl.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
22.000 boxes, 641,000 bags, 15,500 hogsheads;
120,receipts during the past week, 3,000 boxes, the
000 bags and 4,000 hhds; exports during
hhds,
and
1,200
bags
boxes.
11,000
312
week
including 10,500 bags and .1,050 hhds to the
United States.
to
Freights fair demand: loading at Havana
$2 7C.g3 00|gold.
UnitedlStates per hhd of sugar, outside
ports, to
From ports on"lie north coast,
the United States. at$3 00@3 25.
Spanish gold 2.38 Wj.
_

xvACimiJigG

♦iiw»,

41%

10,,

17%
101
126%
14%

2%

5%
145
27%

clear; cheese dull Sis for American; lard, prime
Western 31s 6d ; tallow 23s 6d for Aniercan.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Alaska
Fulda
Parisian
Saratoga

Adriatic
Wieland

FOU

New York..Liverpool ...Apl
New York..Bremen
Apl
Portland
Liverpool.. Apl
New York..Havana
Apl
New

Apl

York..Liverpool..

New York. .Hambiug
Apl
New York..Cienfnegos ..Apl
Santiago
New York Havana
Apl
Colorado
ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool... Apl
New York..Bremen
Apl
Elbe
New York..Antwerp
Apl
Ehynlaild
New York. .Hamburg
Apl
Rugia
New
York..Liverpool.....Apl
Wyoming
New York..Bremen
Apl
Ems
New York Bermuda
Apl
Orinoco
York..Hav&VCruz. Apl
City Alexandria..New

90%
38Vs
127
1G6

25%
5C%
114

}'*%
112
lieVz

îïâ*1
'*
ix2
104

14
15
15
15

15
1ft
17
17
17
17
17
20
21
22

APRIL 12.

neater}
K"y.::::1u3 Height....}

fob sal·.

To Chase, Leavltt

Property, by auction.
SALE—Personal about
to remove to the

Tlie subscriber being
FOB
will offer for sale

fcg

|g$g

a. m., at his resi17th, A. D., 1880, at 10 o'clock
Tukey farm,
dence In Windham, known as the No.
Windham
from
situated on the road leading
namely: One pair
to Gray. the following articles,
new express wagon
one
double work harnesses,
one four horse
and harness, one single harness,
wheels, six inch rims,
wagon, one dump cait and
new; two
for horses or oxen; one top buggy, extra
15 cords
hard
horses, two eows, one shoat,
stoves, one
three
parlor
buans,
ten
bushels
wood,
bbls.
farmthree
cider,
box stove, three tons hay.
•rtlcles too numerous to
ing tools, and many otherl
mention. Sale positive; n.'Iby-bldders.JTerms cash
April 19th, or
If stormy postponed until Monday,
Λ
TUKEY. CYfirst fair dav following. W!l.
10-1
RUS T. PARK Kit, Auct.
SALE—The frame house. Mansard roof,
No. 35 State St., adjoining the extensive
C. E. Dole ; the rear rooms, third
grounds of Mr.
of M unjoy, harbor and isfloor, have a tine view
lands: bow window In parlor; the house is sunny
and good bath room ;
rooms
12
with
and pleasant
hot water. Examinagood drainage ; heated with to B. SHAW, 48 Vs
applying
tion can lie made by
10-1
Exchange St.

water pipes.

Sch Perseverance, Willard, Aniboy—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
bcli Henry Sutton, Manson, New York—coal to
Me Cent RU.
Seh Seth M Todd. Norwood, New York—coal to
Portland & Rochester Kit.
C H
Lucy, Woostor, New York—coal to
„8ch
O'Brion. Lost jib oil Wood Islaud.
Sch hlla Pressey, Pressey, New York—coal to
G H Rounds.
Sch Frank Nelson, Thompson, Calais for Boston
Sch J C Jameson, Hatch. Deer Isle.

Cleared.

Β

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J
Coyle.
Barque Uaspee, (Br) Plnkey, Buenos Ayres—
W & C R Millifeen.
Sch Β W Morse, Reed, Philadelphia—Cliaae,
Leavitt & Co.
Sell Mary Stewart, New York—Gilbert Soule.
SehMattie Holmes. New York—Gilbert Soule.

BEST THiNQ KN0W?3

™

«■

WASHIEG^BLEAOHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR GOLD WATER.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZ-

INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without itSold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
firell designed to mislead. PEARUKB is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound· and
Always bears the above symbol, and name of

FOB

PYIK NEW YORK.

JAMES

House,
mai.E «IB ΕΧΓΗ*κγ.Ε
near
stable and 2% acres of land, situated
for
summer
stand
good
horse cars, in Deering;
G more can be finishrooms.
12
hotel;
or
boarders
ed fruit trees : all In sight of city. N. S. GARDI10-1
NER No. 40 Exchange St.
from the city, on line
ion SALE.—One mile
of horse cars, 5 V2 acres Land; 2 story House
Wood House, Carriage House and
11 rnnms
mniR
other out burnings, i»"™
1Q 4
—

FOB

Sch Τ Benedict, Linscott, New York— Gilbert
Soule.
Sch Abtiy Weld, Fearby, Bostou—Ν Blake.
Sch Mary, (Br) Swatisbury, Kempt, Ν8—master
lor
Sch Vineyard, Rusebrook. Sullivan, to loa|>
Newport News—J Nlckerson & Son.
Sch Brilliant, Hupper, Port Clyde—Ν Blake.
A Η
SAILED—Brig Jas Miller; echs A J York, fleet
and the
Peary, Chattanooga. Mattie Holmes,
which put iu for a harbor.
SUNDAY, Adril 11.
it

ni,! mm

F

«AEE—Valuable house lots at Poland
No belter
tiDrlncs opposite the large hotel.
Apply
situation in Maine for summer cottages.

Fou.

1 Minore—coal to

PhiUinna

Randall & McAllister.
Soli Highland Queen, Bickforii, Hancock—posts
to J H Blake.
Sell Vixen. Johnson, Hancock—posts.
Sell Sarah, Kice, Prospect Harbor.
Sell Victor, from Sullivan.
SAILED—Barque Gaspee.
old,
35
Fishing schr Amy Knight, 06 tons. 8thyears
to John
was sold liv auction at Kucksport
at
$570.
Dennett of 'Castine
FKOM MERCHANTB' EXCHANGE.
St Thomas Apl 9th, sell Edw C Allen True
McLaughlin, Cadiz (Feb 11.) sch Kate M Hilton,
Ar at Aspinwall 7tli inst,
Johnson, Apalachicola.
CurAr at Cardiff 9th inst, ship Jas Drummond,
tis, Bristol, E.

Memoranda.

'ru«>uiii(lard of Purity and Iv\cellcnce.
all
Endorsed for its Purity and Healtlifulness by

it.
Chemists and Physicians who have examined
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
entireof
full
weight,
examination and Unci it to be
and the Phosly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime bread-raising
pure
phates, and to be an absolutely
for
recommended
to
be
every
way
preparation
wholesomencss and efficiency."
D.
A.
P1).
M.
KICHAltD C. STANLEY,
Professor Chemistry and Geology. Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '73 to '80.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
nrnuilv
marlO

lUU AlUlUSUIi,

» ttcuannv/ii

*v>*

«»··.··«··<·,

J H Walnwrlght,
Torrey. Amboy for Portland; do
Willie
for do;
do for do ; Benjamin Carver,
Martin, do for do.
G
Ε
schs
Willard,
PEKT11 AMBOY—Ar 9tii,
Foster, New York; Harmona, Pendleton, do, (and

sailed forSemerset).
Sid 8tli. sell J 11 Walnwrlght, Gates, Portland.
Sid Oth. barque John 0 Smith, Foss, for Boston ;
scbs Oregon, Lowe, Gardiner; Jolm Somes, Bobbins. Providence.
Ar 9th, seh Agnes, Mnrch,
PROVIDENCE
—

Godfrey, do

for

PROF.CHS.LUSWIG VON SEEGER,

pares

—1 ——4" »*■

■*

tue

oi

w

»

Γ

FOR

wtiw.v

or

sicians;

the skill of
but the old

phyones

and

strengthened
preserved by the use of
can

be

Vineyard-Haven.
Ar at Musquash, NB, 5tli inst. sch D Sawyer,
Kelley, Portsmouth.
Sid 8th, sch Crown Prince, Cole, Portland.
S»oken.
Dec 20/lat 35 49 S, Ion 3 21 W, ship Wm U
Lincoln, Daley, from New York for Yokohama,

days out.

United States Engineer Office, 1
|
Portland, Me., April 1 ,1880.
PROPOSALS, in duplicate, will be renoon
on
o'clock
uutil
12
office
ceived at this
tii" 1st day of May, 1886, for dredging in Portland
Harbor, Maine.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the
dredging are requested to apply to the undersignfor spécied, at his office. 453Va Congress street,
fications. the requisite blanks, and such further
the
desired
be
concerning
as
information
may
JAKED A. SMITH,
same.
Major of Engineers.

DR.

N1AYOS'

Vegetable Vapor!
A pleasant and perfectly
harmless anesthetic for
—the painless extraction of teeth.

DR. C.

M.TALBOT,

J traction of Free and ifliddle Street*, Portd3m
land* Me.
marll

m

AU

ΠΠΛ

«

9RÎ1

.«7Τη_ΗΛ1ΐαβ ΝΓ>

Inquire of JOHN

once.
Press

PORTLAND STAR MATCH

CONSISTING

some

"oilo
niihrruuriiHi· taint* ·ι «nHiîialtV.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
8-1
charge. Corns removed for 25 cents.
—

WANTEO
wagon; will
ST.

J

gill

work. Call at 49yi CONGRESS STItEE
WANTED—Capable

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, Ls
§ INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST, ?;®
ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,!
IS ALL
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP! =s
« SCROFULA
ULCERS, PIMPLES,**
C AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts α

It makes the skin white, soft I <
h nil smooth ; removes tan and freckles, and is the
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
up, two bottles in one package, consisting oi
oth luternal and external treatment.
All (list-class druggists have it.
$1 per package.

β I of the botlv.

Sut

dnrmtfmcTn

&

dec 14

10-1

EXCHANGE STREET.

«3

LET-A tenement of nine rooms at 3G Gilstreet. Apply to S. H. JOSE, 24 Bram10-1

TO
liall St.

man

tenement in

pleasant
nice order,
TO
Munioy Hill. Inquire of II.
No 3 Cahoon Block, 385 Congress St.
S.
lower

BE LET—A
on

PRIDE,

7-1

*

BEKfT—House No. 40 South street, for
a private family.
Centrally located and
6-1
pleasant. B. SHAW 48V2 Exchange St.

FOB

lut-Tenement

οι

TO modern

nine

rooms,

sunny,

conveniences, good neighborhood,
location central. Apply to A. S. FULLER, 96
2-2
Kim St.

Apply

6 rooms at 07

LET—Joiner'afltiop with three good benchInand circular saw.
Commercial
A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288
4tf
street.

TO es, mortise machine
quire of

Girl,

>use furnished or unfurnished
the
to lease for λ term of years, located in
of the city, modern house, bath
street
or
St.
auy
room, steam or ho· air heat. High
No. 40 Exup to West End. N. S. GARDINER,

6-1

change St.

Bowker's
—Everybody
Plant Food to make their plants bloom and
It a trial.
cent
give
packages;
blossom; 10 and 25
ft-1
W. C. SAWYER & CO., Preble St.
to

WANTED

use

s ι ,000 cast ..IT clothing,
\H7 Α Ν 'Γ Ε D-To I.uy
H
furniture, &e., of all kinds. Highest cash
MR. 8.
price paid ; call or address immediately,
0-1
LEVY, 07 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
buy for cash; a two tenement
house, in good repair, good location and

WANTED—To
Address R.,

sunny.

ti-1

Press Office.
person

owning a piano to

know that all Instruments under my excluWANTED—Every
sive care will be kept clean Inside, rendering

them less liable to become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O. address, Deering, Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
apr3-4
Station, Portland, Me.

Τ

paid;

erences.

lady about to marby.
eveby lady or gentleman intending to
themselves with a
to
a

WANTED—Every
journey,

go

on

and bave their
"Steel Lined Leatheroid
Send for
mussing.
apparel taken safely without
LEATHEROID
the
to
one

febl5-3m

to know that the ele-

WANTED—Every
gant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TBUNKS,
the LEATHEROID MANUFAC-

Wanted.

G

WAHTED.
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.
dtf

feb4

À Good Record
BeFor the year ending April 1.
tween one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hos-

pital for Women supported by the
Murdoch Liquid Food Co., Boston,
without the loss of a single patient,
and all restored to usefulness.

furnished, up one
accommodations.
two gentlemen or
a good large room
gentleman and wife; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, enquiri at 100
1- 2
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)
AN® KHM).

—

DUNHAM,

PORTLAND, ME.
eodtfin

bunch of

keys.
LOWT—A
THIS OFLICE and confer

WAS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE
OPERATIONS.

■ The Pile· nre
â iftlP"· Il
V Iiwful. 1 had sufI\ %SU ft· I I Ι
a % IV I
■ fered tor 15 years,
was cuied easliv. quickly and safely; no pain or
risk; neither kiilfe nor litjatnire; harmless operation and complete relief. Give me your addrens, If
you suffer, and 1 will tell you how I obtained safe
and speedy relief.
Address, F. A. C., Lock Box 1092,
Lewiston, Me.
apr5MW&Flm*

10-1

have old and valuable
regilited, at 116 Exchange St., Portland, Me. ROCHE & EATON.
9-1
to
FOU1VI»—Where
frames repaired and

gold pen, black holder, called "The

LOST—A
Fountain Pen," very valuable

to the owner.
Whoever will return the same to the RECORDER'S OFFICE, Municipal Court, will receive a
0-1
suitable reward.

nt,

f'ommfrcinl wirrer.

favor.

KUNINENN

CHANCES.

APCUTC coin money with our Amateur Photo outfit, ami
ftUCIV I φ collecting family pictures to enlarge. Special
Vdayolfcr. Ecnpirc Copying Co.,
maiS

381

ly

Eastern Agents.
E. A. A DA.IIM A CO.,
115 «tale Street, Cor. Broad Mi., Bo-ton.
feb8
dtf_

DOM IΝ ION LINE.

Canal St., NewY^rlc.
eod3m

MALE—One of the best couutr.v drug
F
stores In the State of Mas·., In a live town Jl
6000
OK

population ; small compétition ; rent only
$150 a year; licensed, and doing an average business of 3100 a week; owner obliged to sell; price
$2000 cash.
Apply to ADAMS' DRUGGISTS
31-4 4
AGENCY, 267 Washington St., Boston.

'•Steamer Mainland Rnnle") for I'hiladrlphia.
Kallinioir. Wa«hia|{«on. and dit- MouUi.auJ
tfltb BomIoii Λ Albany II. K. for the Η ♦-«·!JnnrClose connection made at Wr»tbrool«
( entrai R.R. and
;ion with through trains of Maine
with through
Portland,
Transfer,
Trunk
it Grand
rains of Grand Trunk Railway.
West and Souih
Through Tickets to all points
Ticket Agent, Portnay tie haa of 8. H. HKLLKN
Preble Street.
of
foot
at
&
Depot
Rochester
anrt
"Does not stop at Woodford's.
Κ RM. Sunt.
w.
PET
J
apt' dtf

3HI0GT0N & SACO RIVER R. H.
Couinicncing Oct.
"

Bridgton.

Sailing Between Liverpool
via.Movllle and Halifax.

Winter Arrangement

From

Portland.

8th April.
Sabnia
.March
22d April.
OBEOON
April
(Sth May.
Toronto
15th April
KRINTOl· MXKVICEi
For Avoaiuoulfa U«rk (Direct).

Avonmouth
20th March
3(1 April

1
I

Montreal

I

~

[
ι about 6th
20th
[

Ontario

April
April

Cnmagr
$50 and $80 Return..$60 unit $16o
Return $60
Keturn at lowest rates
.$20
steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
decSdtf
:

Rate» of

Cabin

lntermediate$30

..

International

ton.

at
Stage connections dally with passenger train
(VestMluot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
Canat
and
Turner;
West Sumner, Chase's Mills
Falls ;
ton for Peru, Dtxfleld, Mexico and Rumford
tiso for Bretton's Milk.
L. L. LINCOLN. Hupt.
octOdtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PAMBENOER TRAIN «EBTICE,

TRAIN* LEAVE PORTLAND

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AND ALL PARTS OF

Munday, October 11, 1S83.

WESTEB.N DIVISION.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

Brunttwiek, Norn Scotia, Prince
ward* Island, nnd Cape Brelon.

Ed·

m.
For U on ton at 6.16,-8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p.
m.
Honiou for Portland rt.3ti a. in.. 1.00,3.30 p.
a.
8.40
m.,
Mcarboro and Pine Point 6.15,
HiddrNaco,
Orchnrd,
Old
in.
3.30, 5.45 p.
12.30
ford and Kennebunb i>.16, 8.40 a.m., 1.
m.,
Reach 8.15, 8.40
3.30, 5.45 p. in. Well»
Ro3.30 p. m, North Rerwicli, Creat Fall·, and
Lawrence
Haverhill,
ver, Exeter,
3.8ο p. m.
Lowell, 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
Farmington and Alto· Bai
Rorhe.ter,
and
8.40 a. m 12.30, 3.30 p. m., Manchenter
Junction) 6.15 a. m.,
Concord (via
3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
with
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects

Newmarket

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line wUl leave Kaliroad Wharf, foot of State street, evêry MONDAY
and THUKSDAY at 5.00 p. M„ for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
checked to
Through tickets issued and baggage
M.
destination. 5@F~Freight received up to 4.00 p.
the Union
at
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other information at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

12.30
Rail Lines to points West and South; the
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and
in. and 12.30 p. m„ and Boston at 8.30 a.
1.00 p. m.
NCNOAÏ TRAIN*
for Roaton 1.00, 4.15 p. m. ; arrive 6.30,8.4C p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
2.00 and tO.OO a. m., fl.00 ana
Returning Leave Roaton at 7.30
16.00 p.
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Hiddeford at 2.00 and 0.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6.00
port
p.m. For Portmnouth ami New burym.
For
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.
Ameabur? 0.00a. m.and 6.00 p. m. ForNalen.
6.00
and
1.00
a.
in..
0.00
and
at
2.00
and Lynn
on above trains.
p. hi. PULLMAN CARD m. trains connect
♦The O.OO a. m. and l.OO p.
with Rail Lines to South and West.
trato
jThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night
for New York.
West
and
South
all
points
Through Tickets to
Office.,
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket
and at I'liu Ticket Office, M Eichaafi
For Ronton at
m.

RostoniPhlladelphia
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON erery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
and
Freights for the West bv the Penn. R. R.,
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip 91M.
Passage 310.00.
Meals and Room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
Κ. B. SAMPSON, Agmt,
70 Long Wharl. Βο,ιοη.
31(1tf
■

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, lejive Pier
untl,

Saturdays at 4 p.

*v.a,

m.

sept2Ï-dtf

J. B. COY LE, .Ik.
General Agent

BOSTIIS

With what we hare been find are doing
Hhnll be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now building corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden street, to perform in the Nurgical half of the Hospital»

STEAMERS.

500
Operations annually.

Street.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. Α.
JAS. T. FURBKR, Uen'l Manager.
dtf

jan5

tiRAAD TRIM RAILWAY OF CAflUM
CHANGE OF TliUE.
On and

DEPAKTI'BCn,
For Auburn and JLewtMton, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00 p. m., mixed.
For ffforhnm, montrent and C/nlca|fo,1.30
p. m.
For

Qnebec,

1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS!·

From Lewialo· and Auburn,
12.<·ο. .1.16 anu ..ό« p. 111.
Fran· Uorhan·, 9.40 a. m. and

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this Une secure a comfortable
nscuuvcuand Inconrenasm
avoid tne
the expessse
anil avosa
expense
slight's rest, and
sslght's
Int..
n(»h(
ieuce ol arriving In Boston late at night.
New York, via the various
to
Tickets
Through
Railroad and Sound Lines lor sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLK, Jit.. Masiager.
ocltf
ι»

:*"£'

~»M
3jS95|£fiBHHS|

Remember that with feeble infants who <lo not
thrive on their mother's milk or the beat prepared
foods in the market.WK REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
and you will find
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, will
dc restored
that their lost or needed vitality
than
thirty days.
to them in less
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, uor a death
from Cholera Infantum whore it has been prescribed by a physician.
The question often asked—how does Murdock's
and TonLiquid Food compare with other Foods
ics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 188G,
>
3^35

fc
cr

11

Β

Murdock's Liquid Food..14.11) 1.07 16.45 <'.42
Not any. 54.87 62.10 23.74
IJebig's
do. 28.67 22.62 ll.ug
\ralentine's
do. 2".13 47.16 3.30
Johnston's
do. 56.13 6i'.50 19.24
Delacre's
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 percent,
foods do not contain
other
of albumen ; all the
one per
any. Common food does not contain over
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash. which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
In alcoholic extract. 1.97. The otlicrpreparatlons are all TONICS, as they contain from
2 .13 to56.13 per cent.
These facts snow why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

CUNARD LINE.
STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

Boston to

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,
—

AND FROM

—

SATURDAY, calling;
QueenefowH Corlt Harbor

New l'ork every

at

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
THURSDAY.
15 I Catalonia

May 27
June 3
22 Cephalonia
10
June
April 29 'Gallia
Cephalonia
June 17
Gallia
May G l'avonia
24
June
Pavonia
May 13 Scythia
May 20
Scythia...
tisbiis I'nuuiie. $60, jiSO, ;tml 8IOO, ac
cording to accommodation Intermediate PaaDrafts on Great Britain and Ireaage, $35
laud. For passage or ireight apply at the ComOffice, 99 .«Hate Street, Ho-son.
Seythla.

Catalonia

...

ιi... ia

tmiiiifk

iipw

hlond

pany's

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO.. Limited.
itrïlsl

fet)27

STEAMBOAT CO.

HARPS WELL

STEAMER

CORDON

will leave Custosu House Wharf, Portland, daily
Sundays excepted, on aisd after March 20, 188ti
at 2 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell aisd Orr's Island, Returufiig,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and lntersnediaie
landings at β.45 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 0.15
A. M. For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
mh29dtf
ϋΥΗW1 JlûûCàu

jnj.

aplO

LIQUIDFÔOD CO.,

m.
Front Chicago and .Tlontreal, 12.05 p.
From <|nrbM, 12.06 p. Hi.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars ou night train ak
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICKl

Exchange SI., and Depot foot of India Street

TICKETS SOLD AT BEDUL'El) ΚΑΓΕ

monthly.

Boston.
SMSWtf

«*η

Den·'*-»

η

I'ihim jnjo,

and all point» in the
Morlliwi'sl, Heel and SioutJiwe«l.
JOSEPH H1CKSON, General Mauagei
WM. ΚΙΗί ΔΚ, (i. P. Α..
J. STEl'HKXftUN. Supt.

oc!2dtf

urn. central RAILROAD
TUESDAY, Dec. let,
1885, Passenger Train» Lctive

On and after

Portland

as

follows:

Perry,
For Bangor, £11»worth, flit. Drwrtand
the
Vancehoro, St. John. Halifax,
Aroo«took
and
St.
Stephen
Provinces.
and
1.25
County, 1.20 ρ m., via LewiMtou.Bar Ha··
til.15 p. ηκ, via Augunta; and lor
R. B..
hor, and Bangor & PÎMcataqm*
and
til.16 p. in., for Skowhegan, Beifaatl
\\
aterville,
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, (11.15p. m.;
ou Sa»
,nd
ut.,
(11.lo
in..
1.25,
p.
a.
7.10
1.20,
liai
urdays only at 5.15 p. m.; for Anguitn,7.10
u
lowell, Gardiner and Biunxwitk,
lai
.10
a.
m., 1.25, 5.15, (11.15 p. JU. ; Bath,

■Mton via Bruntiwick, 7.10 a. in., (11.15 p.
M iuthrop,
111.; Paruiington. Alonuaouth.
Oakland and North Aiuuu, 1.J0 p. m. ;
m.
Farinington via Brunswick, 7.10 a.
and 1.25 p. m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATICN

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
with
jThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express Sunnight
sleeping car attached and runs every
davs included, but not through to Skowheganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday morning*.
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows : The morn8.45 a. m. ;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
Lewiston, 8.60 a. w.; the day trains from Banconnectgor and all intermediate statious and
afterm. ; the
ing roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.
Augusta, Bath,
noon trains from Walerville,
m.
the
at
5.45
Lewiston
;
night
and
p.
Rockland
Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.
fer
and
accond
flnil
cla»,
Limited Ticks!·,
all point, in the Province, on *nle nt rerate*.
duced

Portland and

Ogdensbiirg

R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
SURE CURE FOR
KIDNEY
DVflPPPSlA. INDIGESTION, LlVEB AND
W ind
Complaint·. Nervousness, Heartburn,
Bowels,
the
in
Pains
or
the Stomach
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
caring
As a Meimcine it le quick and effectual;
cases of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated
and all other derangements
Kidney Complaint·, Bowels.
of the Stomach and
and
It will instantly revive the most melancholy
ieeWe,
drooping spirits, and restore
and vigor.
nervous, and sickly to health, strength,
Persons who, from
Vitrlitlv Dissipation*
over night, feel the evil
effects of the poisonous linuorsln violent headaohes,
Sickness at Stomach, weakness. Giddiness, etc.,
bad feelings.
will find that one dose will remove all

ttheJ£eak,

—

toi mSch

All Druggists.
D. H. MAM êL CO..
54 Broad Street, BOSTON» MASS·
W.fi&Mly
feb!7

SCHNAPPS.
As

general beverage and necessary
of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to

preparation

for these purevery other
poses. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and flrocers.

18 BEAVEK STREET,
MEW

All other renind!·* fall. A trial contins the »o«t
skt*ptlral of Its lmmedlftt<-,dlr«>rt and arver-fa Ulnar «ffert.
Prleo 50e. and £1.00; of dnizgiste or by mail. Trial
free
for stamp. Dr. B. BfUIFFHAN^t. Piul.Nlnn^
pk'gc

YORK.
dly

mar 10

when·

Commencing
will
until further notice Passenger Trains
toi
Leave Portland as follows: #.00 a. m.,
Lanca.l.itllcl.n,
Vabvan·, Bethlehem,
tit. John,
1er, Woodarille, .Tloulpflier,
Hwanton,
bury, Newport, liurlinaton,
on connecting
OgdenaburK, and all points
line·.
S.OO p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
ABRIVALS.
10.40 a. ni., fjom Bartlett and way station*
Mwsnlon, Burlington
[Mm
p. 01.,
""

PRIDE"
LADIES,OAHI
try "PARLOR
EL·, and you will
use

Stoves and
I oo other Polish.. Polish your
a week and
Ranges twice a year.the top once
beautifully enameled;
yon will have them
Aek your grocer
an ornament to any room.
chromo
or stove dealer for It. Circular·,
list sent on receipt ef 10 cents.

rcctTJand
PRrDK inie.co.,
QJpaRLOR
S 8» FULTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
price

F&M3m

nn

thrmiirh liiiH.

J. HAMILTON,
October 3.1886.

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

OR.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Π19eases and
made
tlmse
chronic by malpractice.
No cure nv pay, only for
medicine.
and Eiaatinnlion
free
Conaullniiou
from 9n. m. lo it p, n.
Janl&dtl

PACKAGES»

FOR BALK BY

<■

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.,

Also General Managers for New England for tne

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING HATER,
FKO.H

STATES
HOTEL.

Suvi

ocSat

I JTI POKTEb

UN TED

eod&w14-3m

n/vinte

α

cor recti ye

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

■ ΛΤΙΙΙΙΙ GERMAS ASTHMA CI RE
Il A I η mmI KJ moMt
attack»,
il M J III |β· Π
and ineuree comfort·
11 ■■■■ ■
ι1W 1
ult-fp. Used by
inhalation, thus reaching the disease direct, relaxes the spasm, facilitates free
IIDCC
W I» C>Ο
expectoration, and KFFECT8
relieve* the
fl V I U HX fl lnataotly
violent

STOVE

—

STEAMBOAT CO.

■το ~rn2LEC0NSUwj;:- το distinguish/;

apr9

TO

Detroit, Chicago, Mil*auk
Cincinnati, St. Loain. Oninha. Sagi·
naw, St. Paul, Malt Italie City,

Canada^

Re.umption of Mcrrice.
Steamer CITY OF BICHnOND will resume service on the route between Portland and
Maclilasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays aud Fridays,
aud from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
FAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BODTHBY.Gen'l Paes. and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf
Portland, March 8.1886.

DE. SAM'S

dissipating^

iu.

m..

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

"■■'■'■L'-fcj

and "tlie system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSAKY WHEN DISEASED.

MURDOCK

a.

April
April

1'aiu is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdock's Liquid
Food will make new bloou faster than all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
.--in

0.20

7.00 p.

■nixed.

—

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

1*84,

after MONDAY, Oct. 19,
run as follow·

train* will

35

FARE $1.00

«β3ϋΜ!Μ

Effect Oot. 12.1885.

in

via (iraad Trunk Railwaf
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
ui.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Junction
Falls
Passenger train leaves Mechanic
8.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 0.10
and Bosa. m., connecting lor Lewlston, Portland

in effect

New

ca

fonnertioua

18th
1st

STEAMERS.

ρ^κί, Supi

Kumfnrd Falls and Ruekfield Railroad

nailing date*·

STEAMERS.

r'îi
ζ·*°

î11·»»
V"S-

.7.65

w y
BENNETT, G. T. A.

J. A.
oct5

^

? ?V

·;%·°9

arrive

Bridgton
Portland, arrive

and Portland,

From

5^1885.

Leave

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

Liverpool

Portland (P. & Ο. Κ. R.)
BrtdgUin Junction

Leave

AKBAJfUEMEN'TS-1885 6

we

Please leave at
a

liuriB·
dieamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran
••Isco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularfor Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $4« ; Steerage $20.
For Freight, Passage, Sailluμ Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General

9-1

TO

LOST

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of ea<;h month, carrying
i>»*sengers and freight for all the above named

OO,

LIQUID FOOD

at i .05 p. au.
Pw RechrNirr,Mpringrnle, Alfrrd»
boro and Naro Kinr. 7.30 a. η., I.M
p. in. and <mixed) at β.3Φ p. m.
for («orbam at 7.30 a. m., 1.03. 6.'JO and
(mixed) at β JO p. m.
Fer Marram μ pa. Cumbrrland Kill·. We·»brooli Junction and Woodford'» it 7.30
and lo.00 a. «... i.oi, 3.ΟΛ, β.ΛΟ and
(mixed) ·« ,1« p. ui.
IOOOr.·..
For Fomi Utuw Urrriuy
3 OO and β-ΐο p. ui.
Tlie 1.03 p. m. train trnin Portland connect* at
Ayri JuM't. will lloOMiir Tiinnrl Uou 14' for
;he Went, and at I'uioa 0· μοι Wirrnirr, fur
V«*w Vorh via Ner» irh Liur uni all rail,
uso Willi Ν. V. A- N. KC. IL ft.
fia

Spriuicfleld,

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

p.

ΟΚ

CRATE.

California,
Japan, China,·

To

114

LET—In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
or
room when you come to Boston, for a daj
week, call on or address, MRS. MOUTON, 8
Briggs Place. South End, off Shawmut Avenue at
1-4
242,Boston, Mass.

..

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

provide
Trunk"

Illustrated circular
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

"-Porllnodi

Uorcratrr, t'lmlon, Ajrr Juectl··,
at 7.3·
Nnahua. Windham and Kpping
a. in. and I.03 p. in.
North
Fer .Tlanrhrvtrr, Coarerd, and poluti

Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to 880; Intermediate, 830 ; steerage, ?20.
Oeneral
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN,and C. P.
Boston ;
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. T. P. MrOOWAN,
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.;
to H. &
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.dtf

1885-8-WINTER

April W,
On anU afterMwtay,will
Lm»«
Passenger Traîna

For

Cabin

to sell fruit trees and
expenses
;
names of ref
M. V. B. CHASE. Augusta. Maine. 31-4

TO LET.

REHiT—Rooms with power in Mr. C. R.
Millikeu's building, No. 49 Union St., also
pleasant unper tenement No. 59 Hampshire St.
6-1
B. SHAW," 481/2 Exchange St.

F

April

nursery

THREE

Κ Ο Ο 71*

Peruvian.
Parisian.
Sardinian.
Peruvian.

TRAINS.

ΐΰ·"ΐ«*β.

THURSDAY,
Mch. 25
1
April
s
15
•·
2ΰ
May 6

Polynesia*.

11
25
8
16

stock salary and
other
WANTED—Agents
outfits free. Address, stating

To L,et.

Ο LET—A convenient furnished room
OXFORD ST., at a reasonable rate.

"
"

WANTED—II·
westerly end

tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
street ; all in flrst-class order ; rent «14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.
apriodtf

—

J. S. DOUGLASS,

AdANTED—A small furnished house.
7-1
dress Box 177, Falmouth Hotel.
wan i'ED-At ioc state street
7-1
capable girl for general housework.

n

a desirable
Hanover St.
MARKS, 97% Exchange St.
mar24-tf

LET—From the first of April,

rent of
TOuptostairs
WM. M.

room

First-class storage for Flour, Flsli,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
No. ΐίΐΜ,

;

or

LET—A front room,
TO
flight, excellent batli
for
This is

THE

NEW MODEL RANGE,
TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

I.ET.

WcaSDAY,
Meh. 4

ARRANGEMENT-DF

i iwea

steamer,

Γ.

8-1

w

Portland & Rochester R. R.

188β.

Arrangements.

Winter

Liverpool and Portland "«"Ice.

general house-

for

d4w

Iliddeford, Maine.

with
TO
trally located, modern conveniences,
Inquire at
without board also other rooms.

oe
φ
u

«

REFLEX

8-l_

FREE

c

LET—A suit of desirable front rooms, cen-

>»

SOLD O.VLY BY

light second-hand grocery
Apply at No. 41
pay cash.

to

TO

g

Warranted to Cure

of

Apply

one.

mai'23

I SKIN cure!

PATENT

Λ

R. H. INCERSOLL,Treasurer,

DR. C. W. BENSON'S

WITH ITS

outgrowing

in

BABIES.

7 Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,
β feet: 1
turns 17 feet; 11'laner, 20 inch χ
and
Saunder's Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps
Dies; 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machine,
Chucks, Bench Vises, Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies,
Kcamers. Chucking Drills, Arbors, &c., &c. All
in Biddein running order. The only repair shop
ford and Saco. A tine business opportunity for

HALE'S HONEY is the best Cough Cure, 25,50c., »X.
GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP heals and beautifies, 25c.
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns & Bunions 25c.
HILL'S Η AIR & WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 50c.
PIKE'S TOOTHACHE UiiUPS cure In 1 Minute, zsc.
DEAN'S RHEUMATIC PILLS arc a sure cure, 50c.
eod&wnrmly
jnar26

BIIV

Dr.

Co.
.ri«c
dtf

to Rent.

Shop and Power

You Iliive α Perfect Right,
wlien you demand a Benson's Capcine I'laster of a
druggist, to expect to receive one. Yet there are,
we regret to say,a few druggists of the Cheap John
variety who will try to persuade you to accept
some worthless substitute with a similar sounding
name, such as "Capsicin," "Capsicum" "Capuclu,"
"Capsicine," etc., prefixed sometimes with the
name "Burton" or "Benton." Cheap .John will
offer you one of these wretched imitations for half
the price of the genuine, as lie,can well afford tc
do, its real|value being nothing,and its cost but little more. Benson's are the only porous plasters
than can be depended upon to cure every ailment
subject to external treatment. Tliey are prompt,
sure and thorough. Protect yourself against deception by buying ofJreHable druggists only. The
genuine bears the "Three Seals" trademark and
lias the word "Capcine" cut in the centre.
aprlOSM& VV3tnriii

apr8

that Mrs.

to know

WANTED—Ladies
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
treatment of corns,
joints and In-

land.

BIDOEFOKI), MAINE.

muBicfcttciies!

is

9-1

can

FOB SALE AT A BARGAIN.

Without doubt the BEST plaster made. When
applied to any kind of pain or sorenees, instant
relief is felt. Lame Back, Side or Hip, Sore Musclée, Severe Aches, Strains, Kidney Diseases,
Rheumatism or any sort of soreness in any part
yield instantly to the pain-killing and strengthening' properties of the Hop Plaster. Virtues of
fresh Hops, Burgundy Fitch and foreign Gums
and never-failing Porous
I combined ία a sweet
Plaster. Used and recommended by hosts of
6
for
$1.
everywhere. Mailed for
25c.,
people,
prioe. Prop'a HOP PLASTEB. CO., Boston, Mbm.

I

or

on

ewnrmlyG

Hop Piaster

φ

in

rooms,

Office.

ALL,be seen and after Monday, April 5th. at
the St. John Smith Farm, St. John street, Port-

Machine Shop, Tools aud Machinery,

ρ*

6

dCmos

apr3

Price, 35 and 75 cents,
Trial Bottles, 10 cents,

>■;

or

at
WANTED—A
good location, by the first of May,
State location and price. Address D. F. R..

Lots for sale on Oreat
Cliebeague Island.

well marched and in good condition;

1885.

WANTED—Situation

tenement of 5

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

nov28

wants his
gentleman who
or cleansed to

A HEALTHY PLACE.

lb?· Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.

febf,

a

10-1

1S7 HIGH STIiEET.

WANTED—Every

1-tf

HORSES FOR SALE

Collage

SEALED

aplO,12.13,14,29&30

w

Portland Railroad Company offer for sale
and Clark,
or express
twenty-five
to
others
wishing
purchase
and
Farmers
work.
as
horses for their Spring work should call early
will be
that
best
f
the
is
one
opportunities
this
E. A. NEWMAN,
offered this season.
Gen'l Manager.
aprGdlw

cure

a sure

a.

old overcoat or suit repaired
to go to
look like new, at a reasonable price,
10 1
St.
FRED W. GROSSTUCK, 26(1 Middle
married
a
young
by
Acman of 1R years business experience.
oil and groquainted with the hardware, paint aud
Address
cery business best of references given.
City.
A. B. C. care Chase & Son, £36 Federal St., U-l

20 OXEN FOR SALE.

—

Proposals for Dredging.

a

Bracket! 8t., Cor. Carlton.
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

marG

—

Match 22, lat 31 00, Ion 44 30, ship Patrician,
Kenney, from New York Mch 14 for Sydney.

«s»

t*

stable corner of Spring
THEat theirHorses
suitable for farm

Adamson's
Botanic

Old at lioug Kongl March 3, ship Emily F Whitney, Kolllns, Cebu, to load for United States.
Sid fin Fowey Apl U, barque Talisman, liaker,

molasses to Delaware Breakwater for orders at
§1 75 and 1 87Mi ; brig Fannie Κ Tucker, mol's
at Cardenas to North of Hatteras, $1 75 pr 110
galls : Kaluna, molasses at Sagua and do. $2 ; sch
Slay McFarland, do, Saguadodo $2 and ifdoto Ν York
Cardenas
?2 or to
S2 12 Vii ; Bertha Warner,
New York 2 12Vs
II
sch
H
Foster, Lewis,
Ar at St John, NB, 9tli,

for hatching, from pure
bred poulti y, viz : Plymouth Rock, Houdan,
SI
Ducks
per setting; Wyandottes,
Pekin
eggs
Dark Bralimas and Black Cochins S2 per setting;
Excellent
all others 13.
UUUll eggs
acumg, nu
y
9 duck
per setting,
CgKS pw
stock. Address H, 431 Congress St., Portland.
niarl8-4
H AI,E—Eggs

FOR

Philadelphia.

—

23-4

ton, Me.

Foreign Ports.
Ar ;it Kobe Apl 8, ship Oregon, Merriman, from

nedy, Sproul, New York.
Ar at Baracoa 1st inst, sch Nellie Woodbury,
Hodgkins, New York.
Havana, April 3 Chartered, barque Ormus,

30-4

OK WAIiK—Peaks Island Bathing House,
with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
C.
will of the business. No. 60 Commercial St.
YORK.
W,
30-£
SAJLE OR EXCHAIKGE-A desirable hotel property situated on one of the
the
most popular thoroughfares, and in one of
finest villages in Maine, with a large farm connected; also a splendid spring of mineral water,
second to none in the State. For particulars, address WE LYDSTON, 120 Lisbon street, Lewis-

M&Fnrraly

dec7

and 11

Island

sloop

FOB

■* ——

»

SA EE—The freighting

FOR

are

t#vfvh

can

an
m- at

carc

IRL to do general housework. Call at 144
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

"ALE-Hard wood from bobbins, only
669.
$6.00 per cord; delivered; telephone30-4
C. W. YORK, 60 Commercial St.
*AEE— Schooner yacht about 30 feet
long; well found ln rigging and furnishings;
will be sold very low if applied for soon. Address
30-2
YACHT, This Offlee.

KiifeloATrnrfhv

the market.
■

five
young man about twenty
to

take
read aud write,
WANTED-A
years old who
Apply between
invalid gentleman.
of

school and churches, will be sold at a bargain,
terms easy, h quire of DANIEL DOUGLASS,
2-2
Gorham, Maine.

new

a

Peaks Island, Me.

Run Down, Nervous,
Invaluable to all who
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations*
EZ2 MAJESTY'S FAVORITE CQS1TCTI0 CLTCZSXH2.
Used by Her Royal Highness thelPrtncess of Wale»
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, EruptionSjChapping,Roughness. $l.OO. Of druggists.
LIE BIG CO'S Genuine Syrup of Sareain
pari Ha, Is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla
■ι■

or

frame dwell-

OK

are dis·
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which
solved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

Sherry."

has apiece
Every gentleman who
intends to buy such, to be made
or pants, at a reasovercoat
suit,
a
spring
onable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
10-1
Tailor, 266 Middle St.

WANTEDof cloth,
into nice

ι»"·

ALLAN^ LINE.

WANTED—500

maufnactured by
TURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
and bests trunks in tne world. Wardstrongest
robe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunk.·! for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cirjanl5d3m
cular

F Belle, with the good will of the business;
been established for 5 years. CAPT. S. S. YORK,

χυ vuuraiuo

worm,

friends to oall at the office of
Bed Co., 151 Federal St.
common sense Washing Machine
see
saves the wear and
labor,
saves
ever Invented ;
tear of clothes and saves the washerwoman's
10-1
wanted.
hands. Canvassers
servant girls and hotel waitboots. Best
ers to buv .31.6" and $a.(>0
most serviceable boots
looking, fluest fitting and Also
a few boys with
ever sold at these prices.
boots at 32.50; forvery narrow feet for congress
1-1
mer price S7.5i>. M. G. PALMER.

WANTED-Ouithe Ν. K. Spring
and
the only

nected,

Croum} Knight Crtnmander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle ; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, dc.t dtc.t says :
" IIEBIG CO»S COCA BEEP TOWIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure oils. It is in no sense of the word a patent
with its
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
""

a

WAEE—In Gorham,

Royal

Knight of

ter.

Philadelphia.
Sid fm Liverpool Apl 7, barque Wm W Crapo,
Hardy, Philadelphia.
Ar at Progresro Mch 28, barque Hattle G Dixon
Yates, Barbadoes, (and sailed 30tli for Sisal and
New York).
Ar at Tlacotalpan Mch 23, sell Luella A Snow,
Kowe, Vera Cruz, to load for New York.

SALE—House lots;

con
FOR
ing house two story with ell and stable
within Ave minutes walk of depot, Normal

t
of Medicine at the Royal University
Professor the
Austrian Order of the Iron

Millbrldge.

BOSTON—Ar 9lh, sehs Laura Τ Cliestes. Beal,
D WltUerell, Uartield, Norfolk.
Cld 9th, oarque Haayund, (Nor) Ulleuaes, Portlor
Paysandu.
land, to load
BOSTON—Ar loth, sehs Β R Woodside, Reed,
Clenfuegos; Eva May. McDuffle. Ponce; Messenger. Faulker, Brunswick; Genevieve. Haley,from
Charleston ; Mary O'Neil, Hart, Philadelphia ;
A Ρ Emerson, Emerson, do; W Η Allison, Kennis
ton, Port Johnson ; J L Newton. Stover, Amboy;
Μ Β Rogers, Hinckley, and Helen A Chase, Adams, Hoboken ; Wide Awake.Wlngfleld, and Inez,
Baker, Amboy; Daylight, Hodgdon, do; Eagle
simnis; Gamma, Brown, Elizabethport; Mabel
Hooper, Hooper. Hoboken; Ann Eliza, Bishop,
Amboy; Everett Webster, Wliitmore, PhiladelPort Johnson; F
phia; "Jennie M Carter, Eatmi,
Nickerson, Scott, Hoboken ; Eva C Yates, Yates.
Hoboken; M J Laughton, Morang, New York;
Eastern Light. Kelley. and Para. Colbeth, Macliias ; Ella Clifton, Strout, do ; Native American,
Omaha, Wooster, Hancock;
Sprague, Calais;
Pemaquid, Wheeler, and J Κ Baker, Κ mutual, lm
W
H
DeWitt. Elliott, do; Virginia
Damariscotta;
Bragdon, Sullivan; Sarah Hill, Robnison.Cameen;
Chester
J
Wood, Saunders, Elliot.
Cld lOtli, barques II L Gregg. Parsons, MatanF
Ν
Genovar,
Veazie, Rockport, to load f- r
zas;
Barbadoes; sell H C Higgiuson, Fales, for Wi, Usor, NS; Laura, Lauison, Kingston. Ja.
PROVINCETOWN—Sailed «lli, schs R F Hart,
Harding, from Portland for Philadelphia; James
Young, Llnnekln, Bootlibay for Cambridge. Md ;
Abbie In galls, and Alaska, Maehias for Ν York;
A Hammond, Portland for do; Mary A Rice, from
Elizabethport for Salem.
Also, brig Kodiak, Preblo, from New York for
Bath, in tow.
SALEM—Sid 9th, brig Hyperion, Foss, Amboy
for Portland ; schs Chas Heath, Pendleton, St
John for New York: Fannie Butler, Colson, do for
do; Susan Η Ritchie, Bartlett, Portland for do:
Μ Κ Rawley, Rawley, Rockport for Savannah;
lady of the Ocean, Peterson, Rockland for New
York.
Also sid, schs Union, Reed. Portland for Ν York ;
Ned Ρ Walker Dobbin, Jonesport for do ; Florida,
Ames, Lynn tor Rockland; Iiattie A White, Joy,
Portland for New York ; George Ε Prescott, Truworthy, Vlnalliaven for Philadelphia.
Also sld 9th. scbs Abm Richardson, Patersball,
Portland for New York; Francis Coffiu, Bellatty,
New York for Ellsworth; Zella, Hallowell, Whiting for New York ; Madagascar, Tinker. Boston
for Calais ; Mary Langdou, Emery, Rockland for
New Bedford; Bertha Glover, Spear, do for New
York; Stephen Morgan. Meliaffy, Thomaston for
Suffolk, Va; Elbrldge Gerry, Dyer, Rockland for
New York.
Also sld 9th. schs Win Flint, Dodge, St John,
NB, for New York ; G W Collins, Stratton, Sullivan for do;
Maggie Mulvey, Randlett, St John,
NB, for do.

G-l

SAIjE—Brick house, centrally located,

FOR

PLYMOUTH—Sid 9th. schs S Β Franklin. Small
Bristol, to load for Long Island ; Belle Brown,
Perry, Rockland ; Fair Wind, Maddox, Glouces-

Rockport; Ο

ISES;

number of the
best lots in Deerlng, on the sunny side of
overProspect Hill; splendid location; good view,
for
looking the city and surrounding country
miles. Inquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress
5-2
St

cines,

Sid 9th. sclis Cumberland, and Kenduskeag.
EDGARTOWN— Sailed, wclis Inez, Leigliton,
Perth Amboy for Boston ; Yankee Maid, Leigliton
New Yurk for do; Mary Brewer, Iveiiuey. do for
Biddeford; Lucy, Wosster, Amboy for Portland;
Chase. Snow, New York for Rockland; Eugene,

neighborhood

quart.

bethport.

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 8th, sells Cumber
land, Webber. Wilmington for Boston.
Passed by 8th, seh Mary F Pike, Thomas, New
York for Boston.
Ar 9th, scbs Saarbruck, Clark, Hoboken foiBoston; Vandalia. Betts. Rondout for do; FA
Pike, Norwood, New York for do; Idaho, Smith,
and Peseverance, Willard. Perth Amboy for Portland; Margarget. Leigliton, Hoboken for Salem ;
Vulcan, Lewis. Amboy for Saco; Joe Carlton,
Heal, do for Rockport.
Sid 9th, sells F A Pike, Idaho, Perseverance,
Joe carltoli, Vandalia, Saarbruck, Vulcan, and

F

1/Ό

Cannot be made by medi-

9th, sell Fannie L Child, llart, Pensacola.
WARREN—Ar 9th, sell Annie Lee, Cole, Eliza-

F

All East of State St., and good trades. For particulars call on N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange
6-1
Street.
at 8
seed
Κ «ΑΙ,Ε—Choice mixed canary
cents per pound ; extra choice canary seed,
cents
15
per
up,)
plain or mixed (our own putting
6-1
W. C. SAWYER, 5 Pretle St.

Elizabethport.
Sid

MALE-Livery and Boarding Stables,
with lease of same; nicely situated, with good
line of custom; good clean stock, at actual value.
7-1
321 CUMBERLAND STREET.
L'OH HALE—Horses; just received at Brown's
JT stable, li)0 Federal St., 1 car load of horses
suitable for either working or driving; for sale
7-1
cheap lor cash. THOMAS O'BRIEN.
OK SAI.E-A desirable 2% story wooden
house, situated in the western part of the
with Sebacity, on Hill street, heated by furnace,
in good
go and gas; healthy, sightly and pleasant;
PREM; nice stable. Inquire on
OK

with all modern improvements. Brick house
FOR
with 10 rooms, bath room. Brick house, 9 rooms.

Fishermen.
Sid fin Bootlibay 9th, sells Ambrose Knight,
Pinkham, and Bertha D Niekerson, Niekerson,
Grand Banks; Magnolia, Sweat, do ; Caroline
Vaught, (new) Reed, southern shore.

Domestic Ports.
MOBILE—Ar 9th, sch Ε D Sidbury, Kussell,
New Orleans.
RICHMOND—S1<1 9th, sch Emily J Watts,Watts
New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 9tli, barque Skqfreleff, Tucker,
Boston; brig Sullivan, Ferry, Boston; sch Nathan
Easterbook. 1'rovldence.
Sid 9th, sch Georgie L Dickson, for Boston.
BALTIMOKEw—Cld 9th. barque Mary G lteed,
Warren, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 9th, barque C D Bryant
Coleord. Nagasaki ; Matthew Baird. Williams,
sch
Portland; brig L Staples, Stowers, Cardenas ;
A Hayford, Jones, Boston,
Portland
for
;
Sli
up,
Cld 8th, schs Frank Magee,
Charleston.
Georgie Clark, Bartlett, Norfolk and
CarAr 10th, sch Jennie Κ Morse, Delahanty,
denas.
Cld loth, sch S M Bird, Merrill, Cardenas.
NEW VOKK—Ar 9th. sell Ella M Hawes, Purdays; Belief, Blake, dodo;
ington, Jacksonville 7Palestine,
Chadwlck, StamNile, Manning, do;
ford ; Mary Augusta, Treworgy, and Oregon, from
Gardiner.
for
Amboy
Ar 10th, barques Edward Cushing, Bickmore,
schs
Cardenas; John It Stanhope. De Winter, do;
Alfaretta S Snare, Smith, Maroim; Thus C KenTouala.
nedy, Sproul,
Cld Otli, brig Myronus. Peterson, Clenfuegos;
sell Falmouth, Clark, Cardenas.
Cld 10th, brig Ned White. Rio Janeiro.
Sid 9th, barque Elinor Vernon, for Dunedln;
John C Smith, for Boston
Passed the Gate 9tli, schs Sea Spray, New York
forEastport; C II Eaton, Norwood, do for Portland; Paul Seavey, Newburg for Bangor; Eliza
Levenseller, Hoboken for Tliomaston ; G D Perry,
do for Boston : L 1) Wentworth, do for Salem ; El-

Bank Building,
to C F LIBliY, First National
ln"1
Portland.
lot
on Long Isand
cottage
SAI.E-A
la (1 near Dirlgo House, the lot contains 30
the lot extends to
rods, with nice well of water,
to MRS.
the road. For further particulars, apply
10-1
lilt.
C. W. ISA It Κ
WAEE—$80 will buy a story and a half
8 rooms, plenhouse, painted inside ana out,
new stable; outbuildty of closets, largo cellar;
near the sea
situated
ings connecU'd. Splendidly
I..
shore, six miles from Portland. Address, 9-1C.,
Argus ( lillce.
non s,11.Ε—A good horse, five years old this
Ρ Spring, all sound and kind, good style and a
inquire of
good loader. For further particulars
0-1
A. 11. PARKER, 14 Merrill St.

ΓΜ>It

Ar at

from
Sell Matilda Brooks. Nichols, at this port
Gulf, sprung
Mayaguez, reports. Mcli 31, in the
live
a ba
leak, which kept all hands at the pumps The
found and stopped.
days, when the leak was
somewhat
be
to
bottom tier of sugar is supposed
damaged.
Sell Ida Francis, Capt Francis, from Pensacoia
A disfor New York, has been abandoned at sea.
crew were all
patch from London states that the 427 tons, and
Francis
registered
The
Ida
saved.
where she was
was built in 1883 at Waldoboro
mostly owned.

SATURDAY, April

on

city,

Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch J G Pettis. (Br) from Kempt, NS—plaster
to L c Cummings & Co.
Sch Etna, York, Philadelphia—bone dust to Forest Çlty Sugar Refinery.
Sch A R Weeks, Henley, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Ralph Siunett, Pinkliain, Philadelphiasugar to

13

22
Portland ...Liverpool....Apl 23
Oregon
New York..Liverpool.. .Apl 22
Germanic
New York..Liverpool....Apl 24
Etruria
York..Liverpool.. ..Apl 24
Ci,y of Chester.. .New
York.. Kio Janeiro.. Apl 24
New
Finance
New York.. Hav&VCruz.Apl 29
Manhattan
Portland....Liverpool .Apl 29
Sardinian
MINIATURE ALMANAC

R. M. GORDON. Lewlston,

Me Cent
Brig Hyperion, Foss, Amboy—coal to
RR. vessel to Β J Willard.
Sell Mafilda Brooks, Nichols, Mayaguez, PR-

87

...

27

load for Kosarlo.

Bid fm Tonaia prev to Mch 27, sch Tlios C Ken-

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, April 10,1886.-[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of CommercceJ Cargoes off the coast,
wheat, nothing reported. Cargoes on the passage
Liverfor shipment, wheat and eorn firmer. At
quiet hut steady.
pool spot wheat steadier; eorn
market
LIVERPOOL, April 10, 1880. Cottonsales
firm; uplands 5 l-16d; Orleans at 5Ved; bales. 10,000 bales ; speculation and export 1000
LIVERPOOL, April 10, 1886.—Winter Wheat
7s 3dg7s Gd ; spring wheat 7s 3d®7s 5d ; California average, no stock ;club at Os lld@7s Id; corn,
mixed Western, new at 4s 2d; peas at 5s 5d.
Provisions, &c.—Pork,prime Eastern mess at Gls;
bacon 30s 6(1 for short clear and 29s 6d for long

A«ewth

SATURDAY, April 10.
Arrived.
Boston, to
Barque Haayund, (Nor) Ullenaes,& Co.

Margaret.

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]

FROM

16

at

extra

13@13Mic: New
York and Vermont 14@14%c; Western choice at
13^@14c: held stock, nominal as to quality.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand pieked peal 50@
» bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 30S1 35 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 G5@l ?0.
Maine
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins. 1 25 ;
Baldwins at 1 50; fancy SI 75; No 1 greenings at
York
State
1
New
apples 1 00@
1 00@1 25; No
1 25; No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20: fair to
good at $17®$18; choice Eastern tine $15@$17;
fair to good do at $14@$15 ; poor to ordinary $13
straw, choice,
@$14: East swale $1Ô"@$11. Kye
ton.
$19 00@20 00; oat straw S10®.? 11
Potatoes—Houlton rose 70@73c ; do Hebron 70
®73e : Me Burbank seedlings 00c; No do 55@
58c : Ν Y Hebrons at 50@55c ; do Kose 55c ; do

14Mic'.Southernchoice

wanted—To sell the best sellInvented; large
ing tmuseliold articles yet
profits and sure to sell. For.J^?il
22 tf
Maine.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Arrived.

25
hulled—Extra
25
Supernne
17
@23
No 1
ComMnnana delaine30
@ 37
Fine and No 1 combing
33
@35
Fine delaine
30 ® 32
Low and course
25
@27
Medium unwashed
20 @23
Low unwashed
14
@ 25
California
15
@ 25
Texas
25 @33
Canada pulled
Do Combine
18
Smyrna washed
10
Unwashed
20
Buenor Ayres
27
Montevideo
25
Cape Good Hope
31
Australian
20
Donskoi
and the
dull
The tone of the Wool market Is
sales of the week have been of the most limited
character. Buyers appear to be very indifferent
and sales sales can only be forced at concessions.
Prices for new Wool have opened at all points at
higher figures than the business in this market
warrants and we doubt if these opening prices
can be sustained.

higher.

MARINE_NEWS.

α-ι.

@30

Fine

114
128

Market
New York Stock and Money
[By Telegraph.]
1886.—Money on call
■ NEW YORK, April 10,
beper cent., the last loan
continues easy
paper 4@5 percent.
ing at 2. Prime mercantile
rates
actual
and
;
dull
steady
continues
Exchange

χ

IV*
1V&
2%
2Vs
114
IV2

The Wool Market.
BOSTON, April 10. 1886.-The following
list of prices quoted this afternoou :

—

BUENOS AYKES.
1 umber.

are

NEW YORK.April 10,1880.—Thelfollowlng
:
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day
24 60
Colorado Coal
29 25
Ontario
Quicksilver
21 00
do preferred
17 00
t
Homestake
2 10
Con. Cal. &Va
1 05
Bodle.
1 80
Savage
i gX
5x
Norcross.....
Hale&
f
Father de

creamery

flour.
Superflue ami

ι» hv ft

19

42Va
101*4
40 Vi
103 v«
105Vï
120

do pref
1st pref

mother,
they
"Oh, dear, oh, dear, walled Ills he
dead?"
lugged lienry Into tlie house, "Is
"I think not," tlio doctor said. "Broken In
will be right
spots, perhaps, and his nose never
again ; |but we can sew on his ear nicely, and

,o">'n

„5
90V*
2S>4
24 U
«6V4

Reading

as

clear do

""ill

Richmond & Danville
8t Louis & San Fran

WIT AND WISDOM.

5

1

ΝΤΕΛ'<· Β·

WANTED.

ΛΟΕΝΤ1 WANTED.

DKRCBLLAKEOCe

HAKHINOm.

Dirigo Mineral

MAIiVK.

Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water fin
refreshing and
proves it; is always palatable, and
refreshing
healthful. Delivered daily, cool
cans will keen the
Our
from the spring.
improved
of cans free
water cool from 36 to 48 noms; us·
water per gallon 10 cents.

BUNDLETT BKOS., Proprietors,
it J For* »lrffl

je28

Utf

« k"4 AisrOHunUieiui'liiiadtlpliIa
tlle MiKptt Adve*Î! inS^
MS Γ.ΙΙ tirtIW Agency of MMsn.
ilia Pfil'rH·1'
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PRESS.

THE OBSERVANCE OF SUNDAY,

JOTTINCS.

There

APRIL 12.

MONDAY MORÏISG,

!

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AOVKBTIKKMKWTH
amusements.

IVK'.V

j

to-oai

7.45 o'clock.

The Cadet Band will accompany Sagadahoc Kncampment to Portland from 11ath, in
the 26th inst.
One of the statues made by the late Ε. K.
Thaxter was sold at the sale of the Morgan,
collection iu New York for $1,050.
Marshal IXawkes and Deputy Marshal
Crowell seized three barrels of ale at Keely's

Co.
City Hall—Alviu Josliu Comedy
Aid Society.
Concert ami Supper—Ladies'

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Mr. Ferris'» View ol Tontines.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Great Mark Dowu Sale—Rines Brothers.
Waoted—American (iirl.S
English Gloves—Owen. Moore & Co.
For Sale—Half Interest.
1>earl * Mlddle 8tS-

wX·
^er-563
For Sale—Herdie

original poiicy-uoiutjra

The goods brought bore from the wreck of
the Oregon sold for $1759. Of this the government got $487 in duties.

uuuter

ox

The regular business meeting of the W. C.
T. U. will be held this afternoon at 4 o'clock
at Y. M. C. A. Hall.
The committee on entertainment in aid of
the Aged Men's Home had a supper at the
Ancient Brothers Lodge, I. Ο. O. F., will
pay a fraternal visit to Laconia Lodge of
\iotr 1Afl>

A target with 17 bulls-eyes, 29 centers and
one inner, may be seen at Davis', made by
E, J. Cram and W. G. Cummings, Co. G,
Biddeford, with army rifles at 200 yards.
The United States Hotel will have uew
boiler and steam pipes, an elevator, be new-

invest-

Henry A. Mott, Jr. Ph.D., F. C.S., Prof. Chemistry New York Medical College, and late Government Chemist says: "My Investigation of All-

ly papered

the first

$180,053 for the first three months of 1886
those of 1885.
Officers Webster and Fickett, Saturday
morning, made a large seizure of liquor from
the cars of the Boston and Maine. They secured 50 half barrels of beer, 108 bottles of
ale, a barrel aud keg of whiskey.
The real estate, covered by Mr. Dillingham's store, corner of Park and Spring
streets, was sold at auction to J. λν. Dyer,
Saturday, for $4,625. It is understood that
Mr. Dillingham is the purchaser.
Saturday, as a pair of hack horses belong-

over

using one 75 cent bottle I was
hesitation in recommending it."
MW&8&W

After

have

no

S800.00 iu presents will be given away during
this year by Ira Γ. Clark, the clothing dealer,
482 Congress street, to customers purchasing 50
cents w orth of goods and guessing nearest the
number of the watch to be given away that
month.

Derangements of the liver, with constipation, injure the completion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. ltemove the cause by using Carter's Little
Liver Pills.
apr 0

ing to Sawyer's livery stable was
along Federal street, one of them fell
of blind staggers. He
mouth and recovered.

One a dose,
d&wlw

Messrs. John L. Shaw,Hermann Kotzschmar
and J. B· Coyle were added to the committee.
It was announced

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.

Saturday that there is
dispute between the Electric Light Company and their employes. The men can
no

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.
[Reported for the Press.]

Baxgok, Friday, April 9.
Inhabitants of| Mllford vs. inhabitants of Veazic.
Action to recover from the defendant town tl»e
sum of $120.J!) for supplies,
etc., furnished to
one John C. McPheters and family as paupers by
the plaintiff between Dec. 2, 1882, and March 2,
1883. the plaintiff claiming that McPheters' legal
settlement was 111 Veazie. Testimony In rebuttal
iu progress.

Bailey

for

lin >

vs.

He sought that

nucj

they

were

written,

of communication,
is authority for I'crkins'

avenue

Young

Men's Christian Association.

Tickets for the Y. M. C. A. anniversary at
City Hall tomorrow evening can be obtained
without charge at the association rooms at
any time today or tomorrow. Several of the
churches will postpone their prayer meetings, as there is a very general desire on the
part of the public to hear Rev. Dr. Meredith's
address as well as to encourage the Y. M. C.
A. in its laudable work by their presence at

the anniversary.

Yesterday Mr. E. It. Staples led the men's
morning meeting nt the association rooms,
where there was one request for prayers,
and also the evening gospel meeting at Turner's Island.
Messrs. V. Richard Foss, B. J. Cook and
F. W. McKenney, of the association, and Mr.
Smith from New Hampshire addressed the
boys at their meeting at 4.30 p. in.
Mr. George F. French, assisted by Mr. F.

PERSONAL.

Rev. Dr. Carruthers is improving slowly.
Mr. E. W. Hunt, formerly Superintendent
of Schools, was in town Saturday.
Ex-Gov. Plaisted was at the United States
Hotel Saturday.
Chief Clerk Jefferds of the Railway Mail
Service is quite ill from erysipelas.
Mr. T. Frank Jones is out again, and with
Mrs. Jones, and Ε. H. Elwell, wife and
daughter will visit Washington.
Miss Grace Allen, daughter of Elizabeth
Akers Allen, is a pupil at the National School

1).

Winslow,

conducted the evening 'gospel
meeting, at which there were two requests
for prayers. Mr. Winslow also preached at
3 o'clock p. m. at Morrill's Corner.

of Design, New York city.
Mr. O. E. W. Hinckley, postal clerk on the
route from Bangor to Boston, has been removed, and G. W. Soper of Oldtown ap-

The Commercial Travelers.
The Commercial Travelers met at Reception Hall Saturday night, President Dow in
the chair.
The evening was devoted to the discussion
of a constitution and by-laws, reported by H.
II. Shaw, chairman of the committee, and
that business was not concluded when the
meeting adjourned.
The association will be known as the
Maine Commercial Travelers' Association,
and be a death benefit organization.
The
admission fee will be £5, with $2 assessments
in case of death.
The death benefit will be
81000.
Twenty-seven new members were admitted
Saturday night, making its total membership

in his place.
Among the guests at the dinner given by
Congressman Hiscock Thursday evening in

pointed

Chauncey M. Depewwas Congress-

Reed.
injured in
road near
of Setli L.

Consul at
Smyrna, has taken the house of the late
Charles Merrill, Deering street, and will
make Portland Dis home.
Mr. Robert M. Barton has been elected a
delegate to the meeting of the International
Typographical Union in Pittsburg, Pa., in
June next, from the Portland Union.
Messrs. Geo. II. Pierce of this city and E.

nr>\v

110

Views of the White Mountains.
Mr. il. W. Ripley of Portland, who has
made the White and Franconia mountains
the study of a lifetime, and who also published in 1883 a compiled history of the first
one ever printed by Lucy, wife of Ethan Allen Crawford, "The Giant of the Hill," will,
on or about July 1 or earlier,issue another ed->
ition,with a series of illustrations numbering
twenty-fonr of the finest geuis of landscape,

J. Cram of Biddeford will represent Maine

Spring meeting of the Massachusetts
Bifle Association, at Walnut Hill, Mass., in
June.
The Presbyterian friends of Mr. Allan
McKinnon called on him Friday evening and
at the

with a teacher's Bible, arm
presented
chair and other articles. There was a collation and music, and speaking by Be v. .1. It.
Crosser and others.
The Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette of
March, 188(5, contains a fine portrait of W. S.
Atwell, a Maine hoy. Mr. Atwell is not
or.'.y a:: enthusiastic bicycle rider, but a
practical man, having, in the summer of
1877, built the first bicycle ever constructed
in this country—that upon which Col. Α.. A.
Pope learned to ride—and since that time
has always taken an active part in bicycling
and in the manufacture of special wheels.
He was elected President of the Charlestown
Bicycle Club in 1883, which position he held
for two years, and his name is familiar to all
wheelmen in this section of the country.
him

selected by himself aud photographed by Mr.
Τ. Ε. M. White of New Bedford, Mass.
These views comprise the grandest and most
picturesque selections of the very choicest
subjects of White Mountain scenery, con-

sisting

of mountains, rocks, hills, valleys,
rivers, brooks and water-falls and woodland

groves.
Church Directory.

The I'kkss publishes every Saturday
morning a church directory, and has done so
for several years. In this directory will be
found the names of the clergymen who will
officiate at each church every Sunday, and
ether matters of interest to the society, provided some proper person is delegated to
supply the information to the paper every
Saturday. There is no object in a church directory if the information belonging there is
also spread out over other departments of
the paper and, in future, all such matter will
be placed in the directory and not in "Brief
Jottings" or "Personal."

John F. Ferris.
Mr. John F. Ferris, agent of the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Maine,

died in Dallas, Texas, Saturday morning.
Mr. Ferris was married and leaves a widow
He was 35
who was with lier husband.
years old, born in Greenwich, Conn., and
camo to Portland with the company, when
it moved here and had the State agency on
which he was very successful. In January

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in this city
for last week was 15, from the following

1885 he took the general superintendency of
the agencies in the department of the west
with headquarters at Denver, Col. Ile had
been very successful in all his efforts, and
very agreeable and had many
was

causes

:

Diseases.
Apoplexy

Caucer
Chronic bronchitis..

Consumption
Croup
Dropsy
General debility

personally
friends in Portland.
here Saturday night

Heart
Inflammation bowels

Insanity

j
I

1)1(1 age

Total

12

3

WABDS
4 0 6

7 Total.
2
1
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held at the Chestnut

delivered upon the better .observance
of the Sabbath by Rev. Dr. Small, Kev. Mr.
Dunn and Kev. Dr. Bashford at the Chestnut street church and Rev. Dr. Dalton, Rev.
Dr. Rennen, audJRev. Mr. Daniels at the
Second Parish.
At the Chestnut Street.
After the introductory services at the
Chestnut street church, Rev. Dr. Bashford
stated that the Woman's Christian Temperance Union had issued a circular requesting
that the first or second Sunday in April be
set apart by all the churches in the land for
The
the discussion of Sunday observance.

Portland clergymen had already given

day

a

to this matter but union services were ar;
ranged at the Second Parish and Chestnut
street churches in response to the circular.
Rev. Dr. Small was then introduced and

spoke substantially

as

follows :

SMALL'S ADDKESS.
There may be discussions as to the advisability
of placing the clectrtc liglits in tlie streets of our
city but as to the star which shines in yonder
heavens there can be no question.
It has been
placed there by God and cannot be altered or removed. So It is with Sunday.
It is (lod's arWhen man was brought into the
rangement.
world one day ill seven was set apart for rest and
worship aiul it is as much of ?. necessity to him as
the food for liis sustenance, the clothing for his
protection from the elements and the opportunity
for exercise.
The uiglit and the day and the divisions of the
year are marked by the movements of the uniKEV. DR.

«1>~

«rnnnlno

r>*

,Ιονι.

Il.n

the week In seven is fixed t>y some other law
which we do not understand, and this frequent

use of the number seven in the scriptures is a singular fact. It was a sacred number. The Jews
regarded the seventh day as holy, the seventh
month was a holy mon t h, as also each seventh year was holy and at every seventh times
seven years occurred the year of jubiloe.
Dr. Small would not discuss the change of the
day to be observed as a day of rest, believing that
change to have been the result of the Divine

wisdom but it lias been said that the Sabbath of
the Jews was the Creator's day and Sunday became both the Creator's and Redeemer's day.
Abundant testimony can be found to show that
the use of this day of rest for secular nurposes
cannot be followed with profit,
Dr. Small quoted
the utterances of Lord Macaulay in the House of
Commons as to the necessity ot the observance of
Sunday as a day of rest and cited the case of the
fisheries, persons in a position to be well informed
having told the speaker that those engaged in
this industry who observed Sunday came out better in the long run than those who did not.
The speaker thought that the lack of observance
of the day came more from heedlessness than any
intentional desecration. Referring to the publicationlof Sunday papers,lie said that a grocer who car
ried on his business on the Sabbath would lose the
custom of Christian people. How then can Christians countenance the sale of papers 011 the Sabbath filled with what is not a necessity but a rank
poison, containing little if any reference to the
day but made up of sporting news and matter of a
He counseled that 110 support
similar kind.
should be given te either Uie Sunday or week day
issues of these papers and concluded by appealing to his hearers for their efforts in behalf ot the
better keeping of Sunday.
REV. MB.

Rov. Mr. Dunn

DUNN'S ADDIiES».
the next speaker.

was

said that he liad beeu asked to speak 011 the
of the question, and could think
better way to begin his remarks than to ask
his hearers, "What are you going to do about it?"
Persons who should know tell us that the horse
cars were first run to accommodate church going
but the custom has grown so that the
people,
liorse car fares collected in the city of Boston 011
Sunday are one-third larger than those taken 011
the previous day, and the public gardens and
parks of that city are thronged with people on the
Sabbath.
Personal example will do much to stay and turn
the tide which threatens to sweep away our New
England Sunday. We can withhold our mite
from the transportation on Sunday by horse car or
other companies. Tlie speaker believed that the
members of churches should say, "I will have
nothing to do with papers issued 011 Sunday," and
referred to the advertisements of these papers
showing their great sales on that day.
The influence exerted in bringing up children
has much to do with this question. Mr. Dunn
said that our Sunday candy stores, tlie apothecary stores, are a temptation to the children, and
when some mothers ask why It is that their boys
care more for riding and seeking pleasure 011 the
Sabbath than for going to church, in many cases
the thing could be traced to the habit of buying
Ife

practical phases
of

110

candy
cigars

oil

Sunday in

these stores where

candy anil

are freely dispensed to all purchasers.
Children should be trained to go to church—not
merely to the Sabbath school, but to the preach-

ing

service.

ItEV.

DR. ItASHFOItl).

Dr. Bashford spoke briefly.
He thought that
carelessness is the chief cause of the improper observance of Sunday, and referred to the fact that
thlslife Is but a short preparation for a^future existence rendering proper and necessary some time
set apart for religious purposes. God's laws sometimes may seem cold and hard, but they are for

good. To the workingntan. Dr. Basliford said
that as sure as he commenced doing seven days'
worn In a week he would conclude by doing seven
days' work for six days' pay.
The meeting was dismissed with the benediction
by Rev. Mr. Dunn.
ΤΓ\-nrr cûot î
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early hour yesterday afterThe grand organ prelude attuned all
an

hearts to the

hour,

sacred

hymn "With joy

and

when

the commandments were read
and prayer offered by the pastor. "Before
Jehovah's Awful Throne" was given with
stately majesty by the choir, the music selected giving added expression to the solemn words.
Rev. C. H. Daniels spoke briefly ot the growing
Interest in the question of Sabbath keeping, and
thought it should be first brought home to the
heart of God's people, Cod's church, God's book
and God's day are the ioundations of American
civilization. We are in danger from desecration
of the Sabbath ; all order and right co hand In
hand, as do all disorder and wrong. Mr. Daniels
concluded Ills remarks by introducing Rev. Asa
Dalton of St. Stephen's Church, saying he was
the past-r whom it was impossible to introduce to
a Portland audience.
Rev. Mr. Dalton prefaced his remarks with a
beautiful tribute to the memory of the revered
Fay son, and a tender allusion to the sufferings of
the venerable and beloved Dr. Carrutliers.
He said we naturally look to this church
to take the lead in reforms of
all
sorts.
The relation of our national prosperity to church
and home was particularly dwelt on and the striet
observance of the Sabbath, the only pilot for the
safe passage of the nation, through the many evils
which threaten Its life today. The absence of the
children from the churches of todav was unfavorably commented on. Let the habit of churchgoing be formed early.
Rev. Dr. Dennon of New Haven, Conn., was the
last speaker. Dr. Dennon referred with regret to
the fact that the pleasuring of church-going people
had caused the Sabbath to have a lower estimate
it than formerly. The Christian Sabplacedis upon
an institution of God.
bath
It is God's law and
behind it stands all the power of the Almighty.
Brief reference was made to the benefits derived
from its observance by all classes, especially the

laboring men. Sunday papers, Sunday trains and
Sunday excursions of all sorts were strongly condemned by all Hie speakers.
The benediction was pronounced by Rev. William B.llayden.
Rev. S. F. Pearson and the Mission.

Bev. Frank T. Bayley of State St. Congregational church conducted the services at the
Mission yesterday afternoon, and preached a
very powerful sermon from Matt, vii, 11th
verse, showing the power of prayer to God,
but he explained that God did not give his
people a blank note to fill eut with anything
had the promise that in
his wisdom our Father which is in heaven
will give good things to them that ask him.
After the sermon he read the fallowing
letter and closed with a very affecting prayer,
making a very earnest petition to the throne
of grace for the people of the Mission under
♦
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beloved brethren nnd siatera of Christ's
Church, Portland:
The time has arrived when I truly believe It is
my duty to God and suffering humanity to sever
my connection with the church which I have had
alike the honor, pleasure and privilege of ministering unto since its formation, and in so doing
none hut God knows the
prayerful struggle it
costs me. I have learned to love you very dearly
in the Lord ; and you can rest assured that in
separating myself from llie pastorate of tills
church, which under God was born of iny humble
To the
Faith

efforts it is

the

same

to

1110 as

parting

my

own

family ties. The only thought that supports me
in this, is the blessed hope that by and by we shall
if faitliful be re-united in our Master's kingdom
where partings will be known 110 more forever.
Permit me to say f have ever studied to promote
both vour spiritual aud temporal welfares, even at
the greatest sacrifices, never taking into consideration my personal or home comforts, and ever, in
the future as in the past, your interests will be
I am now going at the bidding of my
mine.
Master (Jesus) and m answer to the unnumbered
agonizing appeals of crushed and bleeding hearts,
out into the world, without money and without
price to do all that in me lies to crush out the
liquor crimc traffic, and to endeavor to raise my
fallen fellow travelers by the power of the Gospel
to the place God would have all men to occupy,
trusting in him who lias said, "f will never leave
nor forsake you."
May God raise up to you a
more fruitful shepherd than 1 have been, and
when it is well with you beloved in your blessed
church home, ever remember me in your faithful
prayers, while I am endeavoring to fight the good
fight of faith,
Thanking all for the many kind rememberances
received at your hands.
I am, beloved,
Your very obedient servant in Christ,
S. F. Peahsox.
It is understood that Mr. Pearson will

labor in this city

as a

missionary until the

of the Mission on the 8th
of May next, and will then go out as a
temperance lecturer for which he is well

eighth anniversary
qualified.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Raymond—Bela Verrill to Ella E. Foster, land
and buildings. .$300.
Freeport— Eliza P. Harrington et al. to Edmund
B. Matlett, Jr., land. SI and other considerations.
Portland—Svlvanus Barmou to Eliza A. Harmon. laud and buildings. ?1 and other considerations.

Eureka Pill Company.
The Eureka Pill Company has been organized with the following officers :
President—William L. Shaw.
Treasurer George S. Stevenson.
Directors—William L. Shaw, George 8.
son, Thomas P. Shaw.

Capital stock. $10,000 ; paid in, 350.

We offer Tuesday Morning, April 13th, 75 pieces
Colored and Black Satin Rhadames, Surah and
Gros Grain Silks at the low price of 98 cents per
yard; former price $1.25 and $1.50. We cannot too
strongly advise an early call before the assortment of colors is broken. Best Facing Cambric 4
cents per yard. Good quality of Silesia IO cents.

an ardent Methodist, and one
of the four persons to erect the first Methodist church in Waterford.
Kibridge remained at home until he was
sixteen years old, attending the common
schools.
At that age he had accumulated

several hundred dollars by his careful habits,
and with this money he entered Bridgton
Academy, and taught school in the winter

months.
Here lie acquired the habits of
public speaking, in the debates with his fellow students. It is related of him that the
people of Waterford held a meeting to discuss the question whether they should give
their patronage exclusively to thç members
of the temperance society. No one could be
procured to speak in opposition until young
Gerry reluctantly came forward and spoke
with such logical force and eloquence that
wnifa

nf tho ionf nil Ilia 1 «ο Η

η n> in till w nro nr_

rayed against him, he gained the victory.
In 1837, Mr. Gerry read law with Hon. Stephen Emery, and in June, 1839, entered on
its practice in Waterford. He soon gained a
large and lucrative elientelle. In January,
1840, he was elected clerk of the House in
this State, and in 1S41 U. S. Commissioner
in Bankruptcy.
In 1S42, Gov. Fairfield appointed him, and in 1843 the people elected
him to the office of County Attorney. In
1845 he resigned the office as he had been
elected to the House of Representatives. In
the House with him were Hon. William Pitt
Fessenden, Fhineas Barnes, E. Wilder Farley, and Mr. Howe. Mr. Gerry took high
rank at once. His speech on the admission
of Texas, the series of resolutions reported
by him as chairman of the committee on the

Dorr rebellion in Rhode Island, and his arguments on the Atlantic & St. Lawrence
railroad charter, all bore testimony to his
At this session he was elected
ability.
speaker pro tem.
In 1848, he was elected a member of the
31st Congress, from the First Congressional
District of Maine.
During his service the
question of slavery tinged every issue, and
in one of his speeches lie spoke, denouncing

the institution, but took his stand
constitution, and believed the people

on
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CHAMBER FURNITURE.
In tills our third special announcement we wisli to cail your attention to our enormous iine of chamber sets, anil assure you that the price of these goods Is lower by 15 per cent, than they were ever offered by us before. We do this partially in order to advertise ourselves, and partially because the
goods are bought at Jobbers' prices, and we can afford to pay the freight and save you one profit. Now
We show 88 styles in the buildour stock has been selected with great care and Is large and varied.
ing. consisting of pine painted sets, asli sets, walnut sets, cherry sets, mahogany sets and basswood
sets (the latter are handsomely stained to Imitate old mahogany). We conscientiously believe this to
be the largest line of chamber sultson one floor in New England, and as we said before, they being
with a profit in them. Quantity
bought in such enormous quantities, for our three stores, are bought
In a purchase always governs price. A pound of tea may cost 60 cts., but if you take 10 pounds at à
time your grocer will in most every instance make the price 50 cts. for the same article, and so it goes
all through every line of goods, manufactured or otherwise. In plenty of the styles of our chamber
sets we take 50 and 1< 0 sets at a time, and in this way buy at reduced rates, ami not only save In the
buying, but on the freight, etc., so that we can afford to se» you a chamber set and deliver it at your
depot cheaper (and make a good profit), than the dealer who buys In small quantities. We are going
to prove this by quoting prices:—to commence with, then, we shall sell a handsome chestnut set of 10
pieces, complete, consisting of bedstead, bureau and glass, commode, table, four chairs and rocker,
ràils, slats and castors all securely packed, and shipçed anywhere fn New England, prepaying the
This is probably the biggest
an expressman or by cfieck direct to the buyer ot the set.
Besides the above we
ever offered by anv house in our line and we know will he appreciated.
In
sets
we
can give you perfect beauties
and
ash
for
have
sets
$10, 21, 25, 28,30,32
painted
upwards.
for $17,18,19, 2u, 22.50 ami up to 830. Both the pine and ash sets we have just mentioned have wood
tops. We shall now give you a genuine snrprise—our next big offer to our patrons is a solid walnut
10 piece chamber set, with best Italian Marble tops, for $35. This set is thoroughly well made in every
well finished and undoubtedly the lowest priced walnut marble top 10 piece chamber set In
particular,
the market. This set will be sold for cash only, but we will pack it and prepay the freight to any depot
in
New England for the price 835. Then we have walnut chamber sets witli marble tops for
anywhere
840. 84Γ>, «5<·. $55, $bo, 870. 875, and up to «250. In cherry çhamber sets we have all prices, both
wood tops and marble tops, also imitation cherry and mahoganv suits. In solid mahogany sets we can
put you m a perfect beauty for 865. Now wo want you to write to us for cuts of some of these sets.
We do not have cuts of ail of them but a goodly number, and we know what we are saying and mean
all we say. We have got the bost line of chamber furniture for the money to be found anywhere, and
people are not wise to pay big prices when we sell the same or just as gootl an ajticle for less money'
82 either to

bargain

SIDEBOARDS.
We have devoted a great deal of time to the proper selection of this essential article to the dining
room, and are proud to state that we have a beautiful line.
They are made up in ash, cherry, walnut,
mahogany, and antique quartered oak, aud the prices run as follows: 822.50, 82f, $3o, 845, 855, $65,
880, $ loo. aud up to $185. We have 33 different styles. Some have white marbles,(some shell, some
pink Knox ville, and the highest cost ones are principally polished wood. You will see by this that we
have endeavored to suit every taste. The styles are the latest, the workmanship the best, and we have
put the price low for immediate sale. Please call and examine the line.

the

territories should decide whether to have
slavery in their borders or not. He was also
a strong supporter of the motion for the reduction of postage. At the close of his term
he declined a renoinination, returned to
Waterford, and soon after—in 1854—removed
to Portland, where, after six years active
work at his profession, his health broke
down and he retired from active practice.
As a public speaker, Mr. Gerry was bold,
aggressive, argumentative. When young,
before illness seized him, he was very handsome, of tall, straight figure, and great nervous force.
His cultivated taste for literature, which began in early life, and which
he retained, aided him in all his career, and
sweetened and mellowed the weary hours of
a long and painful illness.
As a writer he
was terse and logical, and as a lawyer a good
advocate, with an excellent knowledge of
constitutional and commen law. Socially lie
was

very

genial

greatly

and

attached to his

friends.
Mr. Gerry was married Nov. 22,1849, to
Miss Anna St. Clair Jenness, of Portsmouth,
Ν- H, by whom there are three children,
Mrs. Alice Patterson of Baltimore, Col. Elbridge Gerry, U. S. Vice Consul at Havre,
France, and Miss Bessie, who resides at
home.
The
The

Diriges.

Dirigo Boat Club,

^

of the

There
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Tlie above is a cut of our Carpet lloor, only that we have added just double the size shown and made
another entrance on Middle St., giving us a floor space lor Carpets alone larger than any other House
in the same line ot business in the New England States. In this department we shall oiler as long as
they last pure all wool carpets 1 yard wide for 56 cents per yard, but our very best trade for this sale
is a pure, superflue all wool carpet of which we now have in stock over 6000 yards at G5 cents per
yard We have 12 patterns in these goods, and have no hesitation in saying that they are the best
value for the money we ever had to offer ; besides these we have an enormous line of all wool extra suof 3 plys is also full and complete, and no betpers which we shall sell from 70 cts. to 90 cts. Our linemakes
and in great variety of patterns; price
ter can be shown. Tapestry Brussels in all the leading
back
in the market. Body Brussels, beautifor this sale will be 30 cts. to $1.10 for the finest Wilton
ful patterns; from $1 to $1.45. Velvets $1 to $1.45. Kemember we are complimented every day on
Small samples sent on apour splendid floors for showing goods on, plenty of light and no deception.
just now coming
plication. Itugs. Mats, Art Squares, Carpet Lining, Stair Pads. etc. Straw Matting
25
and
m this year's stock, all clean and nice, prices 12VL·, 15, 17Vb, 20,
up to GO cent's for seamless.
Do not order until you have seen our stock. A discount will be made to those buying by the roll.
Churches carpeted at reduced prices. 12 patterns exclusively for churches to select from.
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The Portland & Rochester Railroad Company are fitting up the round house on Forest
avenue for a waiting room. The ceilings and
walls of the building are painted and made
attractive by frescoing. The new time table
between Portland and Saccarappa goes

week Mr. Thomas Shannahan, the contractor, has had a force of fifty men employed on
Forest avenue, near the Maine Central track,
and on Ocean street.
The obstruction on
Forest avenue by ledge was great.
The Universalist society at Stevens' Plains
is increasing rapidly.
The Sabbath school
has increased from 125 to over -'00.
John Bell has completed a fine granite
monument of Samuel YVilde of Xew 1 ork. A
tine statue of "Hope" surmounts the shaft.

W. Π. Sanborn & Co., may be found at
Chadwick Block, No. 100 Cross street, first
door below Free street. A full line of furniture, bedding, etc., on hand, which we shall
sell as low as any dealer for cash, or on cn-

plan. Repairing
specialty.

stallment
a

and

upholstering

MARRIAGES.
At Chestnut St. M. E. Parsonage, April 10, by
Rev. J. W.Basliford, Mr. Charles H. Blckford and
Miss Amelia J. Conahan, both of Portland, Me.
In Lewiston, April 3, Daniel W. Prescott and
Miss Nettie M. Nelson.
In Auburn, April 7, Fremont F. Dresser and
Miss Lillian O. Churchill.
Ill Turner, March 27, L. S. Kosc and Miss Etta

M. Spencer.
In Madison, April 3, Lincoln H. Hand of Industry and Miss Cora Abbott of Anson.
In Phipshurg. March 28. Capt. John C. Wright
of Bath and Miss Edith F. Wilson of Phipsblirg.

DEATHS.
In this city, April 10, Matthew Burns, aged 84
years.
[Funeral this Monday forenoon at 9 o'clock,
from St. Dominic Church.
In this city, April 10, Albert, son of George T.

REFRIGERATORS AND ICE CHESTS.
Hot weatlior with spoiled meats and the butter running all over the plates will soon be here, and we
want you to write us for catalogue of the celebrated New Perfection Ice Chests and Refrigerators.
Not necessary to send stamps. It is worth more than the stamps and trouble to know you. We would
add that no one else in the State of Maine can sell you these goods.
Tills is an advantage to you, as
with our present prospect of large sales we shall sell them 10 percent cheaper than they can be
bought for in any city in New England. They are all put up in crates, and can be shipped anywhere
without damage. We prepay the freight.

DONNELL BUILDING,

Corner Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland,

Branch of (he Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

B. A. Atkinson & Co.
MAMGER.

ATKINSON,

ISAAC C.
Electric Lights.
aprl2

MASS.

BOSTON,

^
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DECORATIONS.
House. Office and Store Decorations
A

We are prepared to make estimates on all binds of above work.
We have competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating: work of this kind to call early, before tbe rush of Spring business commences.

1

will return and be ready to receive her customers, on and after
Mondav, April liitli, at
MRS. A. A. SMART'S
563 Congre*· Street.
dlw
apl2
sitautlon by a steady young
man as clerk or to drive teaui : eari furnish
best of references. Address H. G., this office.

WANTED—A

12-1

will oiler

one

of the

on

intelligent, capable American
(iirl in a Fany Goods department. One
who thoroughly understands Hosiery nrefered.
Address, stating experience (if|any,) HOSIERY,

WANTED—An

12-1

VlA Alf1TED-A good girl to do general house
» f
work and cook in a family of three ; no chil2-1
Address Box 101, Brunswick, Me.l

dren.

paper-tieiDK Agency of Meesrt.

Γ

+

σαν

shoulder; a quick move
I near a lire overturns a

some one Is scalded ; a
atmosphere brines on toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism. Fur all such and
{or many other household troubles of greater or
less Importance, BAKER'M Creal American
Mperiflr Is a remedy.
This is to certify that I
caught my 1foot and fell full
edge of a
force striki
MHL
tub with my nose, break
frum I
the
flesh
away
ing
the cartilage, making it|
the
doctor
to take several stitches
for
necessary
to keep it in place. 1 used very freely Baker's
Great American Specific. I have not had any
soreness resulting from the blow, and no dlscolocEveryation of the flesh, and but little swelling.
body should have a bottle for instant use for
&e.
Toothache,
Burns,
Cuts,
Sprains,
\VM. M. DOW, POKLAND, He.
)
State of Maine.
County of Cumberland. !
Wm.
M. Dow, and affirmed
Personally appeared
that the above statement by him signed is true,
B.
LEWIS
SMITH,
Notary Public.
before me,

and

WITHOUT
AN OATH

Ureal

Amerieau

Hperidr

is

a

from
purely vegetable preparation, free numb
injurious ingredients. It does not simply
but acta αβ α

the pain anil afford temporary relief,
counter irritant ami tirâtes out the pain.
and see. It is sold for

Try it

Remember

does not fulfill all our claims
C las printed on the label, we
ξ* C ΚI
LIN
I
Ο ! will refund your money at
V
once. This insures you satisfaction.

MAURICE BAKER & CO., Proprietors,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

lstor4thpeodtf
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NOTICE!

—

For many years with

Every one baa "hoard of
the wonderful effects of the
Spruces and the Pines il»
cases of Lunj? Disease. Th<
Rev. Mr. Murray, in hie book
on the Adirondack*!, lately
published, relates the ease of
a

OP

WANTED—AN

Mm Wm AYE-

_

kettle of hot wattr
sudden change In the

as a

d3t
(I3t

SYRUP

INTELLIGENT EARNEST
Catholic man to represent a large responsible Barclay St. House in his own locality and
outside large cities. A remunerative salary to
Address
References exchanged.
right party.
B.utrί,αυ. Box 13Ν.Έ, N.

This
I

_

A mi»·
at nay time.
step causes a sprain: a
j sudden fall wrenches a
one

ACCIDENT
_

!îaPPen l.° apy

t0

'tS

AN

MILLETT S LITTLE UPHOLSTER,

GRAY'S

Washington St.,
Boston, h large wholesale and retail cigar business included. Rare chance for some one to step
into a good business. Address for particulars 297
12-1
Treinont St., Suite 5, Boston, Mass.

PresSiOfflce.

When you hurt yourself ; try something better for
pains—Baker'n Great American Specific.

eod3m

consumptive

young man

who was entirely cored by
months' camping
a three
out among: the pines. In
France the physicians regularly send their consumptive patients to the pine
woods, and order them to
drink a tea made from the
spruce tops.
OKAY'S SYRUP is α scientific eombniation of the gum
which exudes from the Red
Spruce tree. In this preparation the gum never separates, and all its anti-spasmodic, expectorant, tonic
and balsamic properties are

preserved.
For Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Throat Affections, &c-

SS Cents. it acts like a charm.

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,
Wholesale Sruggists, Montreal.

MISS C. C.ANDREWS

PONT SWEAR

AND

I'lIK i:

smart men with a little money ; will be sold for
inst half its valne on easy terms. Can be seen at
Stable 42 BAKTON ST., West End. Boston, or
residence, 50 LOWELL ST.
aprl2eod3t

<ltf

NG, SHORT &
GEO. 1. BIMORTH,
HOiVIMV 10». Interioi Decorator
feb26

Trade Mark Registered.

WITH

New Dress Goods just received to
be sold at very low prices.
Lot Black French Dress Goods
1 50 cents, former price $1.00.
Full Line of the Ce'ebrated Dr.
Ball's Health Corsets, and the
Ferris Good Sense Corset Waist.

FIFTY

SPECIALTY.

aplO

<lit

First-Class Herdic Business,
one of the best stand» in Boston, now
paying $7B per month above all expenses,
and can be doubled ; just the thing for one or two

$1.0».
.Black Velvets Embroidered in Colors in ten Beautiful Styles $1.75,
former price $5.00.
Extra Bargains in Black and Colored Surah Silks.

Baker'·
clean and

CUM.

SALE.—One-half interest in

1 Lot new Homespuns 37 1-2 cents.
1 Lot Short Lengths in French
Dress Goods 37 1-2 cents.
1 Case Shirred Seersuckers G 1-4
cents.
1 Lot Coclieco Shirking Cambrics
5 cents, former price 10 cents.
Colored Velvets 75 cents, worth

Kid
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SPRUCE

FOR
best located restaurants

FOR A FEW DAYS-

marl 9

RED

FOR SALE.

Turner Bros.'

EASTER KID GLOVES TUMER BROTHERS.

wear.

To Purify Your Blood.

AT

LADIES'

MILLETT & LITTLE.

sale of Ladies' Four Button and Gentlemen's Two Button
at $1.25, which is as low as they are sold in England.
These are particularly desirable for driving and street

api2

W. ALLEM
dtl

HIARRETT, BAILEY & «0.,
PORTLAND,
Begs to advise his friends and old patrons

that he is now associated wit fa
the well known house of

Messrs.

Norwell & Co.,

Shepard,

OF BOSTON,

The "Dudley Tan" is a very celebrated Glove iu London, both for Ladies' and Gentlemen's wear. Not being·
well known in this country, a lot sent over to Jiew York
did not sell quickly, and we bought them at much less
than tlicy cost to land.
Monday we shall commence a

Wneri a good medicine is a necossity. The impure state of the blood, tlio deranged digestion,
and the weak condition of the body, all call for
the purifying, regulating, and strcngthing influences so happily and effectively combined in Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It overcomes that tired feeling,
cures headache and dyspepsia, and expels every
taint of scrofula from the blood.
"My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she had taken three
bottles she was completely cured aud built up.
It is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood's
Sarsaparilla." Ben M. Mikkiklees, Supt. Cincinnati & Lonisvill Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.

d&wlynrm

and

ASTHMA,

<ltf

ENGLISH CLOVES.

—

100 Doses One Dollar.

BEEN

EVJER

10 pieces Summer Silks, all colors,
in checks, at the low price of 31
cents per yard; same goods sold
last season for 50 cents.

This is the Season

aprl

HAS

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

All orders through the mail will receive prompt attention.
■

C.

SPECIALS

η

Special Bargain

Services at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning at 321
Brackett St. Burial private.
In Willard. April 9, Mrs. Emily, widow of the
late Frederick Hatch, aged 71 years.
In ltaymond Village, April 3, Timothy Moore,
formerly of Lewiston, aaed 74 years 6 months.
Ill DUULIl CciSUU, 1Y1UIC1I
iSU, «JU11U «JUIUcUi, aged
88 years 8 months.
In East Fryebutg, March 20, Jams
McLucas,
aged 90 years.
in riiipsburg, April 8, James Jewell, aged 7 5
years.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

«.-»

A copy
of Dr. Flower's Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accompanies each bottle.

our

51.

Sohi by ail djumfUt#. $1 ; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD S CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

nuanj)

CEÏLËYG

a. ill.

"Two months ago I commenced taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla as an experiment, as I had no appotite or strength, and felt tired all the time.
I
attributed my condition to scrofulous humor.
I
kinds
of
had tried several different
medicine,
But
as
soon
without receiving any benefit.
as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
my appetite was restored, and my stomach felt
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
better.
and I never was so well in my life." Mrs. Jessie
F. Dolbeake, Pascoag, li. I.
"Having been afflicted with a complication of
disorders, the result of impure blood, I took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the result was perfectly
Mb». J. Bahton, New Haven, Ct.
satisfactory.

ucucuu

so

last resort,I was induced to try Or. K. C.
Flower's Lung Cordial. The very flrst
dose gare me relief, and with the flrst
bottle I took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly say to-day that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other known remedy. A Dottle of it is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the flrst symptom of a
cough or cold I fly to it for,the relief it
never fails to give."

aprlO

It is requested iliat 110 flowers be sentIn tills city, April 11, Anna M., wife of Melville
Q. Brackett.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, April lltli, Peter A. Graffam, aged

,

aujmicul·

apparently

RINES BROTHERS.

years.
In this city, April 10, Hon. Elbrldge Gerry,aged
72 years.
[Funeral from liis late residence Wednesday at

—

nitii iiu

was

last year.

Grows, aged 5 years 1 month.
In this city, April 10, Moses C. Merrill, aged 59

11

far
gone with Consumption that my life
seemed only a question of days rather
With my faith in the
than months.
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,

"One year ago I

ti/ν»

The above is a cut of our Stove and Range floor, and in tilts department more so than in any other in
business, we have thoroughly tested the goods before offering them to the publie, and are now prepared to place the "New Tariff," "Quaker," "First National" and "Groveland" Ranges anywhere in
New England to be subjected to the hardest possible tests that can be applied to a stove. For style,
finish, quality of iron improvements, economy in the use of fuel, and excellent working qualities, tney
surely take the lead. We guarantee the sides, the tops, the ends and the bottoms against cracking for
1 year, and we warrant every stove a baker, or money refunded, and we will sell any of them for a
quarter of the amount down and the balance $5 per month until paid. We have other and cheaper
ranges in stock and sell a very nice Γ> hole range with 15 inch oven, all the ware, pipe and zinc for the
bottom, and a Dictm e for §15. Write for cuts of ranges, etc.

Salesroom 18 Exchauge Street.
Ο. B1ILEÏ.
marl*

F.

sizes*
Suede Gloves at $1.25 and $1.50, in
excellent qualities.
Gents' Gloves also in large variety.
Mew Lisle Gloves of our own importa-

into effect today. The extra trains will be a
great accommodation to those residing along
the line.
The Portland Water Company are making
good progress in digging and blasting for
laying the main water pipe. During the past

lBtll, at 10 o'clock a.
St., we shall sell
the Furniture, &c.. consisting ol Parlor Suit in
Brocaded Silk Plush and Ebony, cost S17C> ; large
Plate Mirror In Ebony Frame. Marble Top Tables,
handsome B. W. Chamber Sets with Plate Ulass,
B. W. CheHonier, Painted Sets, Dining-room Table, Pillar Foot, Brussels and Tapestry Carpets.
Window Shades, Oil Cloth, Stoves, Crockery Ware,
οικι
&c.,&c. This Furniture has been nsed onlyUdtd
apr]
year and is in perfect order.

THVK8DAY, April
ONm.,
at house No. 95 Pine

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

75 dozen extra tine.

llEERING.

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Genteel Household Furniture by Auetion.

CHAS. A. CABRERA, 32 Bawley Street,
Boston, Mass., writes:

Gloves, in Tans, Browns, Black and
Operas, at $1.00.
35 dozen extra fine, 5 Button Kid
Gloves, in Tans, Browns, Black, Operas
and White, at $1.00.
Real $2.00 Kids at only $1.25, in all

SUBURBAN NEWS.

F. 0. BAILEY &

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

We offer for To-Day's sales 50 dozen
good nearing quality. 4 Button, Embroidered Back, Tan Ctlor Kid Gloves at
only 59 cents per pair.
too do/en 4 Button Kid Gloves, in excellent shades, at 50 cents.

I

Davis, Murch, Randall,
Grcelv, and club swinging by
a

THE DOCTORS COULD
DO NO MORE.

WHEN

BRONCHITIS,

F.

Prinn and
Fred Plaisted. It is intended to add
nasium in the autumn.

Consumption
Conquered !

CONSUMPTION.
Price $1.00 per bottle.

Market Square Saturday night.
speeches and singing by Messrs.
P.

AUCTION ΜΛΙ,Κ».

REMEDY

were

Manning,

<Ut

aprl2

KNOWN TO DO. It stands with
out a rival for COUGHS, COLDS,

*

rooms

BROTHERS.

RINES

DR. FLOWER'S LUNG CORDIAL is without question the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
It eradicates the
discovered.
of
CONSUMPTION AS NO
germ

the

also known as

we

congregation weeping :

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

SILK DRESS GOODS!

laborious man,

we

praise, and

fancied, but

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !

the

hail the sacred day"
was given out by the pastor, the congregation were prepared to sing it with the spirit
and with the understanding.
A psalm of

wo

LAST WEEK.

CONTINUED FROM

ADVERÏMEJIEATN.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sudbury, Mass., and for several years served
in our State Legislature.
He was a thrifty,

M.

At the Second Parish.

NEW

of Harvard, Mass., a pioneer emigrant to
this State, who married Miss Mary Cutler of

our

challenge.

covered in the churches with mourning color,
both to commemorate the Saviour's going out of the temple and hiding himself,
and to dispose the faithful to compassionate
his sufferings.

drunk-

A despatch received
says the coroner's inquest decided that Mr. Ferris died of
paralysis of the heart at the Vogel House in
Dallas and that his remains will be brought
cast for interment.

αο

Yesterday is known in the calendar of the
church as Passion Sunday, so called from
the passion of Christ.
This feast was ordained by the church, the better to prepare
its communicants for the worthy celebration
of the latter solemnity. On this day crucifixes, statues, stations of the cross, etc., are

pealed.

B. Sturtevant, who was
on
the Fitchburg
Greenfield, is a brother-in-law
Larrabee, Esq., of this city.
Capt. Wo. E. Stevens, late

as

and the Sportsman
late acceptance of Conley's

Saturday—Dennis McGovern,
ard ; 70 days in county jail.
John Keely: fined 85 and costs.
Cordis L. Longley, search and seizure ; fined
$100 and costs and six months in county Jail.
.lames Welch and Daniel Welch, search and
seizure: 2d offence as to James ; each fined $100
and one halt costs, and James in addition six
months in countyjail. Both appealed·.
Daniel Welch, James and Patrick J. Hannahan,
Search and seizure ; 2d offence as to James ; each
lined $100 and one half costs, and James in
All apaddition six months In the county jail.

Joseph

uiuus

uiuiiwuij

and Perkins had no means of knowing how
to reach Conley save through the columns of
the paper in which the challenge appeared.

BEKOKJO JUDGE GOULD.
common

υι

London Sportsman

COURT.

[MUNICIPAL COURT.

the accident

cc&ij

method.
The letters forwarded to England by Conley's representative did not appear in the

for
tlie plaintiff for $20.
Jonn C. Cobb for plaintiff.
Frank & Larrabee for defendant.
AcHorace F. Farnbam vs. Horace F. Davis.
tion to recover upon an account annexed for doors,
sasb blinds, etc.. which entered into the repairs,
and to enforce a lien claim, upon a building owned by the defendant in Deering, amounting to
867.60.
The defendant claims that items to the amount
of $57 were sold to Charles E. Chase, the contractor, and that as to these items the plaintiff lias no
lien because it was not enforced within the t; tat ut e
time ; that as to the other items he lias tendered
plaintiff the amount due.
After the testimony was out the case was withdrawn from the Jury and reported to the law
court for their determination.
Symonds & Libby for plaintiff.
Woodman & Thompson for defendant.

man

*»

The petition for weekly payments
presented Friday was signed by only a few
of the men. The greater part of the employes do not eare for a change In the present

plaintiff.

JSKKOKE JUDGE IIONNKV.
Saturday—In the case of George A. Carter
Call), te Arsenault tlie Jury returned a verdict

honor of

τ,

desire.

J. Varney and J. Hutcliings for defendant.
SUPERIOR

lanced

was

driven
in a fit
in the

The music committee of the centennial celebration met Saturday night and organized
Mr. E. W. Kent was elected
secretary.

llAltrKit's ΙΙλ/.λιι.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N.O. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

Davis and

joint.

Grand Trunk road's earnings increased $30,752 over the corresponding week in 1885, and

Henderson, Neut fork City, writes:
"Iliad not slept foi forty-eight hours; was
coughing ail the time. My brother bought a 10
cent bottle of Adainsou's Botanic Cough Balsgjn,
and the first dose broke the cough, and I was betJ1rs.

1

new

beat down the doors and brutally assaulted
the inmates before the officers arrived.
Officers Hicks andG. Frank arrested Susan
Hamilton, Saturday, at Stafford Block, for
the larceny of a watch from a Canadian.
Officer Thrasher recovered the watch.
For the week ending
March 27th, the

gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
\owels, and is the best known remedy for diarrlicea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
janie

11

receive

and

painted,

Charles W. Heara will be the class photographer of the class of '8G Portland High
School, aud the Bath, Alfred and Yarmouth
High Schools.
The moot court trial at Gray's Business
College, Saturday night, was a breach of
promise case, and resulted in favor of the
defendant.
Two drunken men were refused admission
to a tenement in Stafford Block, Saturday,

Advice to Mothers.—M lis.
VVINSLOW'S
■SOOTH IXG SYKUP should always be used when
children are cutting teetli. It relieves the little
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the

april

and

furniture.
Frank Ε. ΜβτίΙΙ, son of Josiah P. Merrill
of Freeport, while splitting wood, accidentally cut off the thumb upon his left hand at

cock's Porous Plasters shows it to contain valuable
anil essential ingredients not present iu any other
plaster. These ingredients are so perfectly proportioned that the Allcock's Porous Plaster will
not cause blisters or excessive irritation; and I
find it superior to and more efficient than any other plaster." Imitations and counterfeits of this
valuable remedy are being offered for sale; so
when purchasing Allcock's Porous Plasters do
not fail to see that the registered trademark
stamp is oil each plaster, as none is genuine without it.
eod&w
april 11

cured.

House, Wednesday evening.

Preble

were

were

The total value of foreign exports for last
including «21,721 feet

ment.

ter at once.

j

;

Union services

Parish
street Methodist and the Second
churches yesterday afternoon and addresses

week was $148,031.29,
of lumber.

Mr. Ferris's Views of Tontines.
Tiie late John F. Ferris, of this city, was insured
at the time oi ills death for $6000 in the Equitable
In Febru
Life Assurance Society of New York.
ary last, to a Portland gentleman who wrote him
with a view to purchasing this policy, which liad
been reported to be for sale, Mr. Ferris replied
from Denver,Col: "I do uot desire to dispose of my
On the conlrary
tontine policy in the Equitable.
I'd like to restore the one upon which I paid only
one premium, anil which lapsed two years ago, If
the Company were disposed to allow me so to
do." The geutleman to whom this was written is
the assignee of several policies similar to the one
above referred to, lie having purchased them of
us

!

Saturday.

ConBres8 8tr"et·

Business
Wanted (iirl.
Corsets—Rines Brothers

me

wore 39 arrests last]week, oi which I What the Ministers Said on the Sub
for drunkenness.
Ject Yesterday.
The decoration committee ou centennial j
celebration will hold a meeting Wednesday. !
the Chestnut Street and
The Longfellow C. L. S. C. will meet in Services at
Second Parish Churches.
the Chestnut Street vestry this evening, at :
'JO were

Elbridee Cerry.
lion. Eibridge (Jerry died iu this city iron»
an attack of heart disease, Saturday afterMr. Gerry had been an
noon, at 3 o'clock.
invalid and great sufferer for many years
from other diseases, but his sudden death
was caused immediately by a heart spasm.
He had been much improved of late, and
Mrs. Gerry was in Portsmouth at the time.
She returned Saturday night.
Mr. Gerry was the youngest son of Peter
and Mary Gerry, and was born in Waterford, Oxford county, iu the then province of
Maine, L>ec. 6,1813. His father was a native

anthoHxed agent*.

Factory Rouses Point.
220 State Sfreet, Boston.

"Wholesale Warehouse :

jaall

eodlstorétlip

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

FINE WATER COLORS
—BY—
F. Κ. M.

KEHIY,
—

CYRUS

OF

AT

—

F.

Fine Art Rooms,
marl 2

NEW 1ΌΒΚ,

DAVIS'

610 Congress St.eodtf

AL0JNZ0 S. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,

ISO

Middle
near corner of

Street,

Exchange 8t.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf
jell)

As

Manager

Upholstery

of their extensive

and Drapery Department.

He will he glad to advise with custompersonally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showins you some superb new goods just arrived.

ers

TABLE DAMASK,
35 CENTS.
WE OFFER FOR TO-DAY'S SALES:
25 cents
Half Case Linen Damask at
One Case Turkey Red Damask at 25 cents
Half Case Bleached new Table
09 cents
Damask at
Half Case Bleached new Table
75 cents
Damask at

MM BROTHERS.
aprlO

<13t

MR. JAMES S. MAR RETT,
Formerly JHarrelt, Hniley

A

I'·..

Would respectfully Inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself
with

W. T. KILBORN &

CO.,

NO. Ï4 FREE STREET,
where he wll lie
want of

pleased to

Carpetlngs

see

of Any

Portland, March 29,1880.

all who may be In

Description.
mar30-dlm

